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-1- INTRODUCTION  
 
This thesis comes out of years of work beginning in 1994 undertaken by Frank 
Matero and the University of Pennsylvania to stabilize the earthen surface finishes of 
Mesa Verde National Park in Southwestern Colorado.  The aim of this research is to 
better understand the performance and deterioration mechanisms for gelatin treatments 
used to reattach earthen plasters and washes.  Threats to the treatment method include 
biodeterioration and failure due to wet-dry cycles and humidity fluctuations.  The 
adhesive’s durability to these weathering phenomena was researched and evaluated 
through testing proxy samples in the Architectural Conservation Laboratory of the 
University of Pennsylvania. (All tests conducted are listed in the Testing Matrix: 
Appendix A) 
The goals of this project were to:  
 
 Understand the properties, manufacturing process, history and use in conservation 
of gelatin as an adhesive and identify its greatest vulnerabilities 
 Evaluate the bond strength and wet-dry and freeze-thaw deterioration that can 
occur once the gelatin treatment has been applied to earthen finishes in 
formulations that include glycerin as an additive 
 Determine the most effective method of testing a conservation material’s 
bioreceptivity and apply it to gelatin  
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 Synthesize new data and data from previous research to establish climatic 
conditions for optimal performance of gelatin at Mesa Verde and other earthen 
sites 
1.1    Selecting an organic adhesive  
Gelatin, an organic material derived from animal protein, is one of the oldest 
adhesives used by humans.  Largely replaced by synthetic chemicals in the early 20th 
century, gelatin adhesives have been given renewed consideration by the University of 
Pennsylvania.  The institution has been working at Mesa Verde National Park for over 
ten years in an ongoing project that includes survey, analysis, stabilization, and 
interpretation of the masonry and architectural surface finishes.  The gelatin treatments 
have proven to be an elegant, cost effective and environmentally as well as culturally 
sensitive solution to the deterioration and treatment of the earthen plasters and washes.   
The main catalyst for the use of gelatin came not from the conservation 
perspective, but from the cultural one.  Mesa Verde National Park is the steward of over 
4,000 archaeological sites created by Ancestral Pueblo peoples from 600 to 1280.1 The 
descendants of those peoples, as well as other Native American groups affiliated with the 
site, are significant stakeholders in the interpretation and use of the National Park.  It is 
imperative that their perspectives be taken into account when conserving the fabric.   
Parameters that determine the permanence of a site for the Pueblo Indians of 
Arizona and New Mexico (the descendants of the Ancestral Puebloans) differ from the 
                                                            
1  Kathleen Fiero F.Matero and A.B. Rivera, “Preservation of prehistoric earthen architectural 
finishes in Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado,” In: Terra 2000, (London: James and James Ltd., 2000), 
31. 
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conservation philosophies of historic preservation.  Permanence for those Native 
Americans is characterized by cycles of decay and rebuilding.2   In a non-linear concept 
of history, repeated actions play an important role in how a structure passes through the 
world.  Adobe structures are allowed to deteriorate but are then re-plastered yearly in Rio 
Grande Pueblos such as Taos and Isleta.  But within these cycles there is also a beginning 
and end.  One author stated the concept as, “Everything, including an ancestral site, has a 
natural life cycle, at the end of which it should rightfully expire.”3  When a site is 
abandoned it is allowed to return to the earth from which it came.  In some locations, this 
ideal is followed by the National Park Service such as backcountry sites at Aztec Ruins 
National Monument.4 
At most locations, however, the park service adheres to another meaning of 
permanence: to maintain the form and appearance of places and materials.  The National 
Park Service Organic Act states their mission as “to conserve . . .natural and historic 
objects . . .as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations."5 A 
compromise between these two ideas of permanence was made through the use of an 
organic adhesive, made from natural sources that would also be able to return to the earth 
as it and the finishes deteriorate.  While maintaining the form and appearance of the 
                                                            
2   Kevin S. Blake and Jeffrey S. Smith, “Pueblo Mission Churches as Symbols of Permanence and 
Identity,”  Geographical Review, Vol. 90. No. 3 (Jul., 2000): pp. 359-380,  www.jstor.org/stable/3250858.    
3   Michael Bawaya, “The Race to Save the Ruins: Old restoration practices may have done more 
harm than good; now scientists are scrambling to remedy the damage,” Preservation, January/February 
2011,  http://www.preservationnation.org/magazine/2011/january-february/mesa-verde.html. 
4   Ibid.   
5   U.S. Congress. National Park Service Organic Act,(16 U.S.C. l 2 3, and 4), (Aug. 25, 1916),  
http://www.nps.gov/legacy/organic-act.htm. 
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finishes temporarily, the gelatin does not stop the lifecycle of the materials from being 
completed in the future.   
1.2 Introduction to mesa Verde National Park 
  1.2.1  Materials  
The finishes that have survived at Mesa Verde can be found almost exclusively in 
alcove sites, where the structures are shielded from the elements, especially precipitation, 
by a rock overhang.  The above ground rooms at most alcove sites are constructed of 
dressed sandstone walls, wet-laid with earthen mortar.  Smaller stones or pottery sherds, 
called chinkers, are inserted into mortar joints.  These walls are usually one wythe wide.  
The other type of construction is kivas--circular or key-shaped ceremonial rooms 
excavated approximately ten feet into the rubble floor of the alcove with added fill.6 
 A variety of thickness, color, design and purpose can be found in the Ancestral 
Puebloan finishes.  Some walls show no evidence of ever being plastered while others 
have many layers of finish campaigns with inscribed and painted images.  The bedding 
mortar was frequently smoothed over the stones for a rudimentary finish referred to by 
conservators as extruded smooth plaster. Additional plaster layers were applied and many 
elaborated with washes.  Washes are thinner than the plasters and are defined as finishes 
less than 1mm thick.   Also, the particle size distribution distinguishes a plaster from a 
                                                            
6   Joel M. Brisbin, Donna M. Glowacki and Kay E. Barnett. Spruce Tree House 2007 Summary 
of Architectural Documentation: Structures and Social Organization in a Thirteenth Century Cliff 
Dwelling, Mesa Verde Naitonal Park, Colorado, (Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado: 
Archaeological Site Conservation Program, 2007), 2. 
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wash.  On average, the washes at Mesa Verde have a 16:84 sand: silt/clay ratio and the 
plaster a 54:46 sand:silt/clay ratio.7  
 The colors used include black, red, white, and yellow.  The finishes were created 
using pigments from the surrounding environment: white was created from caliche, a 
calcium carbonate precipitate that forms on the surface of stones; the red and the yellow 
are both ferruginous clayey soils; the black was created with carbon soot.  Some of the 
embellishments painted on to the walls include hand prints (fig 1.1), triangles, dots, auras 
around openings. 
Figure 1.1.  Pictograph on earthen plaster and wash at Spruce Tree House cliff dwelling  (Lauren 
Vollono Drapella 8/2010). 
  
                                                            
7  Amila Ferron, “A comparative study of ethyl silicate-based consolidants on earthen finishes for 
Mesa Verde National Park”  (Advanced Certificate in Architectural Conservation, University of 
Pennsylvania,  2009), 11-16.   
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1.2.2  Finish Conditions 
All of the materials at Mesa Verde have survived past their expected service lives.  
The alcove sites were constructed between 1180 and 12808, making all the surviving 
components over 700 years old.  The earthen plasters and washes in the alcoves have 
endured countless cycles of heating and cooling, water absorption and evaporation, wind 
abrasion, thermal expansion and contraction and many other stresses to which building 
materials are subjected.   Compounding these stresses over time has lessened the cohesive 
and adhesive properties of the historic finishes.  This is evidenced in detachment, 
blistering, cracking, delamination and a variety of other conditions thoroughly 
documented by the University of Pennsylvania before any treatment work begins.   
1.2.3  Climate 
 
Chart 1.1:   Line graph depicting the change in rainfall during a typical year at Mesa Verde. (Data 
from nps.gov/meve) 
                                                            
8  Fiero, et al., “Preservation of prehistoric earthen architectural finishes,” 31.   
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Mesa Verde has a cold, semiarid climate.  The park lies in the transition zone 
between the arid scrublands to the south and the forested mountain environment of the 
Rocky Mountains to the north.  The average annual precipitation is 18 inches, though this 
can vary between at 10 and 30 inches.9  During the late summer months the days begin 
with cloudless skies, but by noon, because of intense air turbulence, cumulus clouds 
develop and short, intense thunderstorms are common.  Chart 1.1 displays the amount of 
precipitation by month in 2010, which peaks in August.   
*Data from www.nps.gov/meve 
 
July is the warmest month at Mesa Verde with a maximum temperature of 102 
degrees Fahrenheit.  The coldest recorded temperature was -20 in January.  A 
subterranean kiva remained 50 degrees Fahrenheit all year round when the rooms were 
                                                            
9   Adler, “Diagnostic monitoring for preventive conservation,” 7. 
TABLE 1.1:     2010 WEATHER DATA COLLECTED FROM CHAPIN MESA*
Month 
 
Mean 
Maximum 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Mean 
Minimum 
Temperature 
(°C) 
Precipitation 
(cm) 
 
Snowfall 
(cm) 
 
Deepest 
Snow 
Depth 
(cm) 
Average 
Snow 
Depth (cm) 
Jan  2.7  ‐8.7 9.3 90.4 86.4  47.2
Feb  2.0  ‐8.2 7.1 59.7 83.8  69.6
Mar  7.6  ‐3.8 4.1 23.6 63.5  33.8
Apr  14.8  0.4 2.1 11.4 10.2  0.5
May  19.1  4.1 0.4 1.3 2.5  0.0
Jun  27.7  11.7 0.2 0.0 0.0  0.0
Jul  30.3  14.4 6.2 0.0 0.0  0.0
Aug  27.0  13.2 12.8 0.0 0.0  0.0
Sep  26.1  10.9 3.3 0.0 0.0  0.0
Oct  18.2  4.8 5.7 0.0 0.0  0.0
Nov  8.4  ‐3.7 2.6 31.0 20.3  1.5
Dec  6.1  ‐3.2 9.5 71.4 36.8  4.3
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functional.  For the Ancestral Puebloans, it stayed cool in the summer, and only a small 
fire was needed to keep it warm in the winter.10     
1.3 Gelatin Treatments 
  
1.1.3 Treatment Method 
 
 
Figure 1.2. Granulated gelatin before it is put into solution.  (4/8/2011) 
 
The treatment under study has developed over the past sixteen years of 
application and has included solutions with 1.25 to 10% gelatin and various application 
techniques and additives.11  Only the most recent formulations are assessed here.  The 
current conditions treated at Mesa Verde with gelatin are detachment, delamination and 
blistering.  The adhesive solution is mixed off site in both 5% and 10% solutions by 
                                                            
10  James A. Erdman, Charles L. Douglas, and John W. Marr, Environment of Mesa Verde, Colorado, 
(National Park Service, 1969), http://www.nps.gov/history/history/online_books/meve /7b . 
11   Fiero, et al., “Preservation of prehistoric earthen architectural finishes,” 35.   
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volume and is applied as both a liquid and a gel.  The solution consists of 7.09 grams of 
granulated gelatin (fig 1.2) mixed with thirty-five milliliters of cold water; an additional 
one hundred milliliters of boiling water dissolves the gelatin into solution.   
The additives of glycerin and isopropyl alcohol are then mixed into the solution.  
The glycerin adds workability and film flexibility to the solution and the alcohol insures 
the adhesive’s initial stability. It is stored in canning jars in a refrigerator until transported 
to the site.  Once there, the canning jars are heated with a propane stove in a water bath.   
Once the solutions are liquid, they are suctioned into syringes.  The gelatin mixture is 
then injected behind the deteriorated finishes which are gently pressed back to their 
substrates.  By adjusting the temperature, the conservator can regulate the fluidity of the 
solution.  The colder, more viscous solution is termed a gel and the more fluid, warmer 
solution is a liquid.  The 10% solutions are used to attach finishes to stone substrate, and 
the 5% gelatin solutions to attach finishes to other earthen finishes.   
1.3.2   Previous Gelatin Adhesive 
The gelatin adhesive treatments were assessed by a previous thesis at the 
University of Pennsylvania in 2004.  The physical properties of the gelatin treatments 
were evaluated for the gelatin solutions of 5% gelatin and water, 5% gelatin and 10% 
glycerin in water, 10% gelatin and water and 10% gelatin and 10% glycerin in water.   
The results of those tests are compiled in Table 1.1.  The properties of gelatin as an 
adhesive will be discussed in a later chapter.   
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TABLE 1.2:     GELATIN TREATMENT TESTS AND RESULTS12 
Property 
 
Testing Method
 
5% gelatin
 
5% gelatin 
10% glycerin 
10% 
gelatin 
10% gelatin 
10% glycerin 
Control
 
set time 
 
ASTM D 2471‐99, 
ASTM D 4473‐01, 
ASTM D 3056‐00  3 hours 
"remained 
tacky"  3 hours 
"remained 
tacky"  NA 
 
glass 
transition 
temperature  
warming and 
letting cool*  21°C  24°C  23°C  24°C  NA 
Flexibility: 
 E modulus 
visual and tactile 
observations* 
"hard and 
rigid" 
"elastic and 
pliable" 
"hard 
and 
rigid" 
"elastic and 
pliable"  NA 
 
Adhesive Bond 
Strength (lbs)  ASTM D 903‐49  0.07  0.21  430.67  199  1.9 
volumetric 
shrinkage 
 
refilling spot plate 
after shrinkage*  8cc  8cc  8cc   8cc   NA 
cohesive 
shrinkage 
 
observation as 
temperature 
increased*  NA  NA 
detached 
at 70°C 
detached at 
70°C  NA 
Viscosity 
 
ASTM D 4212‐99  27.3  33.4  40.8  31.4  NA 
 
Water Vapor 
Transmission 
Rate 
 
ASTM D 1653‐93  NA  9.8  NA  8.9  12.9 
*no standard cited  
 
1.3.3   Current Treatment Evaluation  
 
This treatment method had varied little over the ten years of its application at 
Mesa Verde.   Today those past treatments have been deemed a success.  The 
methodology used to evaluate the gelatin is qualitative, relying on tactile, auditory and 
visual evaluation.  The deteriorated plasters are well documented, both before and after 
                                                            
12   Rebecca Carr, “Evaluation of Adhesive Binders for the Preservation of in-situ aboriginal surface 
finishes at Mesa Verde National Park” (Master’s Thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 2002), 87-109.  
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treatment.  Using those documents, researchers can evaluate previous work.   If the 
finishes have not stained, show no visible growth and are intimately attached to their 
substrates, then the treatment is concluded to be a success.   This is done through visual 
inspection and gentile touching and tapping to hear if the finishes are soundly attached.  
Treated spaces often have a sand/soil protective layer placed on the earthen floors which 
also provides a passive means of monitoring for any fallen finishes over time.  This 
research does not challenge the efficacy of the above evaluation methodology or its 
conclusions, only explores other testing methods to determine the when and how 
deterioration will occur.   
The assumption is made that if biological deterioration is occurring on the gelatin, 
than the organism will be visible or it will cause the treatment to fail by the plasters 
detaching.13  Because neither of these conditions have been documented at Mesa Verde, 
the conclusion has been that biodeterioration of the gelatin is not taking place.   It is 
postulated that bio-deterioration has not been found on the gelatin treatments in the 
alcove sites at Mesa Verde due to the dry climate and geological formations which 
protect the ruins from direct rain fall.   But the necessary environmental factors needed to 
catalyzed bio-deterioration are not fully understood and could possibly be a threat to 
Mesa Verde plasters as well as a hindrance to using gelatin at other locations.  In order to 
make gelatin a more universal treatment method, deterioration in the presence of 
moisture will be analyzed—primarily bio-deterioration susceptibility, freeze-thaw and 
wet-dry deterioration.   
                                                            
13   Frank Matero. Personal interview. 10/27/ 2010.   
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-2- SOILS  
 
2.1  Characterization of Soils  
In order to evaluate the gelatin treatments, a series of laboratory tests were 
conducted on proxy samples previously created by Amila Ferron in 2009.  The samples 
were in the form of 5cm x 5cm coupons in acrylic molds with a layer of plaster and a 
layer of wash.  A total of 126 untested coupons remained in the molds.  Much of the 
analysis of the soils was conducted before the creation of the coupons in 2009, though pH 
and Atterberg limits tests were conducted by the author.  (See Appendix B for soil 
profile)  
Characteristics discussed in this chapter include:  
 
 Color 
 Particle size distribution 
 pH 
 Soluble salt content  
 Clay mineralogy  
 Atterberg limits (liquid limit, plastic limit, and plasticity index)  
 
 
2.1.1 Color 
 The characteristic of color can be measured in many ways.  For this thesis the use 
of Munsell color matching was chosen and used in accordance with ASTM standard 
ASTM D1535-97.  This method requires the observer to match the qualities of 
representative sample swatches to the color of the material in natural light. The colors 
vary according to hue, value and chroma.  Hue is an evaluation of color in reference to 
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the visual perception of changes in light’s wavelength and classified as Red, Yellow, 
Green, Blue, and Purple.  The set of colors used for to evaluate the soils falls between the 
hues of Red and Yellow and are classified as 5YR.  Value is the property that indicates 
the lightness or darkness of the soil with the addition of amounts of black or white.    
Chroma is the purity of the color and measures how faded or vibrant the color is.    
TABLE 2.1:     COLOR TESTS
Tests 
Considered  Standard/Reference  Advantage  Disadvantage 
Method 
Selected 
Munsell 
Color 
matching 
ASTM D1535, Zinn 2005, 
Hartzler 1996, Dix 1996, 
Ferron 2008   
‐Readily 
available   
 ‐ for soils  
‐Results are subjective 
   Yes 
colorimeter  ASTM E1347 ‐ 06 
‐Absolute 
accuracy  
‐Expensive equipment 
that needs a skilled 
operator   No 
 
Because the results are determined visually by the observer they are subjective 
and not qualitative.  There are ways to measure color without the subjectivity of the 
viewer such as tristimulus colorimeter, though the equipment is expensive and requires 
sensitive calibration.  Also, soil aggregate is not a homogenous mixture of the same color 
particles.  The human eye, even as a subjective viewer, is the ideal tool for combining the 
various shades into one.   
The use of Munsell for soil color identification has been used extensively on 
Mesa Verde research (Zinn 2005, Hartzler 1996, Dix 1996, Ferron 2008, Lim 2009).  
Ferron used a mix of yellow and red earth from Mesa Verde and the surrounding area to 
create the correct particle size distribution of plasters and washes.  After the coupons 
were created, their colors were identified with a Minolta CR-221 colorimeter and were 
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evaluated using CIE L*a*b* color space to monitor the change in color after 
consolidation.  The colors of the plasters and washes of the untreated samples remained 
the same as when they were evaluated for the previous research.   
Color is important to note, not only for color change with treatment or 
weathering, but as an identification of the soil’s components.  Various colors of plasters 
and washes are present at Mesa Verde including white from a calcium carbonate, and 
black from carbon soot. These finishes have different properties than the red and yellow 
soils used here.  The colors of these layers before treatment or testing were evaluated by 
the author in natural light to be: 
 5YR 5/6 (yellowish red) for washes  
 7.5YR 5/4  (brown) for plasters.   
 
These values fall within the range of colors found on the walls at Mesa Verde from 
previous testing.   
2.1.2  Particle Size Distribution 
Soils are made of particles of varying shapes, sizes and qualities.  The particle 
size distribution of a soil has bearing on its performance.  The color, luminescence and 
grain size can affect the aesthetic aspects of the finishes.  Also, particle size distribution 
can predict how moisture will be absorbed.  A well graded soil with angular particles will 
have less open pore space for water to move through and less interconnected pores 
meaning low porosity and low permeability.   
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According to ASTM D653: Standard Terminology relating to Soil, Rock, and 
Contained Fluids” the particle size distribution within a soil is divided into the following 
categories:  
Gravel   76.2 mm – 4.75 mm 
Coarse Sand   4.75 mm – 0.075 mm 
Fine Sand   0.075 mm – 0.02mm 
Silt    0.02 mm – 0.002 mm 
Clay    <0.002 mm 
In 2009, Ferron averaged all previous testing research to determine the most 
accurate particle size distribution of plasters and washes.  Her results were: 
 54:46 sand :silt/clay for plasters 
 16:84 sand: silt/clay for washes.14   
 
This combination was used to create the coupons used in this research.  The amount of 
clay separate from silt was not available due to the limited amount of material that may 
be sampled from the historic fabric. As a result, silt and clay proportions are presented 
together for comparative purpose to the larger sand particles.   
All soils used in the wash and plaster replication mixtures were obtained from 
areas within or adjacent to Mesa Verde National Park.  The soil mixture created for 
replicating washes was made by combining two Mesa Verde soils, a red loess taken from 
the Park mesa-tops from Hartzler’s 1996 thesis, and a red loess purchased from the 
neighboring Ute Mountain Indian Reservation.  The wash mixture was analyzed for 
particle size distribution by sedimentation and dry sieving.   By using the methodology 
described in ASTM standard D 422 – 63, the clay-size content was found to be 23% by 
                                                            
14 Ferron, “A comparative study of ethyl silicate-based consolidants,” (2009): 11-16.   
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mass.15  The mixture produced for replicating plasters included soils from eight locations 
in the American Southwest which were “combined in proportions similar to the 56% 
sand: 44% silt and clay distribution.”16  (See Appendix C for graphs describing particle 
size distribution of washes and plasters)    
TABLE 2.2:     PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION TESTS
Tests 
Considered  Standard/Reference  Location  Advantage  Disadvantage 
Method 
Selected 
Sieving 
 
ASTM C136, Hartzler 
1996, Zinn 2005  
 
ACL 
 
 
‐Well 
established, 
standardized 
test 
‐Large sieves can be 
unwieldy 
  Yes 
Sedimentation 
ASTM D422, ASTM 
D4221  ACL 
‐Equipment is 
available   
‐Length of time 
required  Yes  
   
2.1.3  pH 
 Neither the pH of the washes nor the plasters were analyzed before coupon 
manufacture.  This property was tested by the author in 2011 on crushed coupons created 
by Ferron which contained both wash and plaster material.   
 
The ASTM mandates the use of air dried soil for this experiment.  However, the soils 
used to create the coupons had been dried in an oven at 110°C before sieving to obtain 
the correct particle size distribution.  This could be a source of error. 
                                                            
15  Ferron, “A comparative study of ethyl silicate-based consolidants,” (2009): 13. 
16  Ibid. 14. 
TABLE 2.3:     PH TESTS 
Tests 
Considered  Standard/Reference  Advantage  Disadvantage 
Method 
Selected 
pH of Soils 
ASTM D4972,  Zinn 2005, 
Hartzler 1996  ‐‐Designed for soils 
‐expensive test 
strips and meter   Yes 
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The acidity or alkalinity of finishes at Mesa Verde effects the way the material 
weathers such as how it will react to acid rain.  It also effects the biological agents that 
are able to live in that environment (biodeterioration of the finishes will be discussed 
later).  The pH of the gelatin can also interact with the pH of the soils.  To test this 
property a standard test—ASTM D 4972-95—was followed.  There is precedence for the 
use of this standard in previous research on southwestern soils (Zinn 2005, Hartzler 
1996). 
TABLE  2.4:     PREVIOUS PH TESTING RESULTS
  
Method A: 
meter 
Method B: test 
strips 
Sample   Water  CaCl2  Water  CaCl2 
Kiva C Plaster (Zinn)17  6.4   ‐‐  6.0   ‐‐ 
Room 28 Mortar (Zinn)   6.8   ‐‐  6.5   ‐‐ 
Adobe Cave (Zinn)  7.2   ‐‐  6.5   ‐‐ 
Water (Zinn)   6.1   ‐‐  6.0   ‐‐ 
Mesa Verde Blend (Hartzler)18   ‐‐   ‐‐  7.7  7.5 
Aztec Ruins Blend(Hartzler)   ‐‐   ‐‐  7.6‐7.7  7.3 
Chaco Canyon BLM Quarry(Hartzler)   ‐‐   ‐‐  8.2  7.8 
New Mexico Alcade Adobe (Hartzler)   ‐‐   ‐‐  7.6‐7.7  7.3 
 
In preparation for this test, buffer solutions were created to calibrate the pH meter.    
An acid Potassium Phthalate Buffer Solution was created by dissolving 10.21g of crystals 
into 1 liter of deionized water.  This was mixed vigorously until all of the particles went 
in solution.  The resulting 0.05 M solution maintained a pH of 4.0 in ambient room 
                                                            
17  William Zinn, “Cement modified earthen mortar : an investigation of soil-cement performance 
characteristics at three Southwestern national monuments,” (Master’s Thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 
2005), 80. 
18  Robert Hartzler, “Program of investigation and laboratory research of acrylic-modified earthen 
mortar used at three prehistoric Puebloan sites,” (Master’s Thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 2009), 64. 
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conditions.  This was used to calibrate the pH meter.  A calcium chloride stock solution 
was created by dissolving 147g of calcium chloride dihydrate into a liter of deionized 
water.  This was an exothermic reaction and the solution was allowed to cool before 
being diluted to 0.01M with 2 additional liters of water.  This pH was checked with the 
calibrated pH meter to be between 5 and 7.  
 One coupon was ground with a rubber pestle.  Twenty grams of the combined 
soils were weighed and placed into two beakers.  Ten milliliters of distilled water was 
added to one of the beakers, to the other 10mL of 0.01 M CaCl2 solution.  The soils were 
mixed thoroughly and left to stand for one hour.  At the end of the hour the pH of the soil 
was obtained through method B --pH paper at room temperature—and method A—a pH 
meter.  The pH meter used was a multi-parameter testr 35 made by Eutech Instruments 
and the test strips were pHydrion Insta-chek and change color from 0-13. 
The results are shown in table 2.5.  The soils are slightly basic with an average pH 
of 7.6.  These results closer parallel the results Hartzler found in Southwestern soils. The 
gelatin treatment is slightly acidic with a pH of 5.27, as tested by the manufacturer.   
While the different pHs have the potential to catalyze deterioration, water is needed for 
any of the reactions to occur.  Low moisture should prevent pH from being a problem at 
Mesa Verde.    
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TABLE  2.5:  PH RESULTS
   Method A: meter  Method B: test strips 
Sample   Water  CaCl2  Water  CaCl2 
1  7.82   7.33   8   7.5 
2  7.58   7.18   7.5   7.5 
3  7.45   7.20   7.5  7.5  
Average of all readings  7.6
 
2.1.4  Soluble Salts and Calcium Carbonate 
Soluble salts can be very dangerous to finishes.   When they precipitate out of a 
solution their crystallization force can shatter the bonds that create cohesive strength.  An 
excess of soluble salts (>1000 ppm) in soils attracts large amounts of moisture and has 
been shown to damage earthen mortars.19   The presence of salts can also alter the pH of 
the soil and make it more or less susceptible to biodeterioration and can indicate the 
material’s ion exchange capacity.20  The presence of salt efflorescence has been 
documented in one of the alcove sites, Spruce Tree House, and was hypothesized to be 
one of the most dangerous mechanisms threatening the plasters there.21 
Testing has been carried out on many of the soils at Mesa Verde used for 
research.  In the field of conservation, there are internationally established methods for 
testing the salt content of brick, structural title and stone (NORMAL 13/83 Determination 
of Total Amount of Soluble Salts, RILEM No. V.1a: Crystallization by Total Immersion 
and No. V.2: Crystallization by partial immersion).  Unfortunately, a soil cannot be 
readily adapted to these tests.  An alternative method developed by A.E. Charola 
                                                            
19  Zinn, “Cement modified earthen mortar,” 24. 
20  Ibid. 42. 
21  Adler, “Diagnostic monitoring for preventive conservation,” 79.  
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determines salt type through the use of test strips such as those produced by 
Merckoquant©.  The soil is put into solution with deionized water.  It is then passed 
through filter paper and tested for salt content with test strips.    
 
 
Charola’s method was used on southwestern soils in previous research.  (Zinn 
2005, Dix 1996, Hartzler 1997, Carr 2002)   Neither Zinn nor Hartzler identified any salts 
in their soil samples. Dix found sulfate (SO4 
-2) ions, chloride (Cl-) ions and carbonates in 
Mug House soils. 22  Nitrates and sulfates were found in Carr’s soils with salt strips and 
were confirmed with spot testing.23  Ferron used Charola’s method as well as 
confirmatory spot tests to identify nitrates and sulfates in the soils used to create the 
coupons used in this research.24 Sulfates are usually from gypsum, either from ground 
                                                            
22   Linea Dix, "Characterization of prehistoric earthen plasters, mortars and paints from Mug House," 
(Master's Thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1996), 77-78.   
23  Carr, “Evaluation of Adhesive Binders,” 35-36. 
24  Ferron, “A comparative study of ethyl silicate-based consolidants,” (2009) 17-18. 
TABLE 2.6:  SOLUBLE SALT TESTS
Tests Considered  Standard/Reference  Advantage  Disadvantage 
Method 
Selected 
Ion Test Strips 
 
 
 
Teutonico 1988,  Zinn 
2005, Hartzler 1997, 
Dix 1996 
 
‐Can be done on a powder    
‐semi‐quantitative results    
‐can be accomplished 
quickly  
‐Test strips are 
expensive  
 
            Yes 
Determination of 
Total Amount of 
Soluble Salts  NORMAL 13/83  ‐Internationally accepted  
‐Must submerge 
samples        No 
Crystallization by 
Total Immersion   RILEM V.1a  ‐Internationally accepted  
‐Must submerge 
samples  No 
Crystallization by 
Partial Immersion   RILEM V.2  
‐Samples not completely 
submerged 
‐Long cycling 
period to 
precipitate salts  No 
Spot Tests  Odegaard© 2000  Availability  
No quantitative 
results   Yes 
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water or previous Portland cement repairs, in the case of stabilized sites.  Nitrates are 
usually from decaying organic material.  
In addition to the salts discussed above, carbonates were tested in many of the 
soils (Dix 1996, Hartzler 1997, Carr 2002).  Most southwestern soils contain a significant 
amount of calcite and the identification of carbonate salts in the finishes suggests the 
presence of calcium carbonate in the soils.25  Calcium carbonate forms in these soils as a 
microcrystalline matrix creating a more rigid finish than those with clay binders alone.26    
This test can be done through acid digestion, chemical spot tests for both carbonates and 
calcium, and salt test strips for carbonates.  Test strips and spot testing were used by 
Ferron to identify both calcium and carbonates in the soils used in these experiments.27   
The results of Ferron’s salt tests are listed in Table 2.7.   
TABLE 2.7:     SALTS PRESENT IN WASH MIXTURE28
Ion  Nitrate  Nitrite  Sulfate  Chloride  Carbonate  Calcium 
Catalyst 
or test 
strips  FeSO3 
Test 
strips 
Test 
strips  BaCl2 
Test 
strips 
H2SO4, 
AgNO3 
Test 
strips 
HCl, 
BaOH 
Test 
strips 
HNO3, 
H2SO4 
No  Slight  No  No  Slight  No  No  Slight  Slight  Yes  
 
2.1.5  Atterburg Limits 
The Atterburg limits of the soils were not analyzed before coupon manufacture.  
This property was tested by the author on April 1st 2011 on crushed coupons of both wash 
and plaster.  The standard used mandates the use of air dried soil for this experiment.  
                                                            
25  Zinn, Cement modified earthen mortar.” 85. 
26  Carr, “Evaluation of Adhesive Binders,” 60. 
27  Ibid.   
28  Ferron, “A comparative study of ethyl silicate-based consolidants,” (2009) 18. 
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However, the soils originally used to create the coupons had been dried in an oven at 
110°C before sieving to obtain the correct particle size distribution.  This could be a 
source of error.  
TABLE 2.8:  LIQUID LIMIT, PLASTIC LIMIT, PLASTICITY INDEX TEST 
Tests 
Considered  Standard/Reference  Location  Advantage  Disadvantage 
Method 
Selected 
Atterberg 
Limits 
ASTM D4318, Teutonico 18A, 
19, and 20,  Dix 1996,  
Hartzler 1997,   Zinn 2005,   ACL 
‐provides much 
information    
equipment 
availability  
‐large sample 
size  Yes  
 
The Atterburg limits, or the liquid limit, plastic limit and plasticity index, were 
determined by the author using the methodology outlined in ASTM D4318-00: Standard 
Test Methods for Liquid Limit, Plastic Limit, and Plasticity Index of Soils. The 
determination of the liquid and plastic limits of a soil is a particularly important step in 
characterization because it indicates a soil’s ability to retain water.   Water is a necessary 
component of all earthen finishes as well as most deterioration conditions.  For example, 
salts must first be in solution before they can precipitate out when the water evaporates. 
For expansive clays, the presence of water will cause swelling. Also, water is needed to 
catalyze biological growth.   
The liquid limit of the soil indicates the point at which a soil, when mixed with 
water, has physical qualities closer to those of a liquid than a solid. The plastic limit is 
reached with the lack of water in a sample causes the soil to become brittle. The plasticity 
index of a soil is an expression of water content in soil mixtures with plastic qualities and 
is calculated by subtracting liquid limit value from plastic limit value of a soil. 
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In testing for the Atterburg limits, coupons of Ferron’s soils (2009) were ground 
with a mortar and plastic pestle.  About one hundred grams of the sample were mixed 
with enough deionized water to form a paste of plastic consistency.  A portion of this 
paste was then applied to a Casagrande device with a spatula.  Once the paste had formed 
an even thickness, a scoring tool was used to create a groove down the middle of the dish.  
The Casagrade device was then dropped against the base by turning the crank located at 
the back of the apparatus.  This action caused the two halves of soil to deform enough to 
meet along the crack.  At that point a sample of the soil was taken to be weighted and 
dried and the number of drops recorded.  The procedure was repeated four more times 
with the remainder of the soil paste at different levels of saturation. The water content of 
the soil was calculated as a percent of the dry weight of the sample.  
The number of drops and moisture content were then plotted on a semi-
logarithmical scale.  A line of best-fit was drawn through the plotted points to create a 
flow curve. The moisture content at intersection of this line with an ordinate of 25 drops 
was established as the liquid limit for the soil. (Chart 2.1) 
To find the plastic limit, the rest of the soil sample was mixed with water until its 
plasticity became sufficient for a portion of a sample to be hand-rolled into an ellipsoidal 
mass.  This mass was then rolled against a flat glass surface into until it reached a 
diameter of approximately 3mm. The thread was then broken into smaller pieces and then 
rolled out again.  The rolling process was repeated until the soil thread crumbled before 
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reaching 3mm in diameter.  At this point the sample was weighed and dried.  The test 
was repeated three times. 
 
Chart 2.1.   Semi-logarithmic graph that plots the number of drops against the moisture content of 
the soil (red line) and the line that best represents that curve (black line).  The equation above the 
graph is the slope of the line of best fit: at 25 drops the corresponding moisture content is the liquid 
limit, 26.4 
 
The plasticity index of each soil was calculated by subtracting the soil’s plastic 
limit from its liquid limit. The plasticity index of a soil is largely relative to the clay 
content in the soil.  A higher plasticity index indicates the presence of clays and indicates 
the soil will have a greater tendency to expand and contract upon wetting and drying and 
display greater strength as the plasticity index increases. 29 
TABLE 2.9:   PLASTICITY INDEX* 
Liquid Limit   Plastic Limit  Plasticity Index 
26.4  20.8 6
*All the data collected during the Atterburg Limit testing is recorded in Appendix C2.   
 
                                                            
29   Hartzler, “Acrylic-modified earthen mortar,” 64. 
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The results of this testing is a plasticity index of 6.  This indicates that the soils 
are reactive.  Based on this calculation, the soils will shrink and swell significantly with 
changes in the moisture of the surrounding environment and be able to retain water.  This 
plasticity index also falls within in range of other soils found in the Southwest, as listed 
in table 2.8.   
TABLE 2.10:     PREVIOUS ATTERBURG TESTING RESULTS  
Soil  Plastic Limit  Liquid Limit   Plasticity Index 
Mesa Verde Blend(Hartzler)30  19.2 21.9 2.7
Aztec Ruins Blend(Hartzler)  16.7 23.8 7.1
Chaco Canyon BLM Quarry(Hartzler)  indeterminate  19.5                      non‐plastic 
New Mexico Alcalde Adobe 
(Hartzler)  indeterminate  indeterminate                       non‐plastic 
Bandelier ‐ Garcia Landscape 
Materials (Zinn)31  indeterminate  indeterminate                       non‐plastic 
Chaco ‐ BLM Quarry Soil  (Zinn)  19.3 22.5 3.2
Salinas ‐ Mountainair Local Quarry 
Soil (Zinn)  21.7 24.6 2.9
 
2.1.6  Clay Mineralogy   
The mineralogy of a soil determines many of its performance characteristics.  
Different clay types respond very differently to moisture.  The presence of expansive 
clays in a soil could indicate that it is not suitable to be used on buildings where it will be 
confined.  This also indicates that any treatment material used in conjunction with the 
clay be able to perform with the same shrinkage and swelling characteristics.   
 
                                                            
30  Hartzler, “Acrylic-modified earthen mortar,” 65. 
31  Zinn, “Cement modified earthen mortar,”79.  
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TABLE 2.11:     CLAY MINERALOGY TESTS
Tests 
Considered  Standard/Reference  Location  Advantage  Disadvantage 
Method 
Selected 
X‐ray 
diffraction 
(XRD) 
Zinn 2005, Hartzler 
1996, Dix 1996, 
Ferron 2008 
Laboratory for 
the Research on 
structure and 
matter (LRSM) 
‐Clay minerals 
can be 
identified 
‐Spectrums 
require a 
specialist to 
interpret        
 ‐expensive  Yes  
 
In order to determine the types of clay and percentages of clay volume are within 
the wash soil sample, power X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used by Ferron in 2009.  It is a 
common analytical technique used in conservation (Zinn 2005, Hartzler 1996, Dix 1996, 
Ferron 2008) that can help to identify crystalline materials.  The soil used to create the 
washes was crushed as passed through a 200 sieve.   
Like all spectra, XRD results must be analyzed to be understood.  The computer 
database can identify the element that causes a series of peaks to a percentage of certainty 
from which the person analyzing the sample must choose the best option.  Low peaks, or 
noise, can be deleted from a spectra.  Other data gained from the XRD spectra is the 
percent volume of a material in the sample in relation to the total volume of the sample.   
This elemental content and the percent volume of materials were tested during 
Ferron’s research in 2009 by The Mineral Lab, Inc.® in Lakewood, Colorado.  The 
results of the clay analysis revealed the soil mixture to contained predominantly smectite 
with some kaolinite and illite: 
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 73%     smectite 
 7%       kaolinite  
 <5%     illite32    
The wash soil used for these experiments is unusual in mineralogy.  Other soil 
testing, compiled by Ferron has shown that southwestern soils contain large amounts of 
the more stable clay, kaolinite, not smectite.  The term ‘smectite’ is used to describe a 
family of expansible 2:1 phyllosilicate minerals constructed of a single octahedral sheet 
sandwiched between two tetrahedral sheets.  Because the interlayer between the sheets is 
expansible, smectites are referred to as "swelling clays".   Soils with a large amount of 
this type of clay can undergo as much as a 30% volume change due to wetting and 
drying.33  Although such a high percentage of smectite is not typically found in the 
southwest, there are benefits from using the soil: the presence of expansible clays 
guarantees a reaction that will challenge the elasticity of the adhesive. Also, its use here 
was successfully manipulated through the presence of silt and fine sand to control 
shrinkage. 
 
2.2   Coupon Preparation 
The coupons used in experimentation during this research were created by Amila 
Ferron in 2009 in conjunction with her post-graduate certificate at the University of 
Pennsylvania.  The plasters and washes were a combination of different soils throughout 
                                                            
32   Ferron, “A comparative study of ethyl silicate-based consolidants,” (2009) 19. 
33  Laird, D.A., et al.  “Chemistry of smectitic and illitic phases in interstratified soil smectite,” Soil 
Science Society of America Journal 55(1991): 1500.  
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the southwest that were combined to mimic the unique disagregating conditions found at 
Kiva F in Long House at Mesa Verde.  (see Appendix C1 for particle size distribution)  
The soils were separated through sieving and combined to create the correct particle size 
distribution for plasters and washes: 54:46 sand:silt/clay for plasters, and 16:84 sand: 
silt/clay for washes. 34 
The plaster mixture was pressed into 5cm by 5cm acrylic molds with a depth of 
6mm to create thin plaster squares.  The layer was smoothed to the top of the mold.  Once 
the plaster was dry another layer of the mold was added to create another 1-1.5mm of 
depth to the samples.  A wash layer was then applied on top of the plasters.35  Each tray 
produced 45 coupons of plaster and wash: in total, there were 121 coupons spread over 3 
molds left untreated from the previous experimentation. The samples were left to dry and 
detach for two years before they were used in the current tests. Photomicrographs were 
taken of the washes and plasters before they were treated as seen in figures 2.1 and 2.2.   
                                                            
34   Ferron, “A comparative study of ethyl silicate-based consolidants,” (2009): 11-16.   
35  Ibid., 21. 
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Figure 2.1.  This photomicrograph shows the composition and texture of the wash layer of 
the samples used during testing.  (Photo taken with a Nikon Ds-Fi1 camera on a Nikon 
Optiphot2-pol microscope with reflected light 4/3/2011) 
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Figure 2.2.   This photomicrograph shows the composition and texture of the plaster layer 
of the samples used during testing.  Note the larger mineralic grains and pores than the 
wash.  (Photo taken with a Nikon Ds-Fi1 camera on a Nikon Optiphot2-pol microscope with 
reflected light 4/3/2011) 
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-3- Gelatin CHARACTERIZATION 
 
3.1 Gelatin as an Adhesive   
An adhesive is a mixture in a liquid or semi-liquid state that joins materials by 
surface bonding through the creation of a joint to bridge a gap.36 Adhesives are one of the 
most common treatment types in conservation, though their properties must be matched 
properly to each context.  Gelatin had been selected through previous testing and analysis 
to fit the unique needs of an adhesive at Mesa Verde.   
The qualities required by the gelatin treatments at Mesa Verde are: 
 Ease of application on site, availability, affordability37    
 Durability/stability to a semi-outdoor environment38  
 Plasticity to stresses that develop during and after the setting of the 
adhesive39 
 Glass Transition temperature at or near ambient temperatures 
 Sufficient bond strength to adhere plasters and washes to substrates                                     
without compromising the cohesive strength of the finishes40  
 Reversibility/retreatability41  
 Sustainable environmental practice  
 Compliance with local cultural beliefs and values42   
                                                            
36   John H Lau, et al, Electronics Manufacturing: With Lead-free, Halogen-free, and Conductive-
adhesive Materials, (New York: McGraw-Hill Professional, 2002) 5. 
37  Ibid. 
38  Gerhard Gierenz and Werner Karmann, Adhesives and adhesive tapes, (Weinheim, Federal 
Republic of Germany: Wiley-VCH, 2001),1-17. 
39  C.V.Horie, Materials for Conservation: Organic consolidants, adhesives and coatings, Second 
Ed, Oxford, GB: Butterworth-Heinemann, 2010. 100.  
40  Carr, “Evaluation of Adhesive Binders,” 109. 
41  Horie, Organic consolidants, adhesives and coatings, 105. 
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3.1.1  Availability, Affordability, Ease of Application 
Gelatin performs the role of an adhesive for flaking, detaching and delaminating 
earthen finishes.  Food grade gelatin made from pork and beef is readily available from 
conservation suppliers, gelatin manufacturers, chemical companies and grocery stores in 
the United States.  Depending on the grade and supplier, gelatin is very affordable due to 
its mass production for the pharmaceutical and food industries.43  Gelatin with specific 
properties is created through manufacturers, though custom gelatin can be much more 
expensive and is harder to obtain in small quantities that are usually required in 
conservation applications.   
The University of Pennsylvania has streamlined the use of the gelatin at Mesa 
Verde despite the lack of services such as running water.  This process involves mixing 
and storing the material in a refrigerator off-site.  Once it is needed, the treatment 
material, water and other tools are carried by hand to the site.  A small propane camp 
stove is used to create a warm bath to soften the gel.  Once a liquid is created, it is 
suctioned into a syringe.  The treatment can then be injected where it is needed.  When 
the treatment cools and solidifies it can be reheated to create a liquid once more, reducing 
waste.  
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                 
42  Carr, “Evaluation of Adhesive Binders,” 122. 
43   The retail price of a case (12 oz) of KNOX original unflavored gelatin in a grocery store (Whole 
Foods, the Fresh Grocery and Shop-n-Bag) is between 20-25 US dollars as of 3/3/2011.   
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3.1.2  Stability/ Durability  
Granulated gelatin has an infinite shelf life if stored below its glass transition 
temperature, but the same cannot be said for the material in solution.  Due to its proclivity 
to biological attack, gelatin solution should be used within a few days after its 
manufacture.44  The deterioration of liquid gelatin is indicated by a foul smell.45  Once 
the adhesive has set to its sol-gel state, the polymer chains create a relatively stable 
molecular structure.46  Gelatin is not reactive under normal circumstances and poses no 
hazard to human health. 
While gelatin can be a stable adhesive, it will degrade in some typical ways.   The 
first is through mechanical stresses from the surrounding environment which will be 
evaluated later in this research through experimentation.  The molecular degradation of 
gelatin is characterized by liquefaction or embitterment 47 and can be brought about by a 
number of factors such as: 
 Cross-linking by different chemicals such as trivalent metal ions such as iron or 
aluminum48 
 Oxidization in acidic conditions49  
 Pollutant deposition50   
 Micro-organism degradation through enzyme attack51 
                                                            
44   Dinah Eastop and Agnes Timar-Balazsy,Chemical Principles of Textile Conservation.    
(Devon UK: Butterworth-Heinemann publications, 1998) 120. http://books.google.com/books. 
45  Behrooz Salimnejad, personal conversation,  3/24/2011. 
46  Horie, Organic consolidants, adhesives and coatings. 100. 
47  Eastop and Timar-Balazsy, Principles of Textile Conservation, 120. 
48  Horie, Organic consolidants, adhesives and coatings 232 
49   Ibid., 233. 
50  Thi-Phuong, Nguyen, “Gelatin as adhesive: a short introduction into a promising  
Material,” PapierRestaurierung: Mitteilungen der IADA 6, no. 4 (2005): 31. 
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 Cross-linking at high temperatures (above 49°C)52 
 
3.1.3   Elasticity 
The clays in earthen plasters and washes at Mesa Verde expand and contract with 
changes in the environment.  Because of the varied particle size distribution, washes will 
change their dimensions more drastically than plasters which include more sand in 
relation to silt and clay. The sandstone substrates that make up most of the walls at Mesa 
Verde do not change dimensionally as much as the finishes.  In many cases the plaster 
layer acts as a buffer between the stationary stone and the expansion and contraction of 
the washes.  Ideally, the treatment material would also be able to buffer the movement of 
one layer to the next.   
It is imperative that the adhesive not be brittle—a brittle adhesive will cause the 
finishes to fail cohesively, which would lead to cracking, disaggregation and loss of 
material as well as loss of the historic form and appearance of the finished walls. The 
molecular structure of set gelatin will expand and shrink relative to the amount of 
humidity in the surrounding air, which make it a good fit for similarly expansive clay 
adherends.  Past research has shown that gelatin will shrink to less than its previous 
volume than in certain temperature and relative humidity conditions.53  The movement of 
                                                                                                                                                                                 
51  CGB Cole, Gelatin. Frederick J Francis, editor.  Encyclopedia of Food Science and Technology, 
2nd edition.  4 Vols.  New York: John Wiley & Sons, (2000): 1185. 
52  Diana Foster ,GELITA North America, personal communication, 2/11/2011.   
53  Adam Karpowicz,“A Study on Development of Cracks on Paintings,” Journal of the  
American Institute for Conservation,  Vol. 29, No. 2 (Autumn, 1990): 169-180.  
http://www.jstor.org/stable/3179581. 
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the polymer chains creates stresses within the adhesive film which can cause cracking, 
crazing and brittleness of surfaces in tension observed on painting canvases.54   
While this should be less of a problem on earthen finishes than paintings, 
plasticizers can be added to the gelatin in order to maintain its ability to expand and 
contract.  At Mesa Verde, glycerin, also known as glycerol, is used as a plasticizer.  It is 
hydrophilic and soluble in water and like gelatin, is also non-toxic.  Glycerin at 5-25% as 
a proportion of the dry weight of glue can increase flexibility directly or enhance the 
gelatin’s ability to absorb water.55  Good glues will absorb about five and a half to six 
times their weight and still remain fairly firm.  The more consistent and elastic in this 
state the greater the adhesive power.56   
During previous research the plasticity of the treatments was measured through 
flexibility, volumetric shrinkage, cohesive shrinkage and water vapor transmission rate.  
The results are tabulated below (Table 3.1).  The results of the testing show that the 
addition of glycerin makes the solution much less brittle after setting, but does not have 
an effect on the volume of solution lost while setting occurs.   
As well as absorbing moisture, the transmission of moisture is also an important 
characteristic of the way the adhesive will behave in relation to the adherends.  An 
outdoor architectural finish will have moisture passing in and out of it due to the daily 
fluctuations in climatic conditions.  Water vapor permeance test was measured for the 
                                                            
54   Eastop and Timar-Balazsy, Principles of Textile Conservation, 121. 
55   Karpowicz, “A Study on Development of Cracks on Paintings,” 8. 
56  Samuel Rideal, Glue and Glue Testing,  London: Scott, Greenwood and Co. 1900.  
http://books.google.com/books, 117. 
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gelatin with glycerin with a rate of 9.8.  The water control was 12.9.57  These results 
show that the treatment solution does inhibit the movement of moisture through the 
finishes, most likely through absorption.  This may actually improve the longevity of the 
finishes by reducing the amount of moisture in contact with them. 
TABLE 3.1:     PLASTICITY CHARACTERIZATION 58
Property 
 
Testing Method
 
5% gelatin
 
5% gelatin 
10% glycerin 
10% 
gelatin 
10% gelatin 
10% glycerin 
Control
 
Flexibility: 
 E modulus 
visual and tactile 
observations* 
"hard and 
rigid" 
"elastic and 
pliable" 
"hard 
and 
rigid" 
"elastic and 
pliable"  NA 
volumetric 
shrinkage 
 
refilling spot plate 
after shrinkage*  8cc  8cc  8cc   8cc   NA 
cohesive 
shrinkage 
 
observation as 
temperature 
increased*  NA  NA 
detached 
at 70°C 
detached at 
70°C  NA 
 
Water Vapor 
Transmission 
Rate 
 
ASTM D 1653‐93  NA  9.8  NA  8.9  12.9 
*no standard cited  
3.1.4 Setting  
Gelatin sets when its solvent evaporates and it forms a solid/gel state.59  This 
occurs at a certain condition known as the glass transition temperature. 60   Previous 
testing determined that the setting would occur for gelatin in water at 21°C and that the 
gelatin and glycerin combination would set at 24°C.61  Because ambient temperatures 
pass below the glass transition point, the gelatin will gel as the temperature cools, 
                                                            
57  Carr, “Evaluation of Adhesive Binders,” 109.   
58   Ibid., 87-109.  
59   Gelatin is only soluble in water and a few other obscure chemicals such as 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol.   
60   Gerhard, Gierenz and Werner Karmann, Adhesives and adhesive tapes, (Weinheim, Federal 
Republic of Germany: Wiley-VCH, 2001), 3. 
61   Carr, “Evaluation of Adhesive Binders,”  93 
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forming a solid around 10°C.62  This is important in the application of the treatment in 
situ.  By heating the treatment it becomes less viscous and performs as a liquid.  The 
higher the concentration of gelatin in the solution, the more heat is required to liquefy the 
solution.  The addition of heat is essential for application in which the gelatin must flow 
behind detached plasters.  When a more concentrated amount of adhesive is needed of the 
same solution, a gel can be formed by placing the syringe in a cool bath.   
TABLE 3.2:     SETTING CHARACTERIZATION63
Property 
 
Testing Method
 
5% gelatin
 
5% gelatin 
10% glycerin 
10% 
gelatin 
10% gelatin 
10% glycerin 
Control
 
set time 
 
ASTM D 2471‐99, 
ASTM D 4473‐01, 
ASTM D 3056‐00  3 hours 
"remained 
tacky"  3 hours 
"remained 
tacky"  NA 
 
glass 
transition 
temperature  
warming and 
letting cool*  21°C  24°C  23°C  24°C  NA 
*no standard cited  
 
3.1.5 Bond Strength 
There is no one theory on why adhesion occurs: existing theories include 
mechanical, electrostatic, adsorption and diffusion.64  The gelatin adhesive creates a bond 
through all these methods.  The strength of the joint is dependent on three factors: the 
cohesive strength of the adherends, the cohesive strength of the adhesive and the adhesive 
                                                            
62  Carr, “Evaluation of Adhesive Binders,” 92. 
63  Ibid., 87-109.  
64  Horie, Organic consolidants, adhesives and coatings, 101. 
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bond strength.  All adhesive joints create a uniform distribution of forces over the entire 
joint area and under stress the substrate will distort along with the adhesive.65  
During previous research the bond strength of the gelatin and glycerin solutions 
was tested with a force gauge meter.  Both 5% gelatin solutions failed at less than 10psi 
in sheer strength. The gelatin and water samples tended to crumble under pressure, while 
the solutions with glycerin detached at the joint.66   Detachment indicated that the 
adhesive bond would fail before the cohesive strength of the plasters--a valuable quality 
when selecting a conservation material.  Bond strength will again be tested during this 
research.   
3.1.6  Reversibility 
Gelatin forms a thermally reversible gel.  This means that it will return to a liquid 
state with the addition of heat which varies depending on the volume of the solution and 
the amount of gelatin within.  The unused treatment material can be reheated and reused 
throughout the conservation project, reducing waste.  Once the adhesive is applied it is 
also reversible through heat, though is dangerous to use in conjunction with the fragile 
earthen plasters.  Gelatin is also reversible with water.  Reversing glued joints in the case 
of wood has been traditionally accomplished through feeding water into cracks and then 
pulling the adherends apart.  The joint is weakened by the swelling of the gelatin in the 
presence of water.67  Gelatin treated finishes are also re-treatable.  Once the gelatin has 
deteriorated or been removed, additional gelatin can be applied with the same process as 
                                                            
65  Gierenz and Karmann, Adhesives and adhesive tapes, 3.   
66  Carr, “Evaluation of Adhesive Binders,” 109. 
67  Horie, Organic consolidants, adhesives and coatings, 234. 
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the previous application.  The new gelatin will completely bond with the previous 
material.68  
3.1.7 Sustainability  
Gelatin is a very sustainable material for many reasons.  The collagen sources for 
the gelatin are a byproduct of the meat industry—by using leftover material, gelatin 
manufacture reduces waste.  Also, the protein chains in gelatin are not caustic to their 
surroundings; gelatin is a neutral material unless acted upon by an outside source.  Even 
as gelatin degrades and enters the ecosystem, it does so as proteins made up of amino 
acids which will act as food for other organisms at Mesa Verde.    
The application process is also environmentally conscious. Water and heat from a 
small propane cooking stove are used to make a bath for the gelatin.  The excess water 
can be discarded into the wooded areas without harm to the plants and animals that live 
there.  As discussed earlier (section 1.1), one of the most convincing arguments made to 
use gelatin as an adhesive is that it is an organic material that displays ultimate 
recycleability.  This philosophy is compliant with both Native American belief systems 
and values and current ecologically sustainable practices. 
3.1.8  Sources  
While all gelatins have very similar components, they do vary depending on the 
source material and the method of extraction.  A gelatin as an adhesive is called glue and 
can refer to a material created from skin, bone and connective tissue of pig, cow, deer, 
                                                            
68   Gierenz and Karmann, Adhesives and adhesive tapes, 4. 
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rabbit and donkey as well as the skin and bladders of fish.69  These materials are made up 
of collagen which is not found in animal hooves, despite the common misconception. No 
source of collagen is particularly excluded from the creation of gelatin, though a limited 
number are commercially available.  In the United States the most common source of 
gelatin is skin and bone (ossein) from pork (porcine) and beef.  The younger the animal, 
the better quality of the gelatin produced.  As an animal ages its collagen also ages and 
becomes more cross-linked from within and between the molecular chains.  It is a more 
caustic process to separate the chains, or denature, the collage and will create more 
degraded samples with shorter molecular chains.70 
Fish glues are also a collagen based adhesive, though they have different 
properties than other gelatins.  Fish collagens have fewer hydroxyproline amino acids 
units, resulting in a shrinkage temperature between 6-32°C.71  The result is that mammal 
glue solutions form a gel at room temperature and fish glues need refrigeration to gel.  
The benefit of using fish gelatin as an adhesive is that it will remain liquid at ambient 
room temperature and does not require heating for application.  This is why conservators 
at the Philadelphia Museum of Art use fish glue to re-adhere flaking paint to plaster 
substrates on installed architectural features in galleries.72 (fig 3.1)  A downside is that it 
eliminates the opportunity to use the same concentration at different viscosities as a 
function of ambient temperature.  The gelling property of mammalian gelatin, however, 
                                                            
69  Cole, Gelatin, 1185. 
70  Horie, Organic consolidants, adhesives and coatings 230. 
71  Ibid., 231. 
72  Behrooz Salimnejad, personal conversation. 3/24/2011. 
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is important because it forms a bond more compatible with the earthen finishes which 
should not be saturated with liquid treatment.  Also, the heating of the material allows the 
conservator to adjust the viscosity to fit each treatment location. For example, in an area 
where excess water will cause staining or possible collapse of a particularly fragile finish, 
the treatment in gel form can be used without changing the concentration and strength or 
adding fillers. 
Figure 3.1. Author injecting a 5% fish gelatin solution as an adhesive to reattach flaking 
paint on plaster at the Philadelphia Museum of Art.  (Behrooz Salimnejad 3/24/2011) 
3.2 History of Gelatin  
Adhesive bonds are an essential part of how humans shape the environment 
around them.  They can be created in many ways such as mechanical interlocking and 
static forces, though glue paste is a more sophisticated and versatile method of joining 
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materials.73  Glues have been documented to survive in dry caves for thousands of years.  
Archeologists have found surviving collagen glues from over 8,000 years ago on artifacts 
in Nahal Hemar cave from the Neolithic period.74  While this evidence indicates the 
longevity of organic adhesives, collagen glues are not the same as gelatin.   
While animal glues were common, other types of adhesives were historically used 
such as blood albumin, casein from milk, starch paste from plants, beeswax and fats.75  
Adhesives of plant origin such as wood rosin were commonly used in China and Gum 
Arabic and the caoutchouc (weeping wood) in the tropical regions of South American 
and Asia.76  There is evidence of animal glues being used in ancient Egypt 4000 years 
ago.77  The Egyptians produced the adhesive by boiling collagen in a pot, separating out 
the gel and applying the adhesive with a brush.  This process is depicted in the 
hieroglyphics from the tomb of Rehmara at Thebes around 1400 BC shown in figure 3.2. 
                                                            
73  Horie, Organic consolidants, adhesives and coatings,97. 
74  O. Bar-Yosef, and Schick, T, “Early Neolithic organic remains from Nahal Hemar cave,”  
National Geographic Research, 5(2) (1989): 176.  
Bruce Bower,  “Discovery of oldest known glue at Nahal Hemar cave,” Science News. Nov. 1 
1997.  
75  Horie, Organic consolidants, adhesives and coatings. 8.  
76  Gierenz and Karmann, Adhesives and adhesive tapes, 2-3. 
77  Matt T. Roberts and Don Etherington. Bookbinding and the conservation of books: A  
dictionary of descriptive terminology: Glue. California: Preservation Department of Stanford University 
Libraries. 1982. http://palimpsest.standford.edu/don/dt/dt1560.html 
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Figure 3.2.  Wall carving in the tomb of Rekhmara in Thebes showing Egyptian production of 
gelatin. (Bouge xi and Alexander ii) 
 
The term glue in conservation designates a proteinacious adhesive made from 
collagen broken down and extracted from animal parts.78  The meaning of the word glue 
has been expanded in the 20th century to be synonymous with the term adhesive without 
indication of the source or properties of the material.79  Historically glue, animal glue, or 
hide glue was a collagen material that had been decomposed hydrolytically to form a gel.  
Those glues were not filtered and may or may not have been edible.80  They contained 
gelatin and other impurities from the parent material and had less crosslinks because of 
                                                            
78  Horie , Organic consolidants, adhesives and coatings, 430.  
79  Matt T Roberts and Don Etherington. Bookbinding and the conservation of books: A  
dictionary of descriptive terminology: Glue. (California: Preservation Department of Stanford University 
Libraries. 1982) http://palimpsest.standford.edu/don/dt/dt1560.html 
80  Horie , Organic consolidants, adhesives and coatings, 430.  
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the harsh thermal extraction process.81  In contrast, gelatin refers to the animal glue that 
has been refined and processed.  It designates the material of the purest and highest 
quality of soluble collagen which is obtained through hydrolytic decomposition by means 
of acids or alkaline solutions and then filtered.82  
Animal glues became the primary adhesive of medieval Europe.83  The process to 
of turning collagen into gelatin through heating in a pot that was used in ancient Egypt 
continued to be used through the 1700s.  In his treatises on woodworking called the Art of 
Joinery, Joseph Moxon describes the process of preparation and use of animal glue.   He 
comments on the creation of gelatin with practical advice on the amount of water needed 
such as, “put to it so much water as is convenient to dissolve the glue and to make it, 
when it is hot, about the thickness of the white of an egg.”84   
This type of advice paints a vivid picture of the use of animal glue in the early 
1700s.  The term “gelatine,” from the Latin gelatus meaning stiff85, was coined about the 
same time Moxon was writing.  Another development around the turn of the 18th century 
was the manufacture of gelatin in large quantities.  This first occurred in Holland in 1690 
and then spread to England by 1700.86  The first gelatin patent in England was for fish 
                                                            
81  A. Courts and A.G. Ward, ed., The science and technology of gelatin, London: London Academic 
Press, 1977, 10. 
82  Gesa Kolbe, “Gelatine in historical paper production and present-day restoration of   
paper manuscripts.”  In: Care and Conservation of manuscripts 6. University of  
Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanum Press (2002): 33-46. http://books.google.com/books, 34. 
83  Theophilus: De Diversis Artibus, ed. and trans. by C. R. Dodwell (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1963)  
84  Joseph Moxon, Commentary by Christopher Schwarz. The Art of Joinery: Revised and  
Expanded Digital Edition, (Lost Art Press LLC, 26 Greenbriar Ave. Fort Mitchell, KY. 2009) section S 33.   
85   Bogue, The chemistry and technology of gelatin and glue, 1. 
86  Ibid., 3. 
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glue in 175487, most likely because the use of animal glues was so widespread that it 
could not be claimed by a particular manufacturer.  However, the process of creating 
gelatin could be patented.  The first documentation of acid treatment taking place is 
through an English patent in 1814 describing treating bones with “muriatic, nitric, 
phosphoric, or acetous acid. . . until  all the bony, hard, or cartilaginous parts shall have 
become soft.”88  About a century later gelatin manufacturing began in the United States 
by Elijah Upjohn.89  
As gelatin became industrialized and commercialized as an adhesive and food 
supplement, the field of chemistry took interest in the material.  The earliest recorded 
studies of the structure of gels were conducted by Frankenheim in 1835 and von Nageli 
in 1858.90  These studies were published in German.  Gelatin became the material of 
choice for research on colloids, of which gelatin is an emulsoid type.91   In 1871 an 
English doctor named Richard Leach Maddox made a discovery in photography using a 
dry plate with a bromine silver-gelatin layer to shorten the exposure time of film.92  This 
work was continued by S.E. Sheppard and co-workers of Eastman Kodak in the 1920s 
and 30s who made gelatin a ubiquitous ingredient in photographic films.93   
                                                            
87  Robert Herman Bogue,  The chemistry and technology of gelatin and glue, (New York: McGraw-
Hill book company, inc., 1922),4. 
88  Ibid.   
89  Roberts and Etherington. Bookbinding.   
90  Bogue, The chemistry and technology of gelatin and glue, 132.  
91  Jerome Alexander, Glue and Gelatin, (New York, NY: The Chemical Company, Inc.  1923), 7. 
92  Courts and Ward,  The science and technology of gelatin, ix. 
93  Ibid.   
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By the turn of the 20th century gelatin was an essential part of four industries: 
food, photography, science and adhesives.   One source named gelatin production a “key-
industry” in the United States in 1923.94  Evidence of the importance of gelatin is the 
amount of literature that was produced about it around the turn of the 20th century.   In 
1906 a German named Rudolf Ditmar published the first bibliography on glue in Kolloid 
Zeitschrift, Vol.1 p. 80.95 This was expanded upon in English by Robert Bogue in 1920.96  
Books dedicated to the material were published such as Glue and Glue Testing in 190097 
and Glue and Gelatin in 192398.  While new adhesives came into being such as phenolic 
resins, melamine resins, and urea resins, gelatin still gained popularity during these 
years.99  
 Equipment to test and standardize the material was produced and sold by 
companies such as the Chemical Society of Philadelphia that measured a range of 
qualities from melting point to foaming ability.  Testing began rather simply.  For 
example Schattenmann in 1845 proposed a method for testing gel strength (also known as 
bearing weight, consistency, jelly strength, and later bloom strength) by placing 10 grams 
of glue in a beaker and covering it with 200 grams of water at 60°F for 48 hours.  After 
this time the water was poured off and the sample weighed and observed.100 Good glues 
                                                            
94  Alexander, Glue and Gelatin, 8. 
95  Ibid.  
96  Bogue, The chemistry and technology of gelatin and glue,2. 
97  Rideal, Samuel. Glue and Glue Testing.  London: Scott, Greenwood and Co. 1900. 
http://books.google.com/books 
98  Alexander, Glue and Gelatin. 
99  Gierenz and Karmann, Adhesives and adhesive tapes, 2. 
100  Rideal, Samuel. Glue and Glue Testing,117. 
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should absorb five and a half to six times their weight and still remain fairly firm; the 
more consistent and elastic in this state, the greater the adhesive power.  As the century 
went on, many new ways to analyze the physical and mechanical properties of gelatin 
were developed.    
 
Figure 3.3.  The Rideal-Slotte Viscosimeter was one of the earliest designs used for testing the 
viscosity of gelatin. (Rideal 130) 
Early scientists were interested in creating a tool to measure viscosity.  An 
example is the Riddle-Slotte Viscosimeter produced through the Society of Chemical 
Industry in England before 1900.101  As time went on, the testing equipment became 
more mechanized.  An example of a later viscosimeter is the Saybolt Universal 
                                                            
101   Rideal, Glue and Glue Testing, 130.   
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Viscosimeter which was produced and marketed by the Arthur H. Thomas Company of 
Philadelphia, now known as the Chemical Society of Philadelphia.102  
 
Manufactures and scientists 
alike were interested in the 
gel strength very early and 
developed multiple tests to 
measure it.  One of the first 
after Schattenmann was the 
finger test developed by 
Lipowitz in 1861.103  One of 
the earliest devises, which 
measured the time taken for 
rod to penetrate through the 
jelly, was developed by          
Kissling.  (fig 3.4 )   
 Figure 3.4.  One of the earliest tools for measuring gel strength is Kissling’s tool, adapted 
from the lubricating grease industry in the late 1800s.  It was known “Kissling’s Consistency 
Apparatus.”  (Rideal 125) 
 
                                                            
102  Bogue, The chemistry and technology of gelatin and glue,385. 
103   Ibid., 317. 
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Another early way to 
determine the gel strength measured 
the hydrostatic pressure necessary to 
force a rubber diaphragm downward 
to a certain depth.   An example of 
this device is Hulbert’s jelly strength 
apparatus from 1913.104  (fig 3.5)  
The first “truly scientific” 
instrument for measuring gel 
strength was developed in 1920 by 
the Eastman Kodak Company.  It 
submitted the gel to torsion to obtain 
a quantitative measure of its 
elasticity and tensile strength.105    
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5. Hulbert’s jelly strength apparatus from 1913.  It was used to determine the gel strength of 
gelatin through hydrostatic pressure. (Bogue 375) 
                                                            
104   Rideal, Glue and Glue Testing,376. 
105  Bogue, The chemistry and technology of gelatin and glue,378.  
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Figure 3.6. Another, more mechanized method of testing the gel strength of gelatin is shown above.  
This diagram shows an instrument developed by Sheppard and collaborators at the Eastman Kodak 
Company to test the jelly strength. (Rideal 378) 
 
The flurry of activity surrounding gelatin in the early decades of the 20th century 
marked the peak of interest in the material.  With the invention of polymer dispersion 
adhesives such as epoxy resins (1938) and cyanoacrylates (1957), gelatin was pushed out 
of the industrial adhesive market.106 Also, acrylic and vinylic resins were used by the 
paint industry to replace gelatin distemper paints. 
The continued study of gelatin in the scientific and photographic communities has 
yielded much of the information we now know about the properties and structure of 
gelatin.  Before World War II the photographic industry studied many of gelatin’s 
                                                            
106   Gierenz and Karmann, Adhesives and adhesive tapes, 2.   
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rheological properties and their dependence on pH, temperature, concentration and salts.  
Thermal degradation was also shown to cause severe changes to those properties.107 In 
the 1940s scientists identified the same components in the polypeptide chains of collagen 
as were in gelatin at the same time A.C. Chibnall, a protein chemist, identified the amino 
acid composition of gelatin.108  Other scientific studies debated the structural features of 
gelatin that give it its rigidity and strength.  It was found that neither the molecular 
weight nor the average chain length determines gelatin’s structural features.109  However, 
the viscosity of the gel and the strength of the gel were proven to be dependent on 
molecular weight.110    
Today the production of gelatin and its qualities has been standardized by 
country.  It is industrially manufactured around the world to serve the photographic, 
culinary and pharmaceutical industries with an increasing amount of uses every year.  
One example of the equipment currently used to test the gel strength--or as it is now 
called, Bloom strength— is the LFRA Texture Analyzer. (fig 3.7)  
 
3.3 Gelatin as a conservation material  
As a conservation material, animal glues have been a common adhesive.  Before 
the creation of synthetic materials, animal glues were the primary adhesive used to 
conserve historic and artistic objects.  Natural materials such as glue and beeswax 
                                                            
107  Courts and Ward,  The science and technology of gelatin, xi. 
108   Ibid., x. 
109  Ibid. 
110  J.D. Ferry. Protein Gels.  Adv. Protein Chem. 4, (1948). 21. 
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 were the only materials available for 
repair until the late 19th century.  
Often the term   “glue” is used to 
designate gelatin in the early years of 
the 20th century and before.  Gelatin 
solutions were used as both 
adhesives and consolidants.  There 
are many examples throughout the 
conservation profession where 
gelatin was and is still being used as 
a fixative or adhesive.  Some of these 
include ivory111, wood112, pottery113,   
and  porcelain.114  It was also used as an                        
ingredient in commercial conservation 
treatment materials.  For example, 
gelatin was an ingredient in celluloid cement for repairing glass.115  
                                                            
111  E.E Lowe, “Preservation of fossil ivory.”  Museums Journal, 10, (1910): 155.   
112  W.M.F. Petrie, Methods and aims in archaeology. (London: Macmillan and Co. 1904) 
113  F. Rathgen,The preservation of antiquities: A handbook for curators. (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1905)  
114  A. Lucas, A. Antiques: Their restoration and preservation. 2d ed.rev. (London: E. Arnold and Co. 
1932) 
115  Ibid.  
Figure 3.7. LFRA Texture Analyzer digitally 
quantifies the gel strength of gelatin.   
(image from the 2006 standard for testing gel 
strength by the Gelatin Manufacturers Institute 
of America, Inc.  www.gelatin-
gmia.com/PDFs/2.1%20Gel%20Strength.pdf) 
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As synthetic materials flooded the adhesive industry, so too did they usurp natural 
adhesives in the conservation field.  But unlike the adhesive industry, gelatin in 
conservation was never completely surpassed.  Because many historic materials are 
created with gelatin, the most logical repair material is replacement of the original.  This 
is the case in paper and textiles which used gelatin as a size for centuries.   
In the last decade of the 20th century the field of conservation found renewed 
interest in organic adhesives.  This has been prompted by the failure of synthetic 
materials to conform to the needs of conservation in terms of molecular size, longevity, 
reversibility and strength.  Another reason synthetic adhesives became less popular is the 
increase in environmental awareness and the resulting environmental damage as the 
synthetic materials degrade polluting the soil, water and air.  At the same time increased 
scientific knowledge and standardization of organic materials informed the optimal use of 
gelatin.   
One of the ways gelatin has received renewed attention is through the scientific 
investigation of how historic materials that contain gelatin degrade.  One of the first 
conservators to analyze the use of gelatin scientifically was Mecklenburg in 1988.116  In 
that study, animal glue was shown to cause damage to paintings on canvases sized with 
gelatin when rapid changes in temperature and relative humidity were involved.  The 
shrinking and swelling of the gelatin due to the reorganization of the polymer chains 
                                                            
116   M.F. Mecklenburg, “The Effects of Atmospheric Moisture on the Mechanical properties of 
Collagen under equilibrium Conditions.”  In: Preprints of 16th Annual A.I.C Meeting, New Orleans, 
Louisiana (1988): 231-244. 
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caused the outer layers to crack.  This phenomenon was also observed in textiles with 
gelatin size.117    
Other conservators documented the destructive characteristics of gelatin due to its 
shrinking and swelling properties.  In 1995 Cynthea Mosier and Timothy Barrett noted 
this effect on paper durability.118  Paul Ackroyd also noted this problem on glue-paste 
linings on canvas paintings in 1997.  Another studied analyzed how a beeswax layer 
proved helpful in buffering the tensions created by the expansion and contraction of the 
glue.119   
Molecular studies of why and how gelatin causes cracking deterioration were 
conducted by Karpowicz and continued by a graduate student.  Karpowicz conducted 
experiments showing that gelatin films exposed to conditions with a relative humidity 
above 70% will expand through water adsorption, but contract upon drying to an area 
smaller than what they occupied originally.  This occurred at 74% RH, but not 65%RH 
conditions, marking it as the changing point in the molecular properties of the material 
between those two conditions.120  The author postulates that the visco-elastic recovery of 
biaxially restrained gelatin creates patterns of cracking on paintings.121  A thesis by 
Jennifer Evelyn Cheney continued to analyze the properties of creep and strain of gelatin.  
                                                            
117  Dinah and Timar-Balazsy,  Chemical Principles of Textile Conservation,121. 
118  Timothy Barret and Cynthea Mosier.  “The Role of Gelatin in Paper Permanence.” JAIC Volume 
34, Number 3, Article 2 (1995): 173 to 186. 
119  Paul Ackroyd, “ Glue-paste lining of canvas paintings,”  The picture restorer no. 11 (1997 
Spring): 28-33.  
120   Adam Karpowicz, “In-Plane Deformations of Films of Size on Paintings in the Glass Transition 
Region,” Studies in Conservation, Vol. 34, No. 2 (May, 1989): 67-74. http://www.jstor.org/stable/1506267. 
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A minimum elongation of gelatin occurs between 68% and 70% RH, meaning the films 
stretched will recover more in conditions at or greater than 75% RH and lower than 
65%.122  
While understanding how gelatin fails is important, the field of conservation has 
adapted application techniques and formulations to optimize the use of the material as an 
adhesive.  Many conservators are using gelatin and publishing their findings.  Thi-
Phuong Nguyen has written articles and spoken at paper conservation conferences on the 
versatility of gelatin and explained the properties and qualities of various gelatins in the 
conservation field in order to promote its use.123  Another author illuminating the use of 
gelatin in conservation is A.H. Grobben who notes that it is easy to apply and will stay in 
place without too much absorption by the substrate.124  Other conservators have found 
gelatin is a suitable adhesive film for tissue paper,125 and studies have shown the efficacy 
of using collagen based adhesives in Russian panel painting conservation.126     
Convinced of the potential of gelatin, conservators continue to analyze the best 
methods to apply the material.  In book conservation, gelatin can be applied as leaf 
                                                            
122  Jennifer Evelyn Cheney, “Further Studies of the Properties and Performance of Gelatin.”  Master’s 
Thesis, Queens University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada. 1989. 
123  Thi-Phuong Nguyen, “Gelatin as adhesive: a short introduction into a promising  
material.” PapierRestaurierung: Mitteilungen der IADA 6, no. 4 (2005): 31-34. 
---What is gelatin?”  Mutargyvedelem 32, (2007): 15-22.   
124  A.H. Grobben, “Skin and bone-based glues and gelatins: general qualities and uses as glues.”  
interdisciplinair vakblad voor conservering en restauratie 6, no. 1 (2005), 29-31. 
125  Nil Baydar & Paul Hepworth, “Remoistenable tissue preparation and its practical aspects,” 
Rastaurator: international journal for the preservation of library and archival material 30, no. 1-2 (2009): 
51-69. 
126  Tatyana Petukhova and Bonadies, Stephen D, “Sturgeon glue for painting consolidation in 
Russia,”  Journal of the American Institute for Conservation 32, no1 (1993): 23-31. 
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gelatin with a brush, dispensed as a liquid consolidant in a mist or injected with a syringe 
using compressed air.127   A nebulizer is used at the Philadelphia Museum of Art to create 
a mist consolidant with fish glue.128  A thesis from the University of Gothenburg in 1990 
analyzed the working properties of various adhesives in order to discuss how and when to 
impregnate.129    
Additional conservation research into the potential for gelatin as a conservation 
material includes the ability of gelatin to neutralize iron gall ink: gelatin performs as a 
chemical stabilizer for the transition metal ion-catalyzed oxidative decomposition of 
cellulose.130  Conservators are also involved in the removal process of gelatin with 
enzymes or thermophilic proteases when only a temporary adhesive is needed such as in 
paper sizing.131  Gelatin has also been found to be an additive that improves other glues 
such as cellulose glue MC-40 S.132 
The investigation of gelatin as an adhesive for architectural finishes has been 
pioneered by the University of Pennsylvania.  Through personal communication with 
Line Jensen of the Gelatine Manufacturers of Europe, Restar Zinc and cadmium gelatin 
                                                            
127  Abigail B. Quandt, “Recent developments in the conservation of parchment  
Manuscripts,” The Book and Paper Group Annual, 15 (1996): 99-115. 
128  Behrooz Salimnejad, personal conversation,  3/24/2011. 
129  Karin Hermeren, “Adhesives for the impregnation of paintings on canvas,”  (Master’s  
Thesis, University of Gothenburg, Institue of Conservation, Goteborg, Sweden, 1990).   
130  Fabienne Meyer and Anke Neumann, “Recombinant proteins:  a new material for the  
chemical stabilization of copper pigment corrosion on paper?” Restaurator: international journal for the 
preservation of library and archival material 30, no. 1-2 (2009): 96-130.   
131  Anna Haberditzl, Eva Galinsky, Meryem Nouaimi-Bachmann and Hans Bisswanger, “Gelatine as 
a chameleon: change of its adhesive properties during the paper splitting process.”  Mutargyvedelem 32 
(2007): 23-29.   
132   Henry Pederse and Schulerud, Arne, “Improving glue quality for paper,” Maltechnik restauro 90, 
no. 3 (1984): 11-12. 
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was used as an adhesive in the 1997-1998 restoration of Le Pont Alexandre III133, but the 
use of the treatment has not been publicized in any scholarly report.  The University of 
Pennsylvania’s use of gelatin has been reported in scholarly sources and and popular 
publications such as Preservation134, made available on websites135, been presented at 
conferences such as Terra 2000, and has been researched in thesis available through the 
University of Pennsylvania’s website.136  The research has proven that the ability of 
gelatin to shrink and swell with earthen finishes makes it a valuable treatment material, 
especially in terms of its compatibility with such a fragile and dynamic material as 
earthen finishes.  It is also environmentally and culturally sensitive, reversible and 
retreatible and easily applied on site with great versatility in terms of 
concentration/strength and viscosity. The continued success of this treatment, year after 
year at Mesa Verde National Park is a testament to the potential of gelatin as an 
architectural adhesive.   
3.4 Food Grade Gelatin as an adhesive at Mesa Verde  
3.4.1 Manufacture 
                                                            
133    Line Jensen, GME Secretariat, personal conversation.  1/7/2011. 
134   Michael Bawaya, “The Race to Save the Ruins,” Preservation: the magazine for the national trust 
for historic preservation.  (Jan and Feb. 2011): 24-29. 
135  Architectural Conservation Laboratory, “Conservation of Architectural Surfaces Program for 
Archaeological Resources,”  (2002). http://www.design.upenn.edu/hspv/mesaverde/mesa_verde.htm 
--   “Conservation of Earthen Architectural Finishes Mesa Verde National Park, Cortez, Colorado.” 
(2005-2007).   http://www.conlab.org/acl/meve/index.html 
136  University of Pennsylvania, “Theses (Historic Preservation),” http://repository.upenn.edu/hp_ 
theses/ 
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Industrial gelatin manufacture is not regulated or evaluated from the perspective 
of a conservator; the qualities that define gelatin in other industries need to be understood 
in order to choose the most applicable formulation for each situation.  The makers of 
gelatin in the United States today range from individuals making hide glue for 
woodworking to industrial factories producing tons of granulated gelatin.  The gelatin 
used at Mesa Verde is commercially made, packaged and sold as KNOX© Original 
Unflavored Gelatin.  For these experiments however, a substitute food grade gelatin was 
used.  Both of these products should go through the same process from raw material until 
granulated powder.   
All raw animal materials must first undergo a pre-treatment in which extraneous 
materials such as fat and minerals are removed.  Then the gelatin undergoes one of two 
processes to denature the collagen.  The acid process, known as Type A, is usually 
performed on pig skin for one day followed by neutralization and intensive rinsing out of 
salts.  Type B is an alkaline procedure used mostly for the connective tissue of cattle in 
which the material is pre-treated with lime for several weeks.137   
The next step for both Type A and Type B is extraction with water.  The number 
of extractions a gelatin goes through is typically 3 to 6, with the temperature of the water 
increasing each time.  Extracts are kept separate, analyzed, and subsequently blended to 
meet various customer specifications.138  Early extractions with cooler water have higher 
molecular weights, higher viscosity, higher gel strength, and the least color.  All these 
                                                            
137  Cole, Encyclopedia of Food Science and Technology. 
138  Gelatin Manufacturers Institute of America. (GMIA)  “Raw Materials and Production.” 2001. 
http://www.gelatin-gmia.com/html/rawmaterials.html 
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qualities diminish as the process progresses.139  The gelatin solutions are filtered, 
deionized, and concentrated then finally dried. To dry the solution, it is put on a belt 
which is passed through a drying chamber for 1 to 5 hours with progressive increases in 
air temperature. The rate of drying is carefully controlled to avoid melting and case 
hardening and still obtain a result of about 10% moisture content in the material.  The 
dried gelatin can then be broken into pieces and sorted to the required particle size.140 
All reputable gelatin manufacturers today follow the Quality Management System 
according to ISO 9002 to comply with all required physical, chemical, microbiological 
and technical production and quality standards.  Also, the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) and professional organizations such as the Gelatin Manufactures Institute of 
America, Gelatine Manufactures of Europe and South American Gelatine Manufacturers 
Association regulate the process and products produced by industrial manufacturers.   
3.4.2 Structure and chemistry  
In order to understand how gelatin functions as an adhesive, the composition and 
structure of the material must be understood.  Gelatin is a made up of high molecular 
weight polypeptides derived from collagen, the most abundant protein in a mammal’s 
body.141   It is a polyamide polymerized from amino acid monomers with a molecular 
structure of three subchains in the form of a helix.142  The three collagen polymer 
                                                            
139  Courts and Ward,  The science and technology of gelatin, xi. 
140  GMIA, “Raw Materials and Production.” 
141  C. Abrusci, D. Marquina, A. Del Amo, F. Catalina, “Biodegradation of cinematographic gelatin 
emulsion by bacteria and filamentous fungi using indirect impedance technique,” International 
Biodeterioration & Biodegradation, Volume 60, Issue 3, (2007): 137-143. 
142  Horie, Organic consolidants, adhesives and coatings, 229. 
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molecules coiled together within fibrous collagen are called tropocollagen.143  Those 
helixes will uncoil with heat in a process called denaturation in which the collagen 
molecules are hydrolysed.  The gelatin that is produced keeps many properties of the 
parent such as the protein structure of amino acids.144  (chart 3.1)  
 
Chart 3.1 The amino acid composition of gelatin.   (data from Cole, Encyclopedia of 
Food Science and Technology.) 
The gelatin solution sets to a gel when the molecules reestablish the triple helix 
structure. (Fig 3.2) The temperature at which this happens depends on the source species, 
molecular weight and concentration of the gelatin.  Gelatin is considered to be 
                                                            
143  Eastop and Timar-Balazsy, Principles of Textile Conservation, 119. 
144   Kolbe, “Gelatine in historical paper production”  and present-day restoration of   
paper manuscripts,”  41. 
Amino Acid Composition of Gelatin
glycine
proline
hydroxyproline
glutamic acid
alanine
arginine
aspartic acid
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serine
leucine
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hydrolyzed collagen with a chemical formula of C 102 H 149 O 38 N 31 + H 2 O or C 102 H 
151 O 39 N 31 and an approximate chemical composition of 51% carbon, 6% hydrogen, 
24% oxygen, and 18% nitrogen.145   The protein content is 84-90% of gelatin with 1-2% 
mineral salts and water.  The amount of moisture in the gelatin will vary depending on 
the relative humidity (RH) of its surroundings.  Gelatin is hygroscopic and in an 
environment of 65-95% RH, animal glue is able to absorb between 17-40% moisture by 
weight.146  All of these take place at room temperature.  The more impure a gelatin, the 
more hygroscopic it is and the more likely it will become stiff and glassy when dry.147 
  
Figure 3.8  The denuration of collagen in heated water: as the solution cools a gel is created 
as triple helical crosslinks are formed.  (Horie 231)   
                                                            
145   Roberts and Etherington. Bookbinding. 
146   Eastop and Timar-Balazsy, Principles of Textile Conservation, 120. 
147   Horie, Organic consolidants, adhesives and coatings, 232. 
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3.4.3 Qualities of Food Grade Gelatin   
When gelatin is manufactured, plants test the gelatin and report the data to the 
client through specification sheets.  These sheets contain information about the source 
material, how to store the product, nutritional information, and other relevant data.  The 
gelatin used for the past ten years at Mesa Verde by the University of Pennsylvania 
Architectural Conservation Laboratory has been food grade,  KNOX© original 
unflavored gelatin, which was purchased though commercial retail sources. 
The name brand of KNOX was sold to NBTY, Inc. approximately ten years ago 
and is used by Kraft Foods.148  Unfortunately, the source of the gelatin in the store boxes 
and its properties could not be obtained during the course of this research.  Kraft 
packages and ships gelatin to stores but does not manufacturer it.  Even though Kraft 
does produce gelatin at their Kraft Foods Global Inc./Atlantic Gelatin plant, it does not 
supply the KNOX brand.149  Furthermore, both Kraft Food and NBTY will not disclose 
the manufacturer that creates the gelatin.  Do to proprietary regulation, the companies 
have the right to withhold information from the public aside from information effecting 
public health.150  The manufacturer and properties of KNOX gelatin are considered 
proprietary information. 
Not knowing the physical and compositional properties of the gelatin is 
detrimental to using gelatin as a treatment material.  The source of the gelatin is most 
                                                            
148   Knox Brand History.  http://www.kraftbrands.com/knox/ 
149  Atlantic Gelatin/Kraft Foods Global Inc., Personal Conservations.   4/11/2011, 4/15/2011, 
4/17/2011, 4/18/2011, 4/21/2011, 4/22/2011, 4/23/2011.   
150  Fernando, Kraft customer service, personal conversation, Case #219-228-47  2/24/2011. 
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likely from a variety of places, and the mixture of sources will vary from box to box.151  
The source of the raw material for each plant can affect the output with variables such as 
age of the animal, the animal’s diet and the length of time before the materials begin the 
denaturation process.  Apart from the source material and manufacturing process, the 
geographic location of the manufacturing plant dictates certain properties such as heavy 
metals found in the area’s tap water.152   
By comparing specification sheets from other food grade gelatins and through 
conversations with gelatin manufactures in the United States, the most likely properties 
for KNOX © gelatin can be surmised (table 3.3 ). 
 
TABLE 3.3:     PARAMETERS FOR FOOD GRADE GELATIN 
Standard parameters  Specifications  Test Method 
Source Material   Pork skin (porcine gelatin)   ‐‐ 
Manufacture process  Type A: acid    ‐‐ 
Gel strength  225‐275  GME, GMIA 
Viscosity  38‐50  GME, GMIA 
pH  4.5‐5.8   GME, GMIA 
Moisture   11‐15%  GME, GMIA 
Residue limits: chromium, lead, sulfites  < 10‐5 ppm  FCC 
Microbial Limits: Total bacterial count, 
E. Coli, Salmonella 
< 1000 CFU/g, Absence in 
10 g  USP  
*Other parameters, such as ash content, clarity, are regulated by gelatin manufacturing organizations, 
though are not as relevant to food grade gelatin.    
 
 
Even without the information from the manufacturer, generalizations can be made 
about food grade gelatin.  With a bloom strength (gel strength, jelly strength) of 225-275, 
                                                            
151  David Poffen PB Leiner.  Personal Conversation. 2/24/2011.  
152  Diana Foster ,GELITA North America, personal communication, 2/11/2011.   
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food grade gelatin falls in the middle of the strength spectrum for all gelatins which can 
be as low as 75 and as high as 300.153  This level of adhesion is proving to be a 
compatible match for the earthen materials at Mesa Verde.  The cohesive strength of the 
adherends should be stronger than the bond strength of the adhesive.  The finishes at 
Mesa Verde are fragile and require an adhesive that is weaker than the strength of its 
aged clay binder, but strong enough to reattach it to plaster and sandstone substrates. A 
gelatin with mid-range strength is a logical choice.   
Another characteristic of food grade gelatin is that is it usually made from pork 
skin because it has setting characteristics that are good for desserts.154  Pork skin gelatin 
sets faster than other types of gelatins which is also a good characteristic of a semi-
outdoor adhesive.  In fact, acid processed pork skin will set the fastest of all mammalian 
gelatins.  The set time is dependant of the temperature and relative humidity of its 
location, though high viscosity and high bloom strength gelatins will set quicker than 
others.  Lime bone material will set the slowest which correlates to its low bloom 
strength.155  High viscosity will mean lower workability of the material.  But the viscosity 
of the gelatin adhesive at Mesa Verde can be regulated by the addition of glycerin; it 
should not be a deterrent from using the material.   
The pH is a more important characteristic for an architectural adhesive.  The 
alkalinity or acidity of the gelatin is closely related to the treatment process.  Most food 
                                                            
153  Diana Foster ,GELITA North America, 2/11/2011. 
Doug Bowers, Rousselot, Inc., personal conversation, 2/11/2011 
  David Poffen PB Leiner, personal communication,  2/24/2011.   
154  Diana Foster ,GELITA North America, 2/11/2011. 
155   Diana Foster ,GELITA North America, personal communication, 2/11/2011.   
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grade gelatins are treated through the acidic process (type A). Skin glue is usually more 
neutral than other sources of gelatin.  Bone glue is more acidic, generally having pH 
values of 5.8 to 6.3.  This is important because acids can attract salts, encourage or 
discourage certain types of biogrowth and even react with particles in the soils.  A glue 
having a high acidity absorbs less water and tends to set more slowly than more neutral 
gelatin.156   
The dry moisture content of the product is an important characterization 
technique, but will change in the field depending on the crystalline structure of the gelatin 
polymer and the temperature and relative humidity of the location.  In an environment of 
65-95% relative humidity, animal glue is able to adsorb from 17-40% water by weight, 
transitioning to a visco-elastic state in which collagen chains tend to shrink into helical 
structures.157  This means that animal glues will swell with the addition of moisture but 
will ultimately shrink in high humidity as their molecular structure shifts.  Some 
manufacturers will include a specification of loss on drying (<13% for 250 bloom 
strength Rousselot gelatine).  This property again, is dependent on the environment-an 
architectural adhesive may never completely dry.   
Other characteristics such as heavy metal and bacteria content are important to 
regulate in any gelatin.  Due to the rigorous process gelatins go through to ensure the lack 
of these features, they should not affect the performance of the gelatin as an adhesive.  It 
                                                            
156  Roberts and Etherington. Bookbinding. 
157    Eastop and Timar-Balazsy, Principles of Textile Conservation, 120. 
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is doubtful, no matter the source of the material, that KNOX© gelatin would contain 
enough of these elements to be significant.   
The most relevant characteristics for the use of gelatin as an adhesive are not 
those tested by gelatin manufactures.  Elasticity, glass transition temperature and 
properties related to shrinking and swelling with moisture are not included on normal 
specification sheets.  Of the properties tested, the gel strength and pH are the most 
relevant to conservators.  Other properties are important for characterization, but can be 
manipulated through additives and environmental conditions.  The essential properties for 
a successful architectural adhesive are dependent on how the material interacts with its 
adherends in situ.  Despite the lack of knowledge of the manufacturer of KNOX© 
gelatin, it has proven to be a successful adhesive in the field.  The essential properties 
would most likely not be included in the manufacturer’s data, even if it was not withheld 
from the public.   
TABLE 3.4 :     MP BIOMEDICALS, GELATIN, TYPE A  
Test  Specification  Result 
Identity Test  Passes  Passes 
Bloom  220‐310  251 
pH  4.5‐5.9  5.27 
Viscosity  30‐45  42.2 
Salmonella  None detected  negative 
E. coli  None detected  negative 
Source  record result  pork 
moisture  percent content  <12.0% 
Ash  percent content  <1.0% 
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Figure.3.9.  The gelatin used to 
treat samples in the lab was 
distributed by MP Biomedicals, 
LLC, in 500mg containers. 
(3/4/2011)   
 
Due to the problems of source disclosure KNOX ©, alternative sources were 
considered for use at Mesa Verde.  Buying from a manufacture would be the least 
expensive and the associates would be the most knowledgeable about the product.  The 
problem for application at Mesa Verde is that gelatin manufacturers do not sell their 
products in small enough quantities for conservation use.  Because of this, the gelatin for 
these experiments was purchased from MP Biomedicals, LLC.  The properties of this 
gelatin fall within in range of standard food grade gelatin described by multiple 
manufactures and should be very similar to the gelatin in the KNOX© product.(table 3.4) 
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-4- Accelerated Weathering Testing 
 
 A testing protocol was created to evaluate the use of food grade gelatin adhesive 
using proxy samples in the Architectural Conservation Laboratory at the University of 
Pennsylvania.  The coupons created in 2009 by Amila Ferron which were discussed in 
Chapter 2, Soil Characterization were employed as the samples in the experiments.   
 
4.1 Coupon Treatment  
 
All plaster and wash coupons were photographed before treatment.  The acrylic 
molds were labeled with numbers for rows and letters for columns (Appendix D).  Two 
coupon trays for 45 samples were used for the experimentation.  One (I) was cut into 
three smaller trays and used during the freeze-thaw testing.  The second mold (II) was left 
intact and used for wet-dry testing.  A third coupon tray (II) with only 18 prepared 
samples was used for practice, bond strength testing on un-weathered controls and 
humidity testing.   
  4.1.1 Preparation  
Gelatin solutions were created for the treatment of the samples with the recipe 
used at Mesa Verde with minor adjustments.  At Mesa Verde 5% and 10% gelatin 
solutions, both with 10% glycerin, are used, though for these experiments water, 5% 
gelatin, and 5% gelatin and 10% glycerin were used.  The reason 10% gelatin solutions 
were not used is that 10% solutions are used exclusively for reattachment of earthen 
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finishes to stone substrates or especially thick layers of plaster.  Because only washes 
were being attached to the plasters, only 5% gelatin was needed.  Also, at the site 
isopropyl alcohol is used to prevent biological attack while storing and transporting the 
gelatin solutions.  It will evaporate from the solution and does not appear to cause any 
significant chemical or physical changes in the treatment.  In laboratory conditions the 
additive is not necessary.   
The additive continued to be tested was glycerin (also known as glycerol and 
glycerine).  The addition of glycerin to the gelatin solution increases the gelatin’s 
plasticity once it has set though its hydrophilic nature.  Glycerin will allow the adhesive 
to remain elastic even in dry conditions.158  At Mesa Verde KNOX® original unflavored 
brand is used in the form of granulated gelatin powder that is pre-divided into quarter 
ounce packets or 7.09 grams.  This has been used as the standard measurement to create a 
percent weight by volume recipe for the treatment material.  The recipe was continued for 
the laboratory treatments even though the source of the gelatin changed to MP 
Biomedicals.    
The contents are: 
 0.25 oz (7.09g) of gelatin 
 135 ml deionized H20 
 15 ml of glycerin* 
*For the solutions without glycerin, only the gelatin and water were used.   
                                                            
158   Carr, “Evaluation of Adhesive Binders,” 109. 
 Diana Foster ,GELITA North America, personal communication, 2/11/2011  
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Figure 4.1.   Author pouring hot liquid into partially 
dissolved gelatin.  (Betty Prime 3/10/2011) 
 To create the 
treatment material in the 
lab, a glass container was 
weighed and 7.09g of 
gelatin was added to it.  
Thirty five milliliters of 
room temperature 
deionized water was 
measured in a graduated 
cylinder and poured in into 
the glass container with the 
gelatin.   The materials 
were mixed together with a 
wooden spatula until the 
gelatin partial dissolved.   
Meanwhile, another 100ml of 
deionized water was poured into a beaker, topped with a watch glass, and then heated 
until boiling.  The boiling water was then added to the gelatin mixture.   (fig 4.1 ).  This 
was mixed together until the gelatin completely dissolved.  It is important not to boil the 
gelatin in the water which risks degrading the molecular structure of the gelatin 
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irreparably.159 The glycerin was added to the solution once it had cooled.   The glass 
containers the adhesives were mixed in were then sealed with lids to prevent 
contamination.  They were placed in a refrigerator to return to their more stable gel state 
until used.    
4.1.2 Treatment  
Directly before treatment, all samples were photographed using a copy stand and 
Copymate II model M40190 lights with a Canon SD850 camera.   Once photographed, 
each coupon tray was treated.   In order to return the gelled mixtures to solution, a hot 
water bath was created in a glass dish on top of a hot plate on low. (fig 4.2 )   The glass 
containers of gelatin solution and gelatin-glycerin solution were placed in the water and 
allowed to warm passed their liquid limit (Tg).  The water maintained a temperature from 
35-45°C throughout treatment.  The temperature of the room during treatment was 22.2°C 
to 21.6°C and the RH was between 21% and 28%.   
                                                            
159 Diana Foster ,GELITA North America, personal communication, 2/11/2011.   
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Figure 4.2.  The two solutions containing gelatin that had solidified in the refrigerator were 
placed in a warm water bath in order to return to their liquid state for treatment.  The 
container with the black lid contains 5% gelatin in water; the container with the green lid 
contains 5% gelatin with 10% glycerin in water.  (3/10/2011) 
 
 The treatment process involved suctioning the solutions into a syringe and 
injecting them gently beneath the detaching washes. (fig 4.3)  After allowing the 
treatment to penetrate into the voids, a cosmetic sponge was used to softly press the wash 
onto its substrate. (fig 4.4)  If the wash had deformed from its substrate, deionized water 
was applied lightly with a brush in order to activate the clays and render the earthen 
material more plastic.   
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Figure 4.3.  
Injection of 
treatment 
material 
underneath 
a layer of 
wash that 
has detached 
from its 
plaster 
substrate.  
(Jessica Ball 
3/11/2011)   
 
 
   
Figure 4.4. 
Reattaching 
the wash to 
the plaster 
with a 
cosmetic 
sponge.  
(Jessica Ball 
3/11/2011)  
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One sample (tray III, F 5) was used to test the method of application before the 
samples were treated.  Techniques tested include injection of the three solutions, different 
gauges of needles, wetting techniques, and the pressure needed to reattach the plasters.  
From this the 2G 1 ½ Precision Glide needle was chosen.  Vaseline was applied to the 
plungers of the syringes to make them easier to depress.  The syringes were placed into 
the hot water bath along with the treatment containers to maintain their liquid state when 
they were not being used or when the solution began to gel.  Directly after treatment all 
the samples were again photographed on the copy stand.  All of the treatment locations 
and types were recorded on rectified images of the samples.   
Upon inspection two days later, some of the washes had detached as the samples 
dried.  This was most prevalent with water treated samples.  In total eight gelatin, seven 
gelatin and glycerin, and sixteen water treated samples were retreated.  During this time 
the ambient conditions were 38%RH and 21.1 °C.  The gelatin in the syringes was kept 
cooler than during the previous treatment: at cooler temperatures the adhesive is more 
viscous and easier to control the precise location of application.  It did not wet as much of 
the surface area as the warmer, liquid solutions did, but was assured to maintain contact 
with both adherends.  A liquid that is quickly absorbed only into one side of a joint does 
not bridge the gap between the adherends.   
Two days later the coupons were checked again.  All of the gelatin and gelatin 
and glycerin treated samples remained adhered when they were gently tapped, but six of 
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the water coupons had detached once again.  They were treated once again in ambient 
conditions of 45% RH and 21.1°C.  The coupon molds were then put onto metal trays and 
placed on a backer’s rack for the gelatin to set through the evaporation of the water 
solvent.   
4.1.3 Conditions Treated  
The conditions treated at Mesa Verde were blistering, detachment and 
delamination.  Not all those conditions were occurring on the samples prior to the 
weathering tests.  The only condition treated was the detachment of the washes from their 
plaster substrates.  Some of the washes were completely detached and could be removed 
from the substrate (full detachment), others were only partially detached, and many 
washes exhibited cupping and curling around the edges.  All of these conditions were 
treated in the same manner, so a detailed condition survey was not conducted on the 
samples.  Only a treatment survey was conducted as the adhesives were applied.  Along 
with documenting where each treatment was placed, this survey also indicated where 
detachment had occurred.  
 
4.2 Weathering Testing Methodology 
 The experimentation section of this research was designed to assess the durability 
of the gelatin treatments.   While the term durability expresses the resistance of a material 
to many types of stresses, the surrounding environment applies the most stress in the 
context of Mesa Verde architectural finishes.  The durability of the adhesive to cycles of 
humidity and temperature, or the “weatherability,” of the material was evaluated.    
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4.2.1 Freeze-Thaw Durability 
 The change of water’s state from a liquid to a solid can create damage within the 
pores of a material.  As the water molecule shifts from a liquid to a solid, the volume 
occupied by the liquid expands up to 9%.  The expansion force can shatter the densest 
stones under the right circumstances.  The resulting space creates more room for liquid 
water to enter and freeze, exponentially increasing the damage each freezing and thawing 
cycle.   
  The durability of a material to this process is a valuable quality for any building 
material, new or old.  Because of this there are numerous standardization tests for modern 
construction materials.  One ASTM test considered as a methodology was D 6035-96: 
Determining the Effect of Freeze-Thaw on Hydraulic Conductivity of Compacted or 
Undisturbed Soil Specimens Using a Flexible Wall Permeameter.  While this type of 
testing is used to understand how water flows through earthen materials and reacts when 
that water freezes, it is not applicable to finishes.   According to this standard, samples 
must be fully saturated during the process.  This allows fluctuation in three dimensions to 
be observed and quantified, though if the finishes at Mesa Verde were saturated with 
water they would exceed their liquid limit and no longer be able to retain their form.  At 
that point the amount of water able to pass through the sample would be an irrelevant 
measurement.    
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 Another test method analyzed was ASTM D560-96.  This standard, which 
measures freeze-thaw durability of compacted soil-cement mixtures, was used in a 
previous thesis conducted at the University of Pennsylvania by Hartzler in 1997.  In that 
experiment molds were created for sample mortars which were allowed to gain moisture 
by capillary action while the samples were thawing.   Following the standard, the samples 
were then placed in a freezing cabinet for 24 hours at -23°C (-10°F)160.   The standard 
instructs the samples be placed back in the moist room on saturated pads for 23 hours, 
though Hartzler left the samples in ambient laboratory conditions with only the saturated 
                                                            
160  Hartzler, “Acrylic-modified earthen mortar,” 53-54. 
Table 4.1:    FREEZE‐THAW DURABILITY METHODOLOGIES 
Tests Considered 
Standard/ 
Reference 
Evaluation 
Method  Advantage  Disadvantage 
Method 
Selected 
Freeze‐thaw of 
Compacted Soil‐
cement mixtures  
 
ASTM D560‐96 
A and B, D 559, 
Hartlzer 1997 
 
 
‐‐change in 
volume 
‐‐change in 
moisture 
‐‐visual losses 
‐‐Uses absorbent 
pads underneath 
specimens instead 
of total immersion  
 
‐‐Requires a 
special mold 
‐‐not suited for 
coupon trays 
 
No 
 
Freeze‐Thaw on 
Hydraulic 
Conductivity of 
Compacted or 
Undisturbed Soil 
Specimens Using 
a Flexible Wall 
Permeameter  
 
ASTM D 6035‐
96, D 5084 
 
 
‐‐visual 
observation     
‐‐Hydraulic 
conductivity 
 
 
‐‐Soil sample can 
be undisturbed  
 
 
 
 
‐‐Requires 
special 
equipment           
‐‐Hydraulic 
conductivity is 
not a the most 
suitable 
evaluation 
property  
No 
 
Frost Resistance 
 
 
 
RILEM V.3, 
Pingarron‐ 
Alvarez 2006, 
Pons 2005,  
Zinn 2005,  
Carr 2002 
 
‐‐visual 
observation      
‐‐change in 
apparent 
volume 
‐‐Test has been 
used and adapted 
to the ACL lab 
 
 
‐‐Cannot 
hydrostatically 
weight earthen 
samples 
‐‐Time frame 
must be 
adapted 
Yes 
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pads.  Another deviation from the standard was the lack of abrasion: Hartzler’s mortar 
samples would not have withstood that destructive force.  The previous research 
completed 17 cycles.161   
The most common standard used by conservators at the University of 
Pennsylvania is RELIM V.3: Frost Resistance.  During this test, which is designed for 
stone, samples were immersed for six hours in a -15°C bath, then frozen for another six 
hours, and then thawed in a water bath of 5°C.  Carr 162, Pons163, Zinn164, and Pingarron-
Alvarez165 all adapted this standard to suit their research goals.  The most commons 
changes were different cycling periods, sample shape and water temperature.  The 
standard stipulates the use of cylinders or prisms with a slenderness ratio of at least 4: this 
dimension was incompatible with the cubed samples used in other testing.  Also, the 
conservation laboratory used for these experiments did not have the facilities to maintain 
water at 5°C +/- 2.  Instead, water in the ambient air that ranged in temperature from 20-
30°C was used.  The most common cycle, used by Pingarron-Alvarez (2008), Pons 
(2005) and Zinn (2005), changed the time in the freezer and the water bath to 8 hours 
each in order to accomplish 1.5 cycles per day.  Carr (2002) extended the time period of 
the cycles to include heating the finishes under heat lamps and oven drying.  Each cycle 
was adjusted weekly for a total of 35 days. 
                                                            
161  Ibid., 75-76. 
162  Carr, “Evaluation of Adhesive Binders,” 56-59.   
163  Pons, Scott M., “Performance Analysis of Composite Repair of Sandstone,” (Master’s Thesis, 
University of Pennsylvania 2005) 60-63.  
164  Zinn, “Cement modified earthen mortar,” 93-98. 
165   Pingarron Alvarez, Victoria I., “Performance Analysis of Hydraulic Lime Grouts for Masonry 
Repair,” (Master’s Thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 2006) 40-41. 
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  For freeze-thaw testing, RILEM V.3 was chosen as the best testing technique to 
use with the earthen finishes.  As with other conservators, the test was adapted to fit the 
constraints of the material.  The coupons to be used did not conform to the prism shape 
mandated by the standard.   Also, the earthen finishes would have disaggregated in 
saturated conditions; therefore, they could not be fully immersed in liquid.   Another 
problem is that hydrostatic weighing cannot be completed on the earthen finishes.  These 
issues have been addressed by researchers working with earth in the past.  One adaptation 
was to mist the samples with a spray bottle to introduce room temperature liquid water to 
the samples as Ferron did in 2009.  
 
 
Figure 4.5  The single acrylic mold needed to be cut into three sections in order to fit in the 
freezer.  (3/29/2011) 
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4.2.2 Selected Freeze-Thaw Methodology 
RELIM V.3 was selected as the basis for the methodology of freeze-thaw testing.   
Because the molds created by Ferron (2009) were too big to fit in the freezer, the acrylic 
mold was laser cut into three smaller pieces. (fig 4.5)  In order to do this, the coupons had 
to be removed, the molds cleaned and then coupons replaced.  Unfortunately, 
approximately 10.25 grams of the plasters of the forty five samples were lost during the 
removal process.    
Fifteen samples were treated with 5% gelatin, 15 were treated with 5% gelatin and 
10%  glycerin and 15 were treated as a control with water only.  (The coupons were 
photographed before and after treatment and compared to images taken after testing was 
complete as seen in Appendix F)  The treatment was allowed to cure for one week.  .  
With the eight hour method employed by previous researchers, 1.5 cycles could be 
accomplished in one day, reducing the total time of the testing to eight days to complete 
12 cycles.   
Water was introduced to the samples from above by misting with a trigger-type 
spray bottle.  The demonized water was at room temperature (20-30°C).  The tray was 
rotated in 45 degree intervals until all of the samples had equal amounts of moisture and 
the water pooled on the surface before absorption.  The samples were then placed in a 
freezer at -15°C ( +/- 1).  After 8 hours, the samples were removed, misted again and 
placed in a baker’s rack where a plastic covering kept the moisture from evaporating. (fig  
4.6 )  After 8 hours, the samples were misted again, then placed back into the freezer.  
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The experiment continued both day and night for eight days.  The time and conditions of 
at each interval were recorded (Appendix E). 
Once the cycling was complete, the samples were allowed to dry in the uncovered 
bakers’ rack for two weeks.  The samples were photographed and the conditions that 
were present at the time were mapped in AutoCAD©2010 in order to quantify the areas 
of failure. (Appendix G1-4) 
 
Figure 4.6    Baker’s rack with trays 
containing coupons.  A dial 
hydrometer was hung inside the 
rack to monitor the temperature 
and relative humidity.  While 
freeze-thaw and wet-dry testing was 
occurring, the plastic cover was 
placed over the opening, though 
remained unzipped. This allowed 
the samples to dry slower than in 
dry ambient conditions.  During the 
relative humidity tests, the cover 
was left open as it appears in the 
photograph.  To stimulate high 
relative humidity the tray was 
moved into the backer’s rack next 
to it, which has its cover zipped and 
three trays of water inside.   
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4.2.3 Wet-Dry Durability 
  
  Moisture moves through materials primarily through changes in temperature and 
relative humidity that cause that water to change phases from a liquid to a vapor.  The 
movement of the moisture in and out of the material as it evaporates and is absorbed 
effects the cohesion of the finishes and the adhesive strength of the gelatin.  The water 
also activates expansive clays, causing volumetric changes in the material as the washes 
and plasters absorb and desorb water.  The differential movement between the layers that 
contain different particle size distribution may cause the joints to fail.  If the gelatin 
adhesive is a successful treatment material it needs to be able to buffer the movement 
between the layers and expand and contact along with the adherends.   
 A method of analyzing the wetting and drying durability of a material is the 
ASTM standard D559: Wetting and Drying Compacted Soil-Cement Mixtures.  
Following this standard, soils that include cement are rammed into molds, then 
submerged in potable water for 5 hours.  After the samples have been submerged they are 
dried in an oven for 42 hours at 71°C.  One sample is then abraded for comparison.  Each 
cycle lasts 48 hours and should be completed twelve times over the course of 24 days or 
until the samples become too degraded to continue.  After the weathering cycling is 
complete, the samples are oven dried and weighed.  The resulting analysis is quantitative 
based on the soil-cement losses, water content changes and volume changes.  
 There were several disadvantages to using this test for the current samples.  The 
first was that the earthen finishes will not withstand abrasion or submersion.  Also, 
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compacting the soil into molds would not allow the samples to be observed throughout 
the wet-dry process.  It would, however, have created a reasonable time frame to carry 
out testing and offers quantifiable results.  A thesis conducted in 1997 used this standard 
as a basis for testing earthen mortars.166  In that test, samples were submerged in tap 
water for 5 hours than left to dry overnight in an oven at 90°C.  
TABLE 4.2:  WET‐DRY DURABILITY METHODOLOGIES
Tests 
Considered 
Standard/ 
Reference 
Evaluation 
Method  Advantage  Disadvantage 
Method 
Selected 
Wetting and 
Drying 
Compacted 
Soil‐Cement 
Mixtures  
 
ASTM D 559, 
Hartzler 1997 
 
‐‐change in 
volume      
water content 
changes     
‐‐visual losses 
 
‐‐Quantitative 
results   
 
 
 
‐‐Each cycle 
includes 18‐20 
strokes with a  
wire scratch 
brush      
‐‐Requires 
specimen 
submersion 
No 
 
Accelerated 
Outdoor 
Exposure Tests 
of Coatings  
 
ASTM D4141‐
95 
 
‐‐visual 
observation: 
gloss, color, 
chalking, 
checking and 
cracking  
 
‐‐Includes 
sunlight as a 
variable        
‐‐Test designed 
for finishes 
 
‐‐Requires 
special 
equipment  
 
   
No 
 
Frost 
Resistance 
 
RILEM V.3, 
Ferron 2008, 
Ferron 2009 
‐‐visual 
observation 
and 
photography 
 
‐‐Test has been 
used and 
adapted to the 
ACL lab 
 
‐‐Test is 
designed for 
freezing 
conditions       
‐‐No 
quantitative 
results 
Yes 
 
 
                                                            
166  Hartzler, “Acrylic-modified earthen mortar,” 75-76. 
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 Another ASTM is D4141-95 for Conducting Accelerated Outdoor Exposure on 
Coatings.167  This test incorporates wetting, drying and sunlight with an emphasis on 
finishes.  Evaluation of the finishes durability includes an assessment of gloss, color 
chalking, checking and cracking which are useful techniques for finish analysis. While 
this tests evaluates many of the durability qualities required for the earthen finishes it 
requires specific equipment such as a black box panel rake to produce the necessary light 
conditions.  The test also emphasizes solar radiation.  At Mesa Verde, many finishes do 
not receive direct sunlight and evaluation of the finishes alone does not yield information 
regarding the performance of the adhesive.   
 Another standard, from RELIM V.3, has been adapted from Frost Resistance 
measuring to wetting and drying (a full description of this methodology is in the previous 
section, 4.2.1 Freeze-thaw Durability).   This methodology was used by Ferron during her 
thesis work in 2007.168  Instead of freezing samples for six hours, the samples were 
placed in an oven at 60°C.  Other adaptations include partial immersion in water and an 
abbreviated weathering cycle with four hour intervals instead of six.  Even with the 
adaptations, the finishes require substrates in order to absorb the water though capillary 
action without destroying the earthen finishes.  The earthen coupons for current 
experimentation do not have stone substrates to take advantage of capillary action.   
                                                            
 
168   Amila Ferron, “The Consolidation of Earthen Surface Finishes: A Study of Disaggregating 
Plasters at Mesa Verde National Park,” (Master’s Thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 2007) 95-100.    
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Another methodology created through thesis work at the University of 
Pennsylvania was done in 2000 by Bourguignon.169  Treated limestone blocks were 
placed in a humidity chamber containing saturated sodium chloride.  This saturated the 
stones without having to immerse them in water.  The samples were saturated for three 
days, then dried for three days in one cycle.  The test lasted a month and a half.  A 
downside to this testing methodology is the size of the coupon trays compared to the size 
of the chamber.  Also, the process of wetting through air moisture is slower than total 
immersion, capillary rise, or spaying water on the surface.   
 The earthen coupons manufactured in 2009 were used to conduct wet-dry 
durability testing on synthetic consolidants, though the samples were removed from their 
acrylic molds and placed them on a an 11.5 by 16.5in metal tray.170  The wet-dry cycling 
process lasted eight days and consisted of forty cycles.  One cycle consisted of spraying 
the tray of samples with deionized water from a trigger-type spray bottle.  The water was 
allowed to absorb into the samples for 30 minutes.  Afterwards, the tray of samples was 
placed in a 60°C oven for 1-2 hours.  This process took place five times each day.   
Overnight the samples were taken out of the oven to dry in ambient laboratory 
conditions.  Results were obtained through visual observation and photography.   
 For wet-dry testing, the last option was selected due to its applicability with the 
earthen coupons.  Though the process is loosely based on RILEM V.3 for frost resistance, 
                                                            
169  Elsa Sophie Odile Bourguignon, “Study of Deterioration Mechanisms and Protective Treatments 
for the Egyptian Limestone of the Ayyubid City Wall of Cairo,” (Master’s Thesis, University of 
Pennsylvania, 2000), 126-128.   
170  Ferron, “A comparative study of ethyl silicate-based consolidants,” (2009) 47. 
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major adjustments were made for the type of sample and coupon configuration.  First, the 
samples would not survive saturation so could not be submerged in water.  The sample 
shape was not to the dimensions specified in the standard.  The most significant change, 
however, was that drying was substituted for freezing and the time frame of the cycles 
was slowed from 6 hours to 12.   
 
4.2.4 Selected Wet-Dry Methodology  
For this wet-dry testing Ferron (2009) procedure and testing was used with 
alterations that allowed the samples to remain in their molds.171   One tray of coupons 
with 45 samples of plasters and washes was treated and labeled.   Fifteen samples were 
treated with 5% gelatin, 15 were treated with 5% gelatin and glycerin and 15 were treated 
as a control with water only.  The treatment was allowed to cure for one week.   
The weathering cycles took place over a 15 day period.   Each day the samples 
went through a two wetting and drying cycles for a total of 14 cycles when the testing 
was complete.   Deionized water was introduced to the samples from above by misting 
with a trigger-type spray bottle.   The tray was rotated in 45 degree intervals until all of 
the samples were saturated.  This was indicted by the water droplets pooling on the 
surface.  Once saturated, the samples were placed in a plastic covered backer’s rack to 
slowly dry for 12 hours.  The plastic covering was not zipped in order to let some air 
move in and out of the rack.  The tray was rotated every cycle so that the each end spent 
                                                            
171  Ferron, “A comparative study of ethyl silicate-based consolidants,” (2009) 47. 
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equal time near the opening.  The temperature and relative humidity of the lab and the 
baker’s rack were monitored throughout the experiment. (Appendix E) 
Once the cycling was complete, the samples were allowed to dry in the uncovered 
baker’s rack for two weeks.  The samples were then photographed and compared to 
images of the coupons before and after treatment (Appendix F).   The areas where total 
detachment took place were mapped in AutoCAD© 2010 in order to quantify the areas of 
failure. (Appendix G.5) 
In addition to this test, a test was developed to evaluate the change of the material 
to only relative humidity changes.  In the field the alcove plasters generally do not 
receive direct rainfall and would not likely encounter the level of saturation simulated in 
the wet-dry cycles.  Once the other tests had been completed, the treated samples that had 
not undergone any weathering tests were cycled for 8 hours in a humidity chamber and 8 
hours in a low humidity environment.  The high humidity chamber was created by 
enclosing a baker’s rack with a plastic tarp and filling three trays with water.  This test is 
similar to the methodology created by Bourguignon in 2000, though water was used 
instead of saturated sodium chloride to create a high humidity environment.  A total of 15 
cycles were simulated in total.  The conditions during the testing were recorded and are 
represented in Appendix E.   
 
4.2.5 Bond Strength  
An evaluation technique to understand how the weathering conditions are 
affecting the gelatin is to test the bond strength created before and after durability testing.  
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The gelatin adhesive will fail in distinct ways.  The term adhesion failure is used to 
describe the lack of a bond between the adhesive and one of the adherends.  The finish in 
this scenario would detach from the glue layer.  This type of failure is usually caused by a 
moisture layer that forms between the adherend and the adhesive when the permeability 
of the adhesive material is less than that of finishes.  The buildup of water unable to move 
through the adhesive can solubilize the molecular structure causing the adhesive to shrink 
and swell independently of the adherends and return to a more plastic state in which the 
adhesive can slump away from the adherends.172 
 The second way in which an adhesive joint could fail is through the cohesive 
failure in the adhesive.  In this scenario the gelatin would become so brittle that it would 
fracture while the adherends remain intact.  The adhesive should fail and be replaced 
before the historic material, though both should last for a significant amount of time 
before retreatment is necessary. Cohesive failure happens when the adhesive cannot 
respond to the stresses imparted onto it by the movement of the adherends.    
 The third type of failure is the cohesive failure in the substrate.  This occurs when 
the finish breaks while leaving a portion of the material attached to the adhesive.  This 
type of failure indicates that the cohesive strength of the adherends was less than the 
adhesive strength of the adhesive.  Many times this type of failure is caused by the 
intervention.  The stresses during the setting of the adhesive or the forces the adhesive 
exerts during environmental changes such as thermal expansion or shrinking and swelling 
                                                            
172  D.R. Lefebvre, D.R., Elliker, P.R., Takahashi, K. M., Raju, V.R, “The critical humidity effect in 
the adhesion of epoxy to glass: role of hydrogen bonding,” Journal of Adhesion Science and Technology, 
14(7) (2000): 930. 
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with moisture.173  Cohesive failure of the earthen finishes at Mesa Verde must be avoided 
to safeguard the precious historic fabric.  Treatment should, first and foremost, protect the 
material it is being used to conserve.   
  Evaluating the bond strength created by the gelatin adhesive was challenging.  
Many standards exist to evaluate bond strength through torsion (ASTM E 229), lap shear 
through tension (ASTM C961) and cohesive strength through the adhesive tape test 
(ASTM C907).  The materials the standards are designed for are significantly more 
robust than earthen finishes.   
TABLE 4.3:  BOND STRENGTH METHODOLOGIES
Tests 
Considered 
Standard/ 
Reference 
Evaluation 
Method  Location  Advantage  Disadvantage 
Method 
Selected 
Strength 
Properties of 
Adhesive 
Bonds in Shear 
by 
Compression 
Loading 
 
ASTM D 
905, Carr 
2002, Pons 
2005 
Calculated 
shear stress 
at failure in 
lb/in2 to the 
nearest 0.01 
cm2 
Laboratory 
for the 
Research on 
structure 
and matter 
(LRSM) 
‐‐Used 
successfully 
on earthen 
finishes 
before  
 
‐‐Designed 
for wood 
adhesion    
‐‐Requires 
shearing tool 
able to 
measure 
week bonds 
No 
 
 
Force‐gauge 
 
Carr 2002 
 
digital 
reading 0.01 
lbs 
 
ACL 
 
‐‐Can be 
transported 
to the field  
‐‐Cannot 
measure 10% 
bond 
strength  
 
Yes 
 
 
 Many standardized tests have health warnings attached to them when assessing 
the strength on an adhesive joint such as ASTM D 4896-01.174    Other standards for 
coatings, such as the cross-hatch or adhesive tape tests can be problematic for adhesive 
testing.  An adhesive tape test is a better indicator of cohesive strength of earthen 
                                                            
173   Horie, Organic consolidants, adhesives and coatings, 104. 
174   Ibid.,  102. 
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materials.175  The proven ways to test the bond strength of an adhesive on earthen finishes 
are through compressive loading and by using a force gauge in shear.  Both of these 
methods were used in Carr’s (2004) thesis.  A hand held digital force gauge made by 
Extech was used to measure the force required to remove the layers of finishes from a 
stone substrate through shear force.  However, the device was not effective in evaluating 
the amount of force needed to break the adhesive bond of the 10% gelatin solutions.176  
Because 10% solutions were not used in this experimentation, the force gauge meter 
would be employed.   
4.2.6 Selected Bond Strength Methodology  
 For this test, the force gauge was used to detach the washes from their plaster 
substrates.  The types of failure measured in this test were the cohesive strength of the 
adhesive and the strength of the adhesive to bond to the adherends.  In a few instances, 
the gelatin was used to treat detachment within the plaster, though in this instance the 
detached plaster layers became adherends.  The cohesive strength of the plasters and 
washes themselves were not tested.  The methodology selected was based on the test 
conducted by Carr (2004) using the same equipment.  The main difference was that 
previous samples were attached to a stone substrate and the bond strength measured was 
of that needed to detach the plasters from stone.  Also, the samples during those tests 
were not restricted by an acrylic mold and could be adjusted to create the desired angle of 
impact for the sensor.   
                                                            
175  Ferron, “A comparative study of ethyl silicate-based consolidants,” (2009) 91-95. 
176  Carr, “Evaluation of Adhesive Binders,” 109.   
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4.3 Results of Testing  
            4.3.1 Freeze-Thaw Results 
           During the cycling, the plasters were contained within the depression in the molds, 
the washes and the joint between the finish layers were left exposed.  By the third cycle, 
the disintegration of the plasters was observed through the material flowing with the 
water spray out of the depression and re-hardening around the sample. (fig 4.7)  This loss 
of mass would most likely constitute a failure of the finish on site.  However, the washes 
did not peel away from their substrates.  The freezing water maintained rigid contact 
between the washes and the plasters.   
              The water froze within the earthen structure creating visible ice crystals. (fig  
4.7)  This phenomenon was not observed across the treatments uniformly--the coupons 
treated with gelatin and glycerin showed fewer ice crystals than the other two treatments.  
A 2% solution of gelatin has been tested to have a freezing point of -0.5°C.177  The 5% 
volume gelatin solutions would need slightly colder conditions to freeze.  Glycerin also 
freezes at temperatures below 0°C.   For a solution of 10% with water and gelatin-
glycerin should freeze between -1.6°C and -3.1°C.178  The temperature in the freezer was 
-15°C +/- 1 for the duration of the cycling: all treatment solutions should have frozen 
under these conditions. 
                                                            
177   John N. Coupland, Halldor Sigfusson Gregory R. Ziegler,“Ultrasonic monitoring of food 
freezing.” Journal of Food Engineering, Volume 62, Issue 3, (May 2004): 264. 
178  The Dow Chemical Company.  Freezing Points Table of Glycerine-Water Solutions The Dow 
Chemical Company (1995-2011).  http://www.dow.com/glycerine/resources/table8.htm 
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.   
Figure. 4.7  Coupon treated with water and frozen.  Icy crystals are visible within the clay 
matrix as well as a halo of finishes that are failing and flowing onto the acrylic mold.  
(3/24/2011) 
 
 In order to test the freezing properties of the treatment solutions, three drops of 
adhesive from a syringe was placed on a slide.  Three slides of the two gelatin treatments 
were placed in the freezer at -15°C for 24 hours.  The solutions were then observed under 
a compound microscope with transmitted light.  The 5% gelatin solution created 
interlocking crystals, whereas the glycerin and gelatin samples created smaller individual 
crystals. (fig 4.8, 4.9).  Also, the thicknest parts of the glycerin solution remained tacky 
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even after being frozen at -15°C.  The conclusion draw from this is that adding glycerin 
to the adhesive solution hinders the formation of ice crystals.   
 
Figure 4.8 Photomicrograph of 5% gelatin crystals. Photo taken with a Nikon Ds-Fi1 
camera on a Nikon Optiphot2-pol microscope with reflected and transmitted light 
(4/3/2011) 
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Figure 4.9 Photomicrograph of 5%gelatin and 10% glycerin solution. Not actual color. 
Photo taken with a Nikon Ds-Fi1 camera on a Nikon Optiphot2-pol microscope with 
reflected and transmitted light (4/3/2011) 
 
 As the ice melted during testing, the treatment material attracted and trapped the 
liquid water between the plaster and wash layers where it was less likely to evaporate.  
This created water-filled blisters in the thin wash material. (fig 4.10)   The samples that 
showed the least crystal formation and the fewest blisters were the 15 coupons treated 
with gelatin and glycerin.  Only five of those samples showed any visual sign of crystal 
formation after the twelfth cycle.  
 After two weeks of letting the samples dry in ambient conditions the coupons 
were evaluated.  Many of the blisters that were evident while the samples were wet  
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Figure 4.10  A gelatin treated sample  with a blister that appeared after a frozen coupon 
had thawed after the 11th cycle (3/29/2011) 
relaxed after drying but could still be detected by touch.  Large central blisters were 
evident throughout the water and gelatin treated samples.  While large blisters did form 
on the gelatin and glycerin treated samples, they did so closer to the edges of the 
coupons.  It is likely that the freezing trapped liquid water in the middle of the coupons, 
where it pushed the washes upward.  The samples with the glycerin treatment did not 
freeze to the same extent.  Liquid water was free to move to the edges of the coupons and 
blister and evaporate there, creating a curling effect (detachment of the wash that bends 
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away from the plaster).  The glycerin samples were the only coupons in the freeze-thaw 
test that exhibited curling.  (See Appendix G.3)  Smaller blisters were also present that 
appeared after the third cycle of testing.  These were all <1cm in diameter and usually 
appeared in clumps.  These were most prevalent on the water and 5% gelatin coupons.  
 Another condition created by the freezing and thawing cycles was the total 
detachment of washes.  This occurred when the adhesive bond completely failed and a 
portion or all the wash was no longer connected to the rest of the coupon.  In the field this 
type of detachment would be loss.  The most surface area of total detachment occurred in 
the water treated coupons, followed by the gelatin-glycerin samples and then the gelatin 
only treated samples with the least area of total detachment.   
 There were many cracks in the coupons that were created while the samples were 
drying for two years before treatment took place.  These cracks widened during the 
freeze-thaw tests.  Also, once the samples had dried there were visible scares left from 
where the crystals had been in the form of small cracks in the washes <1mm wide.  This 
was the least pronounced on the glycerin treated samples.   The table below shows a 
tabulation of the number of coupons exhibiting each deterioration condition.  See 
Appendix G.1-4 for condition mapping.   
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TABLE 4.4:  FREEZE‐THAW DETERIORATION BY COUPON  
   Number of coupons showing the deterioration 
   5% Gelatin   5% Gelatin, 10% Glycerin  Water  
scares from crystals  10 6  13
large blisters  9 8  9
small blisters  5 1  5
total detachment   3 6  3
 
4.3.2 Wet-Dry Durability Results  
         All treated samples detached and deformed through cupping and curling at the end 
of 7 cycles. (fig 4.11)  Cupping refers to the detachment of the wash layer in which it also 
curls away from the plaster substrate along at least three edges, creating a cupped 
appearance.  Curling is a similar condition in which the wash detaches but curls away 
from the substrate along one or two edges only.   
          The distortion was caused by the shrinking and swelling of the clays.  Water 
absorption into the smectite clays caused volumetric expansion of the washes.  The 
plasters expanded to a lesser extent because they were more contained and had a larger 
distribution of particle sizes were limited expansion and contraction.  As the water was 
absorbed into the layers the smectite crystalline structure allowed the clays in the wash 
layer to swell.  As the washes dried and shrunk, tension was created along the adhesive 
joint.  Even though gelatin is a plastic material, it could not prevent the washes from 
detaching.  The edges of cracks and the coupon perimeters dried quicker than the centers 
through evaporation, causing them to break away first and then curl as the rest of the 
wash dried and shrunk.  This failure was exacerbated every wet-dry cycle, creating up to 
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1cm high cupping and curling.  
Figure 4.11.  Wash curling away from the plaster substrate   (4/10/2011) 
     After two weeks the dried samples were evaluated.  All samples exhibit at least 
some detachment along with deformation by cupping and curling, though the samples 
treated with glycerin did not curl as high as the other washes.  Two of the glycerin 
coupons also flaked, meaning the wash detached from a wash, mostly likely caused by a 
variation in the soil mixture at the location.      
              While detachment was prevalent on all samples, the total detachment was much 
greater on water treated samples. (see Appendix G.5 ) In the field the total detachment 
would be loss, and the greatest loss would occur on water-treated samples.  Even though 
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the gelatin and gelatin-glycerin treated samples curled and cupped, many remained 
partially adhered to the plasters.  These samples could easily be retreated and would not 
be a loss in the field.  In order to quantify the surface area of total detachment (loss) and 
the areas of partial detachment, the condition were mapped in AutoCAD© 2010.  (See 
appendix G.5 for condition map of total detachment)  
TABLE 4.5:    LOSS FROM WET‐DRY CYCLING 
   5% gelatin  
5% gelatin 
 10% glycerin   water 
total area cm3  38.8  44.9 203.6
% of total 
area  11.9  10.4 65.3
 
 The numerical results of the AutoCAD survey show clearly that the water did the 
least to keep the finishes intact under the stresses of wetting and drying.  The gelatin and 
the gelatin-glycerin treated samples had very similar detached wash areas.  While this test 
showed that gelatin is a more durable adhesive than water, there was not clear advantage 
to using the additive glycerin in this case.  Chart 4.1 illustrates this contrast between the 
both gelatin treatments and the water.    
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 Chart 4.1 Total detachment after 15 cycles of wetting and drying  
 
4.3.3 Results of Humidity Cycling 
 
Three samples of each treatment type went through cycling of high and low 
relative humidity as well as one coupon that had not been treated.  No adhesive failure 
was apparent visually or tactilely after testing.  This shows that clays in the material were 
not significantly activated in high relative humidity situations, even at 98% for eight 
hours.  However, the cracks that had been in the samples before the conservation 
treatments were applied expanded up to 2mm.  This change is pictured in Appendix F.  
The adhesive joints between two layers were maintained, even as the washes distorted.  
This information is heartening in that it shows that the earthen finishes are capable of 
withstanding weathering conditions--there were no losses during this test.   
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 4.3.4 Bond Strength results  
            The Extech 475040 Force Gauge was used to test the compression shear strength 
it took to detach the washes from the plaster.  The instrument was set to display the force 
in oz and record a “fast” reading at peak strength.  Unfortunately, there were some 
inherent drawbacks to using this device.  Because the sample coupons were still 
embedded in their molds, the extension of the meter’s sensor had to be used.  The extra 
length made the sensor much more flexible and prone to movement.  An important 
qualification to obtain accurate results is to use the tool parallel to the material being 
dislodged.  Angular measurements are inaccurate.  This limited the testable coupons to 
the ones along the edges of the tray.  Also, the diameter of the circular sensor was 16mm.  
The thickness of the wash was at most 4mm.  Obtaining an accurate reading of the bond 
strength along a face in which the sensor was not intimately attached was problematic.  
           To combat some of these problems a strip of No. 6 filter paper was used between 
the wash and the sensor to distribute the forces along the joint.  Also, a notebook was 
placed underneath the sensor to create the most parallel height for the sensor to impact 
the wash.  Despite methodology errors, the numbers generated were useful in evaluating 
the deterioration that took place during the weathering tests.  Measurements were taken 
on unweathered samples and compared to the samples that went through the wet-dry and 
freeze-thaw testing.   
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Figure 4.12  Testing the bond strength of the gelatin adhesive by applying compression 
stress with a force gauge onto filter paper which detached the wash from the plaster.  (Sara 
Rogers 4/1/2011) 
 
The results of the bond strength tests on the unweathered samples showed that the 
water--the control--created the weakest adhesive bond with an average force needed to 
detach the wash of 53.00 ounces.  The samples treated with the gelatin adhesive required 
the application of 89.97 to 94.67 ounces of force on average for the adhesive bond to fail 
in shear.  The numbers generated did not reveal any significant difference with the 
addition of glycerin: while the average strength needed to break the adhesive bond was 
greater for the coupons treated with glycerin, the median force needed was higher for the 
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solutions with the gelatin only.  The test clearly showed that gelatin does impart 
significant adhesive bond strength between the earthen adherends.  A tool capable of 
recording the changes in force as the bond failed would most likely show a difference 
between the gelatin-glycerin and gelatin only treated samples.  In previous testing, the 
samples treated with glycerin failed less suddenly than their counterparts.179  The glycerin 
should give the treatment more elasticity and with it the ability to distort under pressure 
rather than failing abruptly.  
TABLE 4.6:  BOND STRENGTH OF UN‐WEATHERED SAMPLES 
Treatment solution  water  5% gelatin 5% gelatin 10%glycerin  
Ounces of force require to detach wash 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
52.50 25.55 108.30
61.70 69.75 84.45
41.01 118.35 57.80
39.60 178.55 73.85
70.20 48.50 61.70
   87.30 181.90
   89.60   
   160.35   
   64.30   
   102.15   
   45.25   
average  53.00 89.97 94.67
median   52.50 87.30 79.15
 
During Carr’s testing, the use of substrates allowed the samples to be placed in an 
Inston 1331.  The testing of 10% gelatin and 10% gelatin and glycerin showed that the 
gelatin treated samples failed by crumbling while the ones with glycerin sheared off 
                                                            
179 Carr, “Evaluation of Adhesive Binders,” 109.     
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intact.  This was not able to be observed with the forge gauge on the 5% washes, but it is 
likely that the same type of detachment was occurring on a smaller scale.   
After the weathering tests, the bond strength was measured of each treatment 
using the same method that was employed to test the samples before weathering.  Some 
of the coupons subjected to freeze-thaw exhibited cohesive failure of the wash layer 
when pressure was applied.  This shows the expansion of the frozen water was damaging 
the internal strength of the washes, a deterioration that was not apparent visually.   
Another form of deterioration that was not apparent visually was the damage 
caused by changes in relative humidity.  Visually and tactilely the adhesive bond 
remained the same throughout the testing cycles, though when bond strength was 
evaluated it showed that the adhesives had lost some strength, though not as much as was 
lost in the more extreme weathering tests.    The chart 4.2 compares the bond strength of 
the treatments before and after the weathering tests.  The data associated with the chart is 
located in Appendix  H.   
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Chart 4.2  Bond strength before and after testing  
4.4 Durability Conclusions  
Taken together, the durability tests have shown that the gelatin treatments are 
successful in creating an adhesive bond between plasters and wash that will survive 
weathering cycles.  During the relative humidity cycles, which lasted longer than the 
more extreme weathering tests, none of the samples failed, showing there is inherent 
durability to the plasters and washes.   
The water control was the least durable in all tests, with the most total 
detachment, the most blisters and the most loss of bond strength.  The gelatin with 
glycerin and the gelatin without glycerin behaved similarly in the amount of washes that 
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were retained to the plasters, though difference in performance was evident.  Glycerin 
hindered the samples from freezing.   This allowed the water in the coupons to evaporate 
more readily which caused detachment along the edges of the washes.  Though the 
glycerin treated samples exhibited the most detachment after the freeze-thaw testing, they 
maintained the greatest bond strength of the treatments.   
The wet-dry cycles proved more detrimental to the gelatin adhesive bond than the 
freeze-thaw in the laboratory.  In the field freeze-thaw may be a more detrimental form of 
weathering to the finishes because it causes a failure of cohesive strength within the 
finish layers, though this could not be analyzed because the coupons were within the 
depression of the acrylic molds.  On the other hand, the drying portion of the wetting and 
drying cycles creates damage as well.  As the smectite clays shrank and swelled along 
with the adsorption and evaporation of water, the washes detached and distorted severely.  
The adhesives were not able to withstand the stresses applied to them as the washes 
pulled away.  
 Despite the amount of failure that occurred during the 12 wet-dry cycles, the 
adhesive solutions performed significantly well.  Even with cupping and curling, the 
gelatin solutions were able to retain enough of a bond to keep most of the wash from 
completely detaching, though the remaining bond strength was lessened the most of any 
of the weathering tests.  While detachment was more prominent in the wetting and drying 
coupons, it also occurred in the freeze-thaw tests.  Combining the areas of total loss from 
the two tests, as shown in the chart 4.3 below, it is obvious the two solutions containing 
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gelatin added a significant amount of adhesion to the earthen finishes that allowed for 
their retention on the substrates.  In the field the finishes treated with water would have 
lost the most historic material, by using gelatin that material is able to be preserved.   
 
Chart 4.3 Total Detachment from Freeze-Thaw and Wet-Dry testing  
The 5% gelatin solutions have been shown through these experiments to be 
successful adhesives for expansive earthen finishes, both with and without glycerin.  
Their greatest threat was wetting and drying.  The tensile force of the adhesive was not 
enough to keep the washes from peeling away from their plaster substrates during the 
wetting and drying.  The adhesive failed, though in doing so it allowed the finishes to 
maintain their internal integrity.  This is an indication of a good treatment material--it 
should fail before the cohesive strength of the adherends.   
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-5- BIODETERIORATION  
 
 
This chapter evaluates another threat to the use of gelatin as an adhesive in 
addition to the weatherablity of the material which was analyzed in the previous chapter.  
All sources consulted on the use of gelatin noted that the material is prone to 
biodeterioration.  Placing the gelatin treatments in an outdoor environment the gelatin is 
likely to come into contact with biodeteriogens that could use the gelatin for food.  The 
results are potentially catastrophic—from the microorganisms degrading the adhesive to 
the colonization of the historic finishes.  A conservation material should never introduce 
damage to the material it is preserving.  The following chapter discusses the history of 
biodeterioration in conservation, the vulnerabilities of the gelatin and proposes a 
methodology to evaluate the bioreceptivity of the material on site.   
 
5.1 Biodeterioration in conversation  
 
The process of biological decay of cultural material is one of the most serious 
threats to the durability of heritage materials from archeological wood to glass in mirrors.  
Biodeteriogens can be biological agents as small as micro-fungi and as large as full 
grown trees and insects as well.  Their deterioration affects a substrate both physically 
and chemically as well alters the aesthetic value of material.  Though the degree to which 
these changes are perceived as deterioration has varied across cultures and time.  Ruskin 
(1851 ) idealized the growth of flora in and around ruins, celebrating lichens and other 
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patinas and incrustations because they indicated the venerable quality of age.180  By the 
mid 20th century, conservation theory had swung the other direction to favor the removal 
off all organisms from substrates, preferring the aesthetic of uniformity and cleanliness to 
the romantic asymmetry of previous generations.181  (Fisher 1972)  Varieties of these two 
views are in practice today with conservators accepting that biological colonization does 
not necessarily indicate deterioration.  The concept of bioreceptivity was formalized in by 
O. Guillette in 1995 as the potential of a substrate to be colonized by microorganisms 
without the implication of damage182.  In addition, the philosophy that biodiversity is 
healthy, especially at archaeological sites, has created the notion that the biocolonization 
can have a positive impact.183 In any case, current ethical procedure (AIC 1994) requires 
that any treatment, including the reduction or removal of organisms, should be 
undertaken only when the damage to the substrate is clearly indentified.184   
The prevention of deterioration has received widespread interest in the field of 
material conservation.  Microorganisms have been around for millennia and play an 
essential part of the large ecological balance of the earth.  Their decomposition of historic 
fabric has been a problem for conservators since the profession began.  But the analytical 
process of thinking and writing about biodeterioration occurred much later.  For example, 
                                                            
180  John Ruskin, The Stones of Venice, (New York: John Wiley,1851) 
181  G.G. Fisher, “Weed damage to materials and structures,” International Biodeterioration Bulletin, 
8 (3) (1972): 101-103.   
182   O.Guillitte, “Bioreceptivity: a new concept for building ecological studies,”  The Science of the 
Total Environment, 167 (1995): 215-220.   
183  X. Arino and C. Saiz-Jimenez, “Biological diversity and cultural heritage,”  
Aerobiologia, 12 (1996): 279-282.   
184  American Institute of Conservators (AIC). Rev.1994. Code of Ethics and Guidelines for Practice.  
www.conservation-us.org. 
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the idea that bacteria and other microorganisms could accelerate rock decay on the 
interior and exterior of building stone was first published in 1890.185  Throughout the 20th 
century the biological deterioration continued to be discussed and analyzed.   
 As in most topics in material conservation, early 20th century research was not 
well circulated amongst the field; most articles were published in French or Italian.  Also, 
input from other disciplines was limited, but as the fields of biology, chemistry and 
conservation grew, it became obvious that overlap did occur, especially in the field of 
biodeterioration.  The fields began to collide in 1970s primarily through organizations 
and conferences bringing together professionals from a wide variety of disciplines and 
specialties to discuss the deterioration created through the growth of organisms.   
 One of these organizations was the International Biodeterioration & 
Biodegradation Society (IBBS).  It was formally established in 1969 as an international, 
multidisciplinary organization and is concerned with the biodeterioration of 
commercially important materials. These materials can be related to heritage preservation 
but often include topics such as medicine and agriculture.  This organization began to 
produce a journal, published by Elsevier Ltd. called International Biodeterioration which 
became International Biodeterioration and Biodegradation.  As of 2011 the journal is 
published eight times a year.  The IBBS also hosts conferences all over the world on the 
                                                            
185  Daniela Pinna and Ornella Salvadori, “Processes of Biodeterioration: General  
Mechanisms.”  In: Plant Biology for Cultural Heritage.  Getty Publications, Los Angeles (2008): 15. 
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subjects of biodeterioration, though not necessarily about cultural materials.  Many of 
these conference proceedings have been published as edited collections.186 
Other international conferences such as the International Congress of Molecular 
Biology and Cultural Heritage publish collections of peer reviewed papers.187 The 
proceedings in both the journals and the conferences are valuable tools for conservators 
and included literature reviews and as well as the most cutting edge testing methods.  
Even though the scope of literature is wide across disciplines, its focus is narrow.  The 
society defines it scope as, “Papers on all aspects of cause, mode of action, treatment, 
protection and prevention, analysis and testing, detoxification, upgrading, commercial 
implications, biocides and substitutes and related areas are welcome.”188   
Something that is excluded is engineering and mathematical advancements that 
create predictive models for deterioration.   These are not included in the biodeterioration 
literature of conservators.  To find those models, which are useful in prevention of future 
deterioration, modern building science was consulted.  Those predicative models are 
primarily used for preventing mould growth in new construction.  In the 1970s, the oil 
crisis changed how new homes are insulated.  The trapping of moisture inside of 
buildings has been analyzed by cultural stewards as well as the Environmental Protection 
                                                            
186  D.R. Houghton, et al., Eds.  Biodeterioration 7.  London: Elsevier Applied Science, 1988. 
187   C. Saiz-Jimenez, Molecular Biology & Cultural Heritage 2nd Edition, (New York:  
Taylor & Francis, Inc.  2004) 
188  I BBS,  International Biodeterioration,  (London: Elsevier Ltd. 2011) 
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Agency and other health organizations for the increase in anthropogenic molds.189  Mold 
is a type of fungi that grows in the form of multicellular filaments called hyphae.  They 
have the potential to cause health problems through the production of allergens, irritants, 
and potentially toxic substances called mycotoxins.190  
 Due to the danger to humans much research has been invested into building 
predictive models of germination time and growth rate of mold under certain temperature 
and relative humidity conditions.191 One of the first scientists to do this was a biologist, 
Ayerst in 1969.  He measured how RH and temperature influenced spore germination and 
mycelial growth of various mould species, then plotted the data in the form of isopleths 
connecting points of temperature and relative humidity in relation to growth rates.192  His 
isopleths were based on growth on agar medium, but others have tried to make isopleth 
                                                            
189  Sanne Johansson, Lars Wadsö, Kenneth Sandin.  “Estimation of mould growth levels on rendered 
façades based on surface relative humidity and surface temperature measurements.” Building and 
Environment, Volume 45, Issue 5, (May 2010) 1153-1160. 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). A Brief Guide to Mold, Moisture, and  
Your Home. Office of Air and Radiation Indoor Environments Division, Washington, 
DC.(2010http://www.epa.gov/mold/intro.html. 
ASTM Committee G03.  “Subcommittee on Biological Deterioration Seeking  
Participation in New Test Method on Resistance to Mold Growth.” Snews.  May 2004. 
http://www.astm.org/SNEWS/MAY_2004/mold_may04.html 
190  Thomas D. Brock, Michael T. Madigan, and John M. Martinko, Brock biology of  
microorganisms11th ed. (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson Prentice Hall, 2006) 
191  J.A. Clarke,et al., “A technique for the prediction of the conditions leading to mould growth in 
buildings,” Building Environ;34(4) (1999):515–21. 
A. Hukka and H.A. Viitanen, “A mathematical model of mould growth on wooden material,” 
Wood Sci Tecnol 33(1999):475–85. 
H.J.  Moon and GLM Augenbroe, “Towards a practical mould growth risk indicator,.” Build Serv 
Eng Res Technol;25(4)(2004):317–26. 
192  G. Ayerst,. “The effect of moisture and temperature on growth and spore germination of some 
fungi,” J Stored Prod Res;5 (1969):127–41. 
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systems for mould growth on building materials.193   All of these studies, however, are 
based on the growth of mold in sustained environmental conditions.   
Predictive molding has grown to include more complex factors in less controlled 
environments.  At a location such as Mesa Verde, environmental conditions such as 
relative humidity and temperature vary by the hour as well as wind, sunlight and other 
factors.  While one predictive model that takes into account all of those factors has not 
been created, steps toward the better understanding of mold germination have been taken.  
For example, test walls were built in Sweden to test for mold germination and monitored 
for many outdoor factors such as solar adsorption, surface humidity, color and geographic 
orientation.  The results were analyzed with mathematical equations that take into 
account recovery time for organisms.194  During the course of a day or year climate varies 
considerably in most parts of the world.  When an existing organism’s environment 
becomes inhospitable for a period of time, it takes the organism longer to restart the 
germination process once the favorable environmental conditions have returned. 
Incorporation of this principle into biodeterioration modeling is essential for outdoor 
cultural heritage.     
 In the field of conservation, the relationship between environment and biological 
growth has concentrated on indoor environments such as those in museums.195  However, 
some of this information can be applied to Mesa Verde.  Research conducted but the 
                                                            
193  K. Sedlbauer,  “Prediction of mould growth by hygrothermal calculation,” J Therm Env Build Sci; 
25(4) (2002):321–36. 
194   Johansson, et al., “Estimation of mould growth.” 
195   M.L. Florian, “Heritage Eaters:Insects and fungi in heritage collections,” London: James& James.  
In: Caneva et al. 2008.  Plant biology for cultural heritage.  28.   
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Getty Conservation Institute on control of biological deterioration in historic structures 
through indoor climate control has produced laboratory tests showing the correlation 
between ventilation and decreased mold growth.196   
Because the treated finishes at Mesa Verde are all located in alcoves, they would 
be classified as a semi-enclosed environment similar to a loggia or a portico.  
Conservation literature addressing the biodeterioration of outdoor or semi-enclosed 
monuments is concentrated on analyzing the effects of ecosystems in urban and rural 
environments.197 This research was conducted on a city wide scale, taking into account 
contact with soil, shade, wind strength, pollution, plant respiration, and solar radiation.  
There is also literature related to conservation analyzing climatic zones around the world 
and the type of biological deterioration that will take place on cultural heritage in each.  
Some tendencies and correlations can be found on a macroclimatic scale.198   
The complexity of biodeterioration has led, even in the field of conservation, to 
the compartmentalization of knowledge.  Compilations of knowledge from a variety of 
sources were still needed.  That void began to be filled through journals such as 
International Biodeterioration.  The Getty Conservation Institute and ICCROM began a 
                                                            
196  Nieves Valentin, et al.,“Microbial control in archives, libraries and museums by ventilation 
systems,”  Restaurator: International Journal for the Preservation of Library and Archival Material 19, no. 
2(1998): 85-107.  
  Shin Maekawa and Franciza Toledo, “Controlled ventilation and heating to preserve collections in 
historic buildings in hot and humid regions,” In 13th Triennial Meeting, Rio de Janeiro, 22–27 September 
2002: Preprints, ed. ICOM Committee for Conservation and Roy Vontobel, (2002): 58–65.London: James 
and James. http://www.getty.edu/conservation/publications/pdf_publications/icomcc1.pdf. 
197  M. Horbert, et al.,  “Ecological contributions to urban  planning.” Urban Ecology, Blackwell, 
London (1980): 255-275.   
198  A. Danin and G. Caneva, “Deterioration of limestone walls in Jerusalem and marble  
monuments in Rome caused by cyanobacteria,”  International Biodeterioration 26 (1990): 397-417.   
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searchable database, which became an essential tool for research in the field of 
conservation and known as the Bibliographic Database of the Conservation Information 
Network (BCIN).  But in the database’s infancy, the literature for biodeterioration was 
still relatively scarce and not free to the public.  To solve this problem R.J. Koestler and 
J. Vedral compiled an extensive bibliography 1991.199  Even though this database was 
more extensive and specific than the BCIN, there a still significant biases in its content.  
The largest amount of sources deals with the biodeterioration of stone.  There are no 
sources specifically about ceramics, adobe, bricks or any other material derived from 
earth.   
Finally, books dedicated solely to the biodeterioration of cultural properties were 
written.  The first was in 1991 by ICCROM and written by Giulian Caneva, Maria Pia 
Nugari and Ornella Salvadore.200  This book laid out information about what biological 
agents affect types of the media, how they affect them, what the contributing factors to 
growth are and what can be done to counteract deterioration.  It was designed specifically 
for students of conservation without a background in biology, but also for the biologists, 
chemists and other professionals without an understanding of conservation.  The sharing 
of jargon, methods of analysis and combined knowledge was an important step forward 
in the field of biodeterioration.  Unfortunately this essential tome was printed almost 
exclusively in Italian and the few English translations could have been written with 
                                                            
199  Koestler, R.J. and J. Vedral. “Biodeterioration of cultural property: A bibliography.”   
International Biodeterioration, Volume 28, Issues 1-4, (1991): 229-340. 
200   Giulian, Caneva, Maria Pia Nugari and Ornella Salvadore. Biology in the conservation of works of 
art.  (Rome, Italy: ICCROM, 1991) 
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different terminology and flow to make the text more readable.  Supplemented with 
journal articles, this book is a powerful tool in the understanding of deterioration 
mechanisms.  Subsequent books such as Plant Biology for Cultural Heritage201  and 
expand on this base of knowledge to include analytical methods and information from a 
wider variety of sources.   
Even in these works the problem persists of lack of literature on the 
biodeterioration of man-made materials such as adobe, brick and ceramics. Unfired clay 
is not in itself easily attacked by microflora, although the inclusion of organic material in 
the mixture such as leaves can have considerable impact on deterioration issues.  One 
source postulates that the dearth of literature on the deterioration of earthen materials is 
due to the building typology: ongoing maintenance cycles limit the presence of 
biodeteriogens to pioneer organisms on adobe.202  Biological deterioration does take 
place on earthen buildings and finishes.  The analysis of this activity can be found in 
literature pertaining to adobe stabilization through additives and coatings.203  In these 
cases hindering biodeterioration is a part of the chemicals’ functions.  Another source of 
information is literature devoted to bioremediation of contaminated soils.  In these cases 
                                                            
201  Giulia Caneva, Maria Pia Nugari, and Ornella Salvadori, Plant Biology for Cultural Heritage. 
(Los Angeles: Getty Publications, 2008).    
202  Ibid.,  58.   
203  Juliana Calabria et al., “Synthesis of sol–gel titania bactericide coatings on adobe brick,”  
Construction and Building Materials, Volume 24, Issue 3 (March 2010): 384-389. 
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biogrowth is needed to deteriorate harmful chemicals from clays and other earthen 
materials.  These studies show that biological colonization does occur on unfired soils.204   
The study of biodeterioration is still growing at a steady pace and hopefully more 
research will be conducted on the biodeterioration of earthen materials.  Currently, new 
testing protocols to understand the susceptibility of biodeterioration are being used to 
prevent damage before it happens.   Mold growth in new construction is still a concern 
for product manufactures and with the creation of new materials comes the need for 
additional testing and controls.   Bioreceptivity testing methodologies will be discussed in 
the next chapter in detail.  Another subfield of the biodeterioration that is gaining 
momentum in the literature is research into more environmentally conscious biocides.  
No matter where the future literature leads, biodeterioration will continue to be a topic of 
importance in an integrated plan for the long-term protection of cultural heritage.  
 
5.2 Biological Threats to the Gelatin Treatments 
 
 From the sources discussed above, it is evident the process of biodeterioration 
involves complex interactions between the treatment materials, adherends, 
microorganisms available and the environmental conditions.  All sources consulted 
support the fact that the gelatin (excepted in dried granular form) is a thriving growth 
medium for microorganisms and adding it to the finishes could cause damage by 
                                                            
204    Michael J Harbottle,. and Abir Al-Tabbaa. “Degradation of 2-chlorobenzoic acid in 
stabilised/solidified soil systems” International Biodeterioration & Biodegradation, Volume 61, Issue 2, 
(March 2008): 173-181.   
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encouraging biodeterioration.  Gelatin is bioreceptive, so much so that many agar plates 
used to make cultures of microorganisms are composed primarily of gelatin.  A wide 
range of biological agents will degraded gelatin by staining, liquefaction, loss of tensile 
strength and increased rigidity.205  The affect on the finishes would be detachment 
through the loss of the gelatin adhesive, as well as staining and loss of cohesive strength 
as the organisms penetrate the clay binder.  Despite the risks, gelatin has been successful 
as a conservation treatment without biological deterioration.   
The lack of biodeterioration is possible because not all biological threats are 
equal.  The necessary and sufficient factors needed for biogrowth to occur follow certain 
biological laws.   The term limiting factor refers to conditions that inhibit the presence of 
biological growth.  These vary from species to species, but to goal at Mesa Verde is to 
make sure the limiting factors are not satisfied.  Two laws dictate the way limiting factors 
affect biological growth.  Liebig’s law states that “under conditions of stationary 
equilibrium, the essential substances become limiting factors if their quantity is close to 
the minimum.”206  This means the factor which is the scarcest becomes the limiting 
factor.   The other law is Shelford’s law which states that the factors that affect an 
organism’s viability also are limited by the conditions which are too frequent or too 
intense.207  The combination of these laws shows that for every organism there is a range 
of conditions in which it can survive.  If one of those conditions, such as temperature, 
                                                            
205  Caneva, Nugari and Salvadori, Plant Biology for Cultural Heritage , 33. 
206  Caneva, Giulia, Maria Pia Nugari and Ornella Salvadori. Biology in the conservation of  works of 
art.  Rome, Italy: ICCROM, 1991. 5 
207   Ibid., 6 
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goes too low, the organism will die.  This will also occur when the temperature is too 
high.   
Survival, germination and growth are different processes that require different, 
sustained conditions to occur.  While most organisms have a high tolerance to a range of 
temperatures, their metabolisms do not.  Microorganisms have an optimum metabolism 
range of 15-20°C.  The optimum values of RH for biological growth are from 65-70%.208  
Light is another factor that varies by quality, intensity time and wavelength. Sunlight can 
be a powerful energy source, but UV light is harmful to many organisms. Also, the 
amount of sunlight can change the temperature of a sample for different lengths of time 
based on its color and how it absorbs the sun’s light.   
Another significant factor limiting the biodeterioration at Mesa Verde is that not 
all organisms are naturally attracted to gelatin.  In biology microorganisms are 
categorized as autotrophs or heterotrophs.  Autotrophs produce their own food and are 
more likely to colonize material with a favorable texture.  Heterotrophs, on the other 
hand, need sustenance from their environment.209  Gelatin, as a food source, can provide 
that sustenance.  The main types of heterotrophic microorganisms are bacteria and fungi.  
Many of these species produce enzymes known as gelatinase that specifically allow a 
living organism to hydrolyse gelatin into its sub-components such as amino acids.  The 
amino acids can then cross the cell membrane of a microorganism and be used for food.  
The damage changes the chemical, rheological and mechanical properties of gelatin, 
                                                            
208  Caneva, Nugari and Salvadori Biology in the Conservation of Works of Art. 16. 
209  Caneva, Nugari and Salvadori, Plant Biology for Cultural Heritage ,15. 
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rendering the consistency of the solution limpid, known as liquefaction, and creating a 
foul odor.210  
Between fungi and bacteria, fungi are the more insidious threat.  While there are 
many types of bacteria and fungi, in general fungi can survive in more extreme 
environmental conditions, requiring less water to germinate and tolerating a wider variety 
of temperatures.211 Also, many more species of fungi produce hyphae (yeasts do not) than 
bacteria.212  Hyphae are long, branching filamentous structures that penetrate into a 
material and can break cohesive bonds.  The formation of hyphae make fungi one of the 
most dangerous biological threats to historic material.  “No material exists that can avoid 
being damaged by these organisms.”213  Research has also shown that fungi are more 
likely to cause hydrolysis through gelatinase activity.  In a study of the bioreceptivity of 
photographic film with a gelatin binder, only half of the fourteen bacteria in the 
inoculation caused hydrolysis, while 16 of the 17 fungal strains caused the degradation to 
occur.214   
While many biological deterioration agents could affect the gelatin treatment, 
non-yeast fungi pose the most significant threat based on their ability to consume gelatin, 
breakdown its molecular structure through enzyme attack and impair its cohesion through 
                                                            
210   Robert Bogue, The Chemistry and Technology of Gelatin and Glue. (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., 1922), 60. 
211  Caneva, Nugari and Salvadori, Plant Biology for Cultural Heritage ,70. 
212  C. Abrusci, et al. “A chemiluminescence study on degradation of gelatine: Biodegradation by 
bacteria and fungi isolated from cinematographic films.” Journal of Photochemistry and Photobiology A: 
Chemistry, Volume 185, Issues 2-3, 25 (January 2007): 188-197. 
213  Caneva, Nugari and Salvadori, Plant Biology for Cultural Heritage ,65 
214  C. Abrusci et al. “A chemilumicescence study,” The only fungal strain not to degrade the gelatin 
with yeast (Cryptococcus albidus) 
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penetrating hyphae.  In order to colonize the gelatin, fungal spores needed to contact the 
material.  Spores differ in shape and size depending on their family of fungi.  A spore can 
survive harsh environmental conditions, though energy is needed to start a new lifecycle 
through germination.  Fig  5.1 shows the development of a fungi.  Most likely the spores 
on the gelatin at Mesa Verde are in the quiescence phase.
 
Fig. 5.1  The fungal reproduction cycle through the asexual formation of spores (Caneva, 
Nugari and Salvadori, Plant Biology for Cultural Heritage,66) 
 
Another consideration at Mesa Verde is the location of the gelatin--gelatin as an 
adhesive is sheltered behind plasters and washes from the spores and organic material in 
the air.  This is different from a material such silver halide photographic film which has a 
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layer or coating of gelatin on its surface.  While fungi often exist in soils, such as 
arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi that grow in conjunction larger plants, it is highly unlikely 
that any of the spores that were living in the earthen material used to produce the finishes 
are capable of germination after over 700 years.215  The source of fungal spores that could 
cause deterioration is the current vegetation at the park which release particulates and 
spores into the air which as known as bioarosals.  These must be able to settle on the 
gelatin beneath the adherends to cause damage.   
The most significant limiting factor effecting the biological growth at Mesa Verde 
is the climate.  The fluctuations of temperature, relative humidity, sunlight and wind 
throughout a day, week and year prevent the microorganisms from germinating.  The 
influence of light and wind can both be a hindrance and a help to fungi.  Compared to 
other microorganisms, fungi are not very effected by light, though prolonged exposed to 
UV light is detrimental, especially to fungi that contain melanin.216  Also, the heat 
sunlight produces can be beneficial to their growth.  Air movement is essential for the 
deposition of spores.  But air movement has also been shown through testing to decrease 
microbial germination through lowering the temperature and relative humidity and not 
allowing the spores to settle.217  
                                                            
215  Laura Fox, biologist University of Pennsylvania,  personal conversation,  3/22/2011. 
216  Caneva, Nugari and Salvadori, Plant Biology for Cultural Heritage, 70. 
217  Nieves Valentin, Rafael Garcia, Oscar De Luis, and Shin Maekawa. “Microbial control in 
archives, libraries and museums by ventilation systems.”  Restaurator: International Journal for the 
Preservation of Library and Archival Material 19, no. 2(1998): 85-107.  
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Even if a fungal spore lands in the gelatin treatment material, it needs sufficient 
water and heat to develop.  Most fungi are aerobes and require oxygen to live and all 
need free water from their substrate and the environment. The ideal temperatures for 
fungi to grow are 22-28°C with fluctuations of 10°C.  The more important data for Mesa 
Verde is that the fungi can tolerate temperatures from 0°C up to 40°C without dying218, 
though growth is slowed or stopped while the limits have been crossed.  Mathematicians 
involved in the calculation of mold growth are beginning to understand the need for a 
recovery time factor in their equations to compensate for the wide variety of outdoor 
conditions.  Even after the climate has shifted back within the limiting factors, more 
energy is needed for additional growth due to the time the material was lacking an 
essential environmental element.219   
To summarize, the potential exists for fungi to colonize and deteriorate the gelatin 
adhesive and the cultural fabric it is adhering, though colonization is limited by the 
encapsulated nature of the gelatin and the lack of sustained high temperatures and relative 
humidity at the site.  In order to access the threat to the gelatin adhesives at Mesa Verde, 
on site testing is needed to analyze how and when colonization will take place.  Also, 
identification of the spores present will yield valuable information about the necessary 
climatic conditions needed to initiate growth.  The following sections discus testing 
protocols and propose a methodology for evaluating the bioreceptivity of the gelatin at 
Mesa Verde.   
                                                            
218   Caneva, Nugari and Salvadori, Plant Biology for Cultural Heritage, 70. 
219   Johansson, et al.,  “Estimation of mould growth levels.”  
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5.1 Testing biodeterioration 
 
Testing materials to determine their susceptibility to biodeterioration is a process 
still in its infancy.  Few studies have been published addressing potential damage when it 
is not already present on a cultural object.  Even fewer address this potential for treatment 
products applied to the objects.  It is not surprising then, that no standards currently exist 
in the field of conservation to evaluate of bioreceptivity.  However, the potential for 
biodeterioration has been tested by conservators and their methods can be applied here, 
drawing on standards used in other fields.  Table 5.1 documents the relevant case studies 
consulted that evaluated a material’s susceptibility to biocolonization--also known as 
bioreceptivity--through experimentation.   
The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), as well as other testing 
organizations around the world such as the British Standards Institution (BSI) created 
tests to determine the bioreceptivity of consumer materials.  ASTM is specifically 
interested in the prevention of mold growth on building construction materials due to the 
human health effects associated with exposure.220  Product manufacturers use the test 
results to convey information to architects and contractors on the proper storage, 
installation, and use.  A variety of ASTM standards under different committees have been 
formulated to test the bioreceptivity of materials. (Table 5.2)  
 
                                                            
220    Brock, et al., Biology of Microorganisms. 
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TABLE 5.1:   BIORECEPTIVITY ARTICLES WITH TESTING  
Title  Source  author(s)  year  gelatin  Substrate  type of growth   Testing method  
Time of 
Test  Type of Analysis 
The effect of Microbial Growth on Synthetic Polymers 
Used on Works of Art  Biodeterioration 7  O. Salvadori and M.P. Nugari   1987  ‐‐  Fine Art  bacteria, fungi 
climatic 1 month 
exposure, 
incubation 28 C 
95% RH or soil 
burial  2 mouths 
contact angle, water 
absorption 
properties (Normal 
11/82) 0‐5 scale 
 
Actinomycetes and biodeterioration of fine art 
 
Biodeterioration 7 
C. Giacobini, M.A. De Cicco, I. Tiglie, G. 
Accardo  1987  ‐‐  Fine Art  actinomycetes 
inoculation, 
incubation  21 days 
cfu's, identification 
by microbiologist 
Microbial Deterioration of Historic Glass Plate Negatives  Biodeterioration 7 
B.J. Zyska, Z.T. Cieplik, A.R. Wojcik, Renata 
Kozlowska  1987  + 
glass plate 
negatives  fungi 
inoculation and 
incubation, 25 C 
and 35‐92 %RH  9 weeks 
percent colonization, 
species id 
A methodology for Biodeterioration Testing of Polymers 
and Resins 
International 
Biodeterioration  
 
Edward D. Santoro, Robert J. Koestler 
  1991  ‐‐ 
treatment 
materials  fungi 
inoculation, 
incubation 25 C 
75% RH  5 weeks 
weighing, FTIR, GCI, 
composite scoring  
Biodeterioration Preliminary Tests on Samples of Serena 
Stone Treated with Resin  Ann. Microbiol.  C. Sorlini, D. Falappi, G. Ranalli  1991  ‐‐ 
treatment 
materials  mould 
inoculation, 
incubation 28 C  30 days  SEM 
 
Laboratory chamber studies and petrographical 
 analysis as bioreceptivity assessment tools of  
building materials   
 
Science of The Total 
Environment  O. Guillitte, R. Dreesen  1995  ‐‐ 
natural rock, 
brick, 
mortars, 
aerated 
concrete 
colonizing plant 
diaspors 
Inoculation, 
incubation  6 months   Petrographical 
A chemiluminescence study on degradation of gelatine: 
Biodegradation by bacteria and fungi isolated from 
cinematographic films 
International 
Biodeterioration & 
Biodegradation 
C. Abrusci, D. Marquina, A. Santos, A. Del 
Amo, T. Corrales, F. Catalina  2006  +  film  bacteria, fungi 
Inoculation, 
incubation  3 weeks 
Chemiluminescence, 
viscosity  
Biodegradation of cinematographic gelatin emulsion by 
bacteria and filamentous fungi using indirect impedance 
technique 
International 
Biodeterioration & 
Biodegradation 
C. Abrusci, D. Marquina, A. Del Amo, F. 
Catalina  2007  +  film  bacteria, fungi 
indirect impedance 
technology   3 weeks  growth rate 
An assessment of façade coatings against colonisation by 
aerial algae and cyanobacteria   
Building and 
Environment 
Hélène Barberousse, Bertrand Ruot, 
Claude Yéprémian, Gilbert Boulon  2007  ‐‐  
façade 
coatings 
algal and 
cyanobacteria 
water‐streaming 
test  3 weeks  biological soiling 
Evaluation of the efficiency of water‐repellent and biocide 
compounds against microbial colonization of mortars   
International 
Biodeterioration & 
Biodegradation  C. Urzì, F.De Leo   2007  ‐‐  mortar 
fungi, bacteria, 
algae and 
cyanobacteria 
innoculation, 
incubation  3 months 
cfu's, identification 
by microbiologist 
Degradation of 2‐chlorobenzoic acid in stabilised/solidified 
soil systems 
International 
Biodeterioration & 
Biodegradation  MJ. Harbottle, A Al‐Tabbaa  2008  ‐‐  soil  bacteria, fungi  innoculation   106 days 
dehydrogenase 
activity 
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Title  Source  author(s)  year gelatin  Substrate  type of growth   Testing method  
Time of 
Test  Type of Analysis 
Reproducing stone monument photosynthetic‐based 
colonization under laboratory conditions.  Sci Total Environ 
A.Z. Miller,L. Laiz, J.M. Gonzalez, A. 
Dionísio, M.F. Macedo, C. Saiz‐Jimenez   2008  ‐‐  stone 
Cyanobacteria, 
green microalgae, 
bacteria, fungi  
innoculation, 
incubation  5 weeks 
Denaturing gradient 
gel electrophoresis 
(with DNA) 
Accelerated laboratory test to study fungal 
biodeterioration of cementitious matrix  
International 
Biodeterioration & 
Biodegradation 
V. Wiktor, F. De Leo, C. Urzì, R. Guyonnet, 
Grosseau, E. Garcia‐Diaz  2009  ‐‐  cement  fungi 
innoculation, 
incubation  3 months  PAS staining, SEM 
Laboratory‐induced endolithic growth in calcarenites: 
biodeteriorating potential assessment  Microb. Ecol. 
A.Z. Miller, M.A. Rogerio‐Candelera, Laiz 
L, J. Wierzchos, C. Ascaso, M.A.Sequeira 
Braga, M. Hernández‐Mariné, A.Maurício, 
A. Dionísio, M.F.Macedo, C. Saiz‐Jimenez  2010  ‐‐  limestone 
cyanobacteria and 
algae 
inoculation and 
incubation   3 months 
chlorophyll 
extraction technique 
Anatase as an alternative application for preventing 
biodeterioration of mortars: Evaluation and comparison 
with other biocides  
International 
Biodeterioration & 
Biodegradation 
A.J. Fonseca, F. Pina, M .Filomena, M. 
Nuno Leal, A. Romanowska‐Deskins, L. 
Laiz, A .Gómez‐Bolea, C. Saiz‐Jimenez  2010  ‐‐  mortar 
cyanobacteria and 
chlorophyta 
species  innoculation  4 months 
fluorescence 
emission 
Estimation of mould growth levels on rendered façades 
based on surface relative humidity and surface 
temperature measurements   
Building and 
Environment 
Sanne Johansson, Lars Wadsö, Kenneth 
Sandin  2010  ‐‐  
façade 
coatings  mould  test walls  6 months  isometric equations 
The development of a method to evaluate bioreceptivity of 
indoor mortar plastering to fungal growth  
International 
Biodeterioration & 
Biodegradation 
M.A. Shirakawa,I.B Beech, R. Tapper, M.A. 
Cincotto and W. Gambale, 
2003  ‐‐  mortar  fungi fungi 
inoculation and 
incubation  4 months  SEM with EDS 
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TABLE 5.2:    ASTM TESTS OF BIORECEPTIVITY 
ASTM  
number  Year  Type of Test  Title  
D3273  2000
Inoculation, 
incubation  
Test Method for Resistance to Growth of Mould on 
the Surface of Interior Coatings in an Environmental 
Chamber  
D3274  1995 Visual 
Evaluating Degree of Surface Disfigurement of Paint 
Films by Microbial (Fungal or Algal) Growth or Soil 
and Dirt Accumulation 
G21  2009
Inoculation, 
incubation 
Practice for Determining Resistance of Synthetic 
Polymeric Materials to Fungi  
G160  2009 Soil Burial 
Standard Practice for Evaluating Microbial 
Susceptibility of Nonmetallic Materials by Laboratory 
Soil Burial 
D4783   2008
Inoculation, 
incubation 
Standard Test Methods for Resistance of Adhesive 
Preparations in Container to Attack by Bacteria, 
Yeast, and Fungi 
D4300   2008
Inoculation, 
incubation  
Standard Test Methods for Ability of Adhesive Films 
to Support or Resist the Growth of Fungi 
D1413   1999 Soil Block 
Standard Test Method for Wood Preservatives by 
Laboratory Soil‐Block Cultures 
 
Examining the type of tests that exist and have been used in the past, a common 
methodology emerges.  All tests employ a version of the two part method of inoculation 
and incubation.  Samples of a cultural material or treatment type are created in a 
laboratory or at a site and then exposed to a concentration of microorganisms.  Incubation 
is the process of confining the material within an environment favorable to biogrowth, 
usually with a high temperature and relative humidity.  Variations to the different 
methodologies include how the microorganisms are introduced to the material, the type 
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of environmental chamber used for incubation, the length of incubation, and methods of 
analysis.  .   
Preparation of the material is an important step in testing.  Most tests are 
conducted in a laboratory, but not all.  In an article entitled, “Estimation of mould growth 
levels on rendered façades based on surface relative humidity and surface temperature 
measurements,” the authors created test walls outdoors.221 The most effective preparation 
method to test bioreceptivity of a treatment material is to apply it to the substrate on 
which it will be used.  When the substrate is not known, the treatment material alone has 
been used on glass sides.222    
Once the material has been prepared there are many ways to introduce 
microorganisms to it.  The authors of the book Plant Biology for Cultural Heritage 
divided the ways of introducing the microorganisms into three categories:  
 Inoculation with a known microbial suspension 
 
 Outdoor exposure in order to encourage the natural deposit of microbial 
spores and cells 
 
 soil burial test, (immersion in garden soil with known microbial 
concentration) 223   
 
All of the testing methods analyzed have used these procedures to introduce 
microbiological organisms to a sample.   But even within these categories there is 
                                                            
221           Johansson, et al., “Estimation of mould growth levels”  
222   Robert J. Koestler and Edward D. Santoro, “A methodology of biodeterioration testing of 
polymers and resins.” International Biodeterioration, Volume 28, Issues 1-4, (1991): 81-90. 
223  Caneva, Nugari and Salvadori, Plant Biology for Cultural Heritage 359. 
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variation.  Inoculation most often involves placing the material in a carbon-free nutrient 
salt agar and placing a solution onto and around it with a known concentration of fungal 
spores.224  Other methods of inoculation include spraying the samples in an 
environmental chamber with water containing the microbes.225   
 
Figure 5.2  This chamber was designed by Dressen and Guilliette (“Laboratory chamber 
studies,” 369) to inoculate samples with microbes through liquid spray at intervals  
                                                            
224   C. Sorlini,. D. Falappi, G. Ranalli. “Biodeterioration Preliminary Tests on Samples of Serena 
Stone Treated with Resin.” Ann. Microbiol. 41 (1991): 71-79.  
225   M.A. Shirakawa, M. A., Beech, I. B., Tapper, R., Cincotto, M. A. and Gambale, W., "The 
development of a method to evaluate bioreceptivity of indoor mortar plastering to fungal growth." 
International Biodeterioration & Biodegradation, 51(2), (2003): 83-92.  
R. Dreesen and O. Guillitte. “Laboratory chamber studies and petrographical analysis as 
bioreceptivity assessment tools of building materials.” Science of The Total Environment, Volume 167, 
Issues 1-3 (May 1995): 365-374.   
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Figure 5.3 Environmental  chamber for 
inoculation and incubation in ASTM D 3273 
(2009) 
 Another way to inoculate the sample is presented in ASTM D 3273.  In D 3273, 
samples are suspended in a chamber maintained at 32.5º C and 95 to 98% relative 
humidity. Temperature and humidity are maintained by heating water in the bottom of the 
chamber with a 
temperature-controlled 
element. A soil bed 
above the water is 
inoculated with various 
strains of fungi. (fig 5.3) 
Samples are exposed to 
this environment for one 
month and rated weekly 
for fungal growth. 
Ratings are based on a 
set of photographic 
standards published in 
ASTM D 3274, Test 
Method for Evaluating 
Degree of Surface 
Disfigurement of Paint Films by 
Microbial (Fungal or Algal) 
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Growth or Soil and Dirt Accumulation.  Test methods D 3273 and D 3274 are well 
established and accepted by the paint and coatings industry.226  
            Another way to introduce microorganisms to a sample is to leave it in an 
environment where it is likely to receive spore deposits.   This is a much less controlled 
test than others, though it has proved effective for conservators evaluating a treatment 
product in a specific environmental setting.227  Other types of ASTM tests include soil 
burial and soil bock tests which introduce microorganisms to samples in or on soil.  
While very similar, soil block tests are conducted specifically for wood.  The American 
Wood Protection Association produces its own standards for the soil block test in 
addition to ASTM.  Soil burial is also used in Great Britain for textiles conservation 
studies. 228  These tests evaluate the susceptibility of the material to biodeterioration 
through loss of mass determined by weight change.   
No matter how the organisms make contact with the materials, they need time and 
energy to grow.  Samples in Petri dishes are placed in environmental chambers used by 
microbiologists that can create sustained conditions of high temperature and relative 
humidity.  Many chambers, such as those in figures 5.2 and 5.3, serve to both inoculate 
and incubate the samples.  If the ambient conditions are necessary and sufficient to 
catalyze growth, inoculated samples can even be placed in an outdoor setting to incubate.   
                                                            
226  Pamela Hargrove, “Testing for Fungal Growth in Building Products: A Collaborative Effort.” 
ASTM International Standardization News.  2004. 
227  Salvadori, O. and M.P. Nugari. “The effect of Microbial Growth on Synthetic Polymers Used on 
Works of Art.” Biodeterioration 7, Great Britain: Elsevier Science Publishers. (1988): 424-427. 
228  BSI.6085 (1981).  Method of test for determination of the resistance of textiles to microbiological 
deterioration.  Section two: soil burial test.  BSI, London.   
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Conservators evaluate the degree of biodeterioration using different tools.   One 
way is to visually check the samples for growth at predetermined time intervals.  The 
growth can be evaluated visually using a grid to approximate the percent coverage of the 
biogrowth, 229 or by the amount of colony forming units (cfu’s) that can be observed.230  
Also, in the case of fungi another method of evaluation is whether or not sporlation has 
taken place.231 ASTM G160 recommends the conversion of visual information into a 
numerical grade from 0-5 indicating the percentage of coverage, time required for the 
coverage to take place or time required for the degradation of a material to be complete.  
In cases where the species of biodeteriogens are not known, an evaluation method is to 
isolate and identify the organisms.   
Other methods of evaluation that are commonly used by conservators are weight 
loss (for soil tests) and SEM imagery.  Others have evaluated visual changes, occurring 
mostly with the growth of cyanobacteria, including fluorescence emission232, and 
biological soiling.233 Conservators have used techniques such XRD, 234 FTIR-GCI235  to 
                                                            
229   Robert J. Koestler and Edward D. Santoro, “A methodology of biodeterioration testing of 
polymers and resins.” International Biodeterioration, Volume 28, Issues 1-4, (1991): 81-90. 
230   B.J. Zyska, et al., “Microbial Deterioration of Historic Glass Plate Negatives.” Biodeterioration 7, 
Great Britain: Elsevier Science Publishers. (1988): 428-435. 
231  Filomena, De Leo and Clara Urzì. “Evaluation of the efficiency of water-repellent and  
biocide compounds against microbial colonization of mortars.”  International Biodeterioration & 
Biodegradation, Volume 60, Issue 1, (July 2007): 25-34. 
232  Ana Josina Fonseca, et al., “ Anatase as an alternative application for preventing biodeterioration 
of mortars: Evaluation and comparison with other biocides.” International Biodeterioration & 
Biodegradation, Volume 64, Issue 5. (August 2010): 388-396. 
233  H. Barberousse, et al., “Factors involved in the colonisation of building façades by algae and 
cyanobacteria in France.” Biofouling. 22(1-2) (2006): 69-77. 
234  Fernanda Martínez-Camacho, et al., “Texture of nopal treated adobe: restoring Nuestra Señora del 
Pilar mission” Journal of Archaeological Science, Volume 35, Issue 5 (May 2008): 1125-1133. 
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evaluate the chemical deterioration of the material, though Koestler and Santoro 
concluded that FTIR was not a precise enough measurement to determine the chemical 
change to a treatment’s composition.  Also, when analyzing contaminated soils for 
bioremediation, dehydrogenase activity can be measured to evaluate the growth of the 
organisms as they break down harmful chemicals such as 2-chlorobenzoic acid.236   
  Bioreceptivity tests have been conducted on materials containing gelatin. 
Cinamagraphic film was tested for biocolonization through indirect impedance 
technology237 and chemiluminescence emission.238  In the former changes in the chemical 
composition of the film was measured, while chemiluminescence emission was evaluated 
through changes in the material’s viscosity.  While each is a valuable tool for the study of 
the biodeterioration of a gelatin-based substance, its application to gelatin as a treatment 
material is limited due to its absorption into the adherends.   
The majority of bioreceptivity tests found in journals and books surround the 
treatment of stone.  Because masonry is colonized most frequently by autotrophic 
organisms that use the stone cavities as growing environments instead of a food source, 
the tests are not specifically relevant to gelatin.  However, tests have been conducted on 
the products used to treat stone deterioration.239 Their methodologies are very relevant to 
                                                            
236  Harbottle and Al-Tabbaa. “Degradation of 2-chlorobenzoic acid”  
237  Abrusci et al., “Biodegradation of cinematographic gelatin emulsion.” 
238  Abrusci, et al., “A chemiluminescence study on degradation of gelatin.” 
239  Robert J. Koestler and Edward D. Santoro, “A methodology of biodeterioration testing of 
polymers and resins.”  
C. Sorlini,. D. Falappi, G. Ranalli. “Biodeterioration Preliminary Tests on Samples of Serena 
Stone Treated with Resin.”  
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the testing of gelatin as a treatment.  Koestler and Santoro created a methodology for 
evaluating the bioreceptivity of conservation treatments described in chart 5.1.  Drops of 
consolidants were placed on slides in a Petri dish with cultural material where they were 
inoculated with a known microbial suspension.  The samples were then incubated in a 
thermostatically controlled environment for five weeks.  At the end of the test the 
samples were weighted, scored and analyzed chemically with FTIR-GCI.   
FUGAL ISOLATION 
SPORE SUSPENSION PREPARATION 
PARTICLE COUNTING 
MIXED SLURRY PREPARATION 
POLYMER AND RESIN PREPARATION—INOCULATION OF SPORES 
INCUBATION OVER 5 WEEKS WITH WEEKLY REMOVAL 
VISUAL OBSERVATIONS 
SPORLATION         COLONIZATION 
RANDOM FIELD PROCEDURE 
SAMPLE WASH 
SAMPLE DRYING 
FILM REMOVAL AND WEIGHING 
FTIR ANALYSIS—GCI 
COMPOSITE SCORING 
Chart 5.1 Methodology outlined by Koestler and Santoro (1991) to evaluate the 
bioreceptivity of a conservation treatment material  
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With the amount of specialized knowledge and laboratory equipment needed to 
complete these tests, a microbiologist needs to be involved in the evaluation of the 
bioreceptivity of a conservation material.   Also, the handling of anthropogenic 
microorganisms must be conducted by a technician trained in safety procedures.  Due to 
the lack of specialized equipment and lack of a sterile lab environment a different form of 
evaluation methodology was created for the gelatin treatments.  This testing proposal is 
outlined in the following section.    
 
5.3 Bioreceptivity Testing Program  
 
5.3.1 Testing Methodologies for Mesa Verde National Park 
 
Taking into account testing used by conservators, a method of evaluation can be 
devised for the bioreceptivity of the gelatin adhesives at Mesa Verde National Park.  The 
inability to access the site during this research limited what could be accomplished.  The 
conditions in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania were too far removed from Southwestern 
Colorado to simulate an outdoor environment and the sterile equipment needed to run 
inoculation experiments was not available in the conservation laboratory.   The best 
option was to create a proposal for future testing to be done on site.   
The goal of the bioreceptivity testing at Mesa Verde is twofold.  The first 
objective is to identify the fungi and bacteria at the site that will colonize the gelatin 
treatments.  The secondly is to identify the environmental conditions—temperature, 
relative humidity, sunlight etc.-- that must be sustained for colonization to occur.   The 
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second part can be accomplished through identifying the biological agents present and 
researching their limiting factors or from data loggers placed on the site.   
There are many techniques used to sample and identify biological agents effecting 
cultural heritage, though most are designed for situations where biological colonization is 
readily apparent.  Non-destructive methods for sampling the biodeteriogens include a 
swab, micro scalpel and needle.  DNA identification requires more destructive sampling 
methods, usually accomplished with scalpels.240   When biological colonization is not 
apparent, as in the case of Mesa Verde, field sampling is not as useful.     
Table 5.3  Testing Protocol Evaluation 
   Advantages  Disadvantages 
1.) Collection of spores on site 
(passive or active), DNA 
analysis 
 
‐Identify the species affecting the 
site  ‐  Not on treatment material 
 
 
 
‐ Identification must be done by a 
professional and may be expensive 
‐Quick test 
2.) Monitor the Relative 
Humidity and Temperature in 
the field then recreate 
conditions in lab 
environmental chamber 
‐More applicable to other sites 
 
 
‐  Length of time, test not on 
specific fungi at site 
‐ Need equipment and a 
laboratory for second part 
3.) Proxy samples 
consolidated with treatment 
then destructively tested 
 
‐  Closest to actual conditions as 
possible without sampling plasters 
‐ The new soils are not sterile 
and could contaminate results 
‐Can analyze how the treatment 
interact with earthen finishes 
‐ More complicated to 
transport to University of 
Pennsylvania 
4.) Sampling the gelatin‐
treated plaster and running 
tests such as SEM  
‐Quick and simple way to gauge the 
actual level of biodeterioration on 
the treatments 
‐Does not require a microbiologist 
 
‐ Damages the historic fabric  
‐ May or may not yield results  
 
                                                            
240   Caneva, Nugari and Salvadori, Plant Biology for Cultural Heritage,349. 
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The viable ways to test the bioreceptivity of the treatments at Mesa Verde have 
been broken down into four options, described in Table 5.3 with advantages and 
disadvantages to each.   Each of these methods was analyzed for its efficacy to the goals 
of the bioreceptivity program.  The first option is directed at collecting the airborne 
microflora, called bioaerosols.  This can be accomplished passively by exposing plates of 
the gelatin treatment on site, though they will likely attract larger biological threats such 
as animals before microbes have a chance to colonize the material.  There are other ways 
of collecting bioaerosols can be used quantitatively by sampling the biological material in 
a known quantity of air such as impaction, aspiration, filtration, electrostatic 
precipitation, thermal precipitation, impingement or impaction.   One method used by 
conservators is impaction with a tool such as the Thermo Scientific Single Stage N6 
Andersen Cascade Impactor (ACI).   
Using that equipment, particulates are impacted to cultural media through an air 
pump with a series of filters.  The results of this test are reported in concentrations of 
“colony forming unit per cubic meter” (CFU/m3) or spores per cubic meter.  Results 
indicate the number of viable spores in the air at the time of sampling.241  Tools such as 
the ACI are used for researchers analyzing interior environments for toxic mold growth.  
In an exterior, variable environment such as Mesa Verde, sampling the air would be 
more problematic.  The viable spores at the time of sampling could change with the 
wind, the time or day or the season.  What is collected also may not pose a threat to the 
                                                            
241   Maekawa and Toledo. "A Climate Control System for Hollybourne Cottage.” 
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gelatin treatments.  Whatever is found would have to be transported to the University of 
Pennsylvania and converted into an inoculation to be place on the gelatin treatments in a 
laboratory bioreceptivity test.     
The second method, monitoring conditions on site and mimicking them in an 
environmental chamber, would not be able to identify the microorganisms at Mesa Verde.  
It could be combined with another option, such as option one, to create a bioreceptivity 
lab test with inoculations from spores.  This combined process, while a valid choice, 
would involve many lengthy steps.  The conditions at the site would need to be 
monitored.  At the same time the microorganisms would have to be samples and brought 
back to the University to be identified by a professional.  After those steps had been 
completed, the identified microorganisms would have to be isolated for inoculation and 
treatment samples would have to be created in the lab.  The microorganisms would then 
be applied to the material in an environmental chamber and analyzed.  This multi-step 
process is time consuming and involves many variables.  It would be more helpful to be 
able to evaluate the bioreceptivity of the material while on site so the process could be 
controled and adjusted in a reasonable time frame.   
 The test that best matches the goals of this testing as well as the time frame is the 
third option: the creation of proxies.  By creating new plasters, the damage to the historic 
material is eliminated.  Monitoring equipment can be attached to the proxies to assess the 
temperature and relative humidity during testing.  Even after a month, if biocolonization 
is not visible, the samples can be transported back to the University of Pennsylvania to be 
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destructively tested.  Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) can be conducted to see if 
there are spores or hyphae present in the sample.  Other samples can be given to a 
microbiologist for identification.  The goals of the project would be met in reasonable 
time frame and the methodology could be adjusted on site to meet any challenges that 
may arise.   
The forth method is not recommended as a testing procedure on its own.  Because 
the finishes are so rare and fragile, testing the gelatin treatments in situ, such as removing 
the finishes with a scalpel, could irreparably damage the historic fabric.  One or two 
samples could be taken in conjunction with another monitoring program, such as the 
creation of proxies.  They could be analyzed with SEM to visualize if there are 
microorganisms present in the working adhesive.  
5.3.2  Selected Methodology  
 
The goals of this experimental program, as stated in the previous section are to:  
 identify the fungi and bacteria at the site that will colonize the gelatin 
treatments and possibly have deleterious effects on the finishes 
 
  to identify the environmental conditions—temperature, relative humidity, 
sunlight etc.-- that must be sustained for colonization to occur  
 
A series of proxy samples of plasters can be made at the University of 
Pennsylvania using materials from Mesa Verde.  Stabilization soils can be seived and 
divided into the correct particle size distributions.  This was determined through 
compilation of previous research conducted by Ferron in 2009  to be a 16:84 sand: 
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silt/clay ratio for washes and a 54:46 sand:silt/clay ratio for plasters.242  Based on 
previous earthen sample creation by Carr (2004) and Ferron (2007) 12ml of soil for 
every1ml of water should be used to create a plaster paste that will adhere to the substrate 
successfully.243  The substrates to be used are the Scioto buff sandstone cubes that were 
tested by Ferron (2007) and found to best mimic the properties of the Mesa Verde 
sandstones as analyzed by Carr (2004).244  A draw-down tool used by both previous 
researchers should be used to smooth the plasters to the correct height above the stone 
(approximately 5mm).   
 
Figure  5.4 The draw-down tool in use.  (Ferron, 2007, 69) 
                                                            
242  Ferron, “A comparative study of ethyl silicate-based consolidants,” (2009), 11-16.   
243  Ferron, “The Consolidation of Earthen Surface Finishes” (2007), 75.   
244  Ibid., 62 
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The choice of using a substrate in place of the acrylic coupon molds had to do 
with the practicality of the site. A 5mm plaster set on the ground is more likely to be 
covered with windblown dirt than microbes. If the plaster were to be set in a container 
such as a Petri dish, it would lose intimate contact with the ground and be subjected to the 
microclimate of whatever container was used. A substrate gives the sample weight and 
elevation while maintaining contact with the materials at Mesa Verde. 
  The plaster samples should be allowed to dry on the stone substrates for at least 
one week before treatment takes place.  The types of treatments most threatened are the 
10% gelatin treatments containing glycerin (a hydrophilic material) without any alcohol 
or a biocide.  Plasters should be used because they are thicker than a wash and can absorb 
more of the treatment solution. It is unclear if the red, yellow or white soil would show 
differences in bioreceptive due to the differences in the colors’ thermal capacities.  Each 
color should be used.  Though much of the treatment at Mesa Verde is done in the form 
of adhesive injection, the more susceptible form of treatment is consolidation in which 
the gelatin is brushed on to the surface of the plaster.  From all of this information, the 
proxy samples will be treated with 10% gelatin and 10% glycerin by volume solutions, 
consolidated, on red, yellow and white plasters with Scioto buff sandstone substrates.   
5.3.3 Application of Consolidant  
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Figure 5.5 Consolidant was applied using a facing brush over wet strength tissue paper. 
(Photograph by Lauren Hall, 2007. In: Ferron 2007, 78) 
 
For the application of consolidant in the lab, the method used by Ferron (2007) 
can be employed.   Following her method, a thin, permeable wet strength tissue paper 
was laid on the finish surface, over which the consolidant was brushed with a facing 
brush.  The gelatin was applied in three passes, each immediately following the one 
previous.  In the first pass, five brush applications were made to each sample, while in all 
subsequent passes only one or two brush applications were made until the gelatin began 
to pool on the surface.  Application stopped when the waiting time for absorption 
exceeded 30 minutes.245 (fig 5.6)  The gelatin was applied warm to reduce viscosity, 
however due to slow absorption isopropyl alcohol was added.  This should be avoided for 
                                                            
245   Ferron, “The Consolidation of Earthen Surface Finishes,” (2007), 77. 
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the bioreceptivity studies. Even though the alcohol should evaporate, reside could hinder 
biological growth and negate the findings of the study.     
 
Figure 5.6  The gelatin consolidant pooled on the surface during application (Ferron 2007, 
78)   
 The consolidant should be allowed to absorb and dry for 2-3 weeks in the 
laboratory.  Once it solidified the samples with the consolidated plasters (5cm x4cm x 5 
cm) can be packed in a shipping container with gauze and transported to Mesa Verde 
National Park in Southwestern Colorado.  Any damage caused in transport can be treated 
on site through gelatin injection.     
5.3.4 Placement of proxies  
  At the site, the stone substrates with the consolidated plasters must be placed 
thoughtfully.  The plasters can remain on the top of the sample stone.  While most of the 
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plasters are on vertical surfaces at Mesa Verde, a horizontal surface would attract the 
most spores and be the easiest to observe.  The substrates should be in contact with 
ground, or loose debris layer on top of original earth or replacement floor.  Three proxy 
samples should be placed next to each other, but without contact: red, yellow and white 
consolidated samples.   
Multiple microclimates exist in the alcove sites at Mesa Verde that differ in ways 
such as temperature, relative humidity, sunlight and ventilation--as many should be 
represented in this study as possible.  An alcove site should be chosen that has limited 
access to decrease the potential of human interference or tourists complaints, but where 
treatment has taken place such as Mug House, Cliff Palace or Long House.  The locations 
that should be considered: 
 interior of a kiva 
 interior rooms with little ventilation or sunlight 
 exterior areas that receive indirect/direct sunlight 
 back of the alcove where moisture from ground penetration through the rock will 
be pronounced   
 
These areas are likely to support their own microclimates.  Four groups of three different 
colored plasters should be used for a total of 12 samples.   
 
5.5.4 Monitoring Equipment  
 
While the proxies are in the field it is crucial to know what the climatic conditions 
affecting them are in order to prove or disprove the assumption that the environment is 
stopping biodeterioration from taking place.  The HOBO U23 Pro v2 
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Temperature/Relative Humidity Data Logger is a good fit for this experiment.  It is an 
outdoor data logger that records temperature and relative humidity with sufficient 
precision and accuracy that can be set to take readings at one hour intervals through the 
month of August.  The data can be downloaded at the end of the testing or at intermittent 
periods in between, though the logger must be turned off when downloading data.  Also, 
the transferring of data requires a special base station and software, along with the data 
logger.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7  Image of the HOBO U23 Pro v2 data logger.  (Onset Computer Corporation 
www.onsetcomp.com/pro-v2-temp-rh-data-loggers-outdoor  4/10/2011) 
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One data logger is 10.2 × 3.8 cm and is sufficient to monitor each location.  (fig 
5.7) The data sensor may be internally located in the logger.   The placement of the 
monitoring device should be equidistant from each of the samples. 
TABLE 5.4:   MONITORING EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS  
Type of Equipment   HOBO U23 Pro v2  (internal sensor) 
Frequency of data collection  1 hour  
Duration of Monitoring  1 month (august)  
Number of data loggers 
needed  4 
What is monitored  temperature and relative humidity  
 
Also, because conservator will be at the site throughout the month long 
experiment, visual monitoring can take place.  A least once a day a member of the 
conservation team can observe the samples, take pictures and record the conditions.  Any 
visible biological growth on the treatment material would be photographed and quantified 
with a grid and the number of CFUs present.  Also, having a person track the experiment 
will create insights the piece of equipment would miss.  Relevant observations include 
indirect sunlight, debris around the sample, or data logger disturbance by animals.   
It is important that the testing occur during the rainy season because the higher 
temperatures and relative humidity would encourage biolocoloization.  Another time 
when conditions are favorable occurs when the snow that covers the landscape melts.  
This will be a time of high relative humidity but also of increased ground water moving 
through the stone bedrock and exiting through the seams in the sedimentary rocks along 
the back of the alcoves.  Year-long monitoring with data loggers is therefore 
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recommended to access the season of greatest vulnerability at each location where the 
proxies had been placed, after the month long bioreceptivity test has concluded.  
5.5.6  Analysis and Interpretation 
 
 At the end of the month, whether or not biological deterioration has taken place 
on the material, the plasters can be mechanically removed from the substrates and placed 
into sterile Petri dishes.  The substrates can be transported to back to Pennsylvania 
separately.  The Petri dishes should be sealed with parafilm to ensure the lids stay on and 
no contamination occurs.  In order to keep the spores viable, the dishes should be placed 
in a cooler and flown back to the University of Pennsylvania where they should be stored 
at 4°C.   
 The first level of evaluation is microscopy; observing the sample under different 
magnifications could show deterioration the unaided eye could miss.  Using a scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) is extremely important because it allows the conservator to 
see the microbiological agents.  Images of the samples consolidated with gelatin before 
the bioreceptivity tests are needed in order evaluate the biological activity after testing.  
Analysis of the images can reveal valuable information about the destructive mechanisms 
of the biological agents such as the depth of penetration of the hyphae.  Due to the 
potential of fungi to deteriorate the gelatin, spores and hyphae should be present in the 
images.  Both hyphae and spores are evident in the SEM image in figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8.  SEM image of a mortar after 14 days of incubation at 25◦C at 100% of RH 
showing fungal colonization by C. sphaerospermum.  The upper arrow indicates fungal 
hyphae penetrating the pore of mortar, the lower arrow indicates spores and spore-bearing 
structures. ( Shirakawa, et al. 2003, 91)  
 
 
If no hyphae, spores or other evidence of microbiological activity is evident on 
the samples, the plasters may be placed in an environmental chamber and a constant high 
temperature and relative humidity in order to catalyze the germination of any spores that 
may have collected at Mesa Verde.  Due to the receptivity of gelatin in other 
environments, if is highly unlikely no biological agents will attach themselves to the 
proxies, though the energy needed for germination to occur may not have been achieved 
at the site. This must be done at a microbiology facility with sterile equipment.  After one 
month, microscopic observation should be conducted.  If there is still no visible evidence 
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of biological growth, the gelatin treatment should be understood as a non-bioreceptive 
material as an adhesive on earthen plasters. Other ways to detect the presence of 
microorganisms include measuring dehydrogenase activity which indicates 
respiration246and quantifying of chlorophyll pigments with UV/Vis spectrophotometric 
analysis.247   Also, microcalorimetry can be used to detect fungi by measuring the heat 
produced by fungal metabolic action.   
If biological agents are present there are ways to obtain more information about 
their taxonomy.  Molecular methods are employed in the field of microbiology that 
involve extraction of DNA and RNA and amplification of the material through 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR).248  Another identification technique is Fluorescense In 
situ Hybridization (FISH) which can be conducted on site through the use of molecular 
probes that can target specific fungi.249    The main phases of FISH are depicted in chart 
5.2.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
246  Harbottle and Al-Tabbaa, “ Degradation of 2-chlorobenzoic acid.”  
247  Caneva, Nugari and Salvadori, Plant Biology for Cultural Heritage ,351. 
248  Ibid.,. 350. 
249  Ibid., 351. 
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Sample (stone, sticky tape, etc) 
Preparation 
Fixation 
Permeabilization 
Hybridization 
Washing 
Mounting 
Visualization 
Chart 5.2 The main phases of FISH, used to identify fungi in situ  (Caneva, Nugari and 
Salvadori, Plant Biology for Cultural Heritage, 351) 
 
Once the biological agents are identified they can be researched for their optimal 
environmental conditions and the time needed for those conditions to be sustained.  It is 
not clear from the proxy samples how much biological material would be able to reach 
the adhesives in situ behind the plaster and washes, so qualitative analysis of bioareolos 
is not necessary.  Qualitative taxonomic identification is critical for the understanding the 
organisms’ habitat.   DNA or RNA for species identification may not be necessary.  
Visual analysis by a trained microbiologist will yield general information about the type 
of microorganisms present.  The FISH technique can also be used to identify fungal 
species, though a trained technician is needed to assist with the process of hybridization.   
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To better understand the environmental conditions, the data collected with the 
data loggers can be analyzed and graphed.  One way to do this is with a graph of 3 axis 
like the one in figure 5.8.  The relative humidity and temperature data can be plotted 
against how long the conditions were sustained.  The recommended conditions for 
growth in a laboratory are 14 days at 25°C (77°F) and 80% RH for fungal growth to 
occur.250  It is unlikely that those conditions will be sustained at Mesa Verde and the 
fluctuation of conditions throughout the day should be enough to stop or slow 
germination.   
 
 
Figure 5.8  A graph showing a potential depiction of the data collected by the monitoring 
equipment.  It represents how long the conditions of temperature and relative humidity 
were sustained.   
                                                            
250   Maekawa and Toledo. "A Climate Control System for Hollybourne Cottage” 
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The resulting data from this bioreceptivity test will define the environmental 
parameters in which gelatin can function as an adhesive and consolidant without 
biological threat and identify what microbiological agents pose the most significant risk.  
If fungi are found that cause deterioration of gelatin within the environmental parameters 
identified at the site, a biocide can be added to the gelatin solution to prevent 
colonization.  The information on the environmental parameters needed for the successful 
application of gelatin will inform its potential use as an adhesive at other earthen sites 
around the world.   
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-6-   Conclusions 
 
This research has shown that gelatin, one of the oldest adhesives used by humans, 
remains a valuable tool as a conservation material.  It is environmentally friendly, 
flexible enough to move with the earthen finishes, easy to apply, cost effective and 
retreatable.  Its bond strength is less than the cohesive strength of the earthen adherends, 
which allows it to fail before damaging the historic material.  In addition to its favorable 
adhesive properties, gelatin fulfills a greater cultural need to sustain the preservation 
ideology of the decedents of Mesa Verde’s builders.   
While research and experimentation have yielded positive results, some critiques 
of the methodology can be made to aid future research.   Not using stone substrates 
during testing was detrimental.  While Ferron’s (2009) coupons were a creative and 
effective method of sample creation and testing for consolidation, they were much less 
effective for testing adhesives.  The joint between the plaster and the wash was somewhat 
concealed within the acrylic molds, making visual and tactile evaluation difficult.  Also, 
the molds did not allow moisture to flow in and out of the plasters, forcing adsorption and 
evaporation to take place through the washes only. Another recommendation for future 
research is the selection of a more appropriate testing method to evaluate bond strength of 
a 1mm or less thickness wash. Also, the use of KNOX © original unflavored gelatin is 
not recommended for future use at Mesa Verde for the following reasons: 
 Due to proprietary laws, material properties, source and manufacturing 
process can not be known 
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 The source(s) of the gelatin, and therefore its properties, are likely to 
change without the consumer’s knowledge 
 Purchasing in small packages it both time consuming work with and has a 
greater environmental impact than buying in bulk 
 Buying in bulk from one source guarantees uniformity  
 It is also recommended that future research take into account more variables such 
as different colors of finishes and different treatment formulations.  Of the two treatments 
evaluated in this testing program, the glycerin was not found to add a significant amount 
of adhesive durability to the 5% gelatin solutions.  The only distinct behavioral difference 
between the two solutions was that the glycerin inhibited ice crystal formation during 
freeze-thaw testing.  The need for a plasticizer in gelatin is well established through 
testing with 10% gelatin solutions by Carr (2004) and through the observed deterioration 
of cultural material when gelatin becomes brittle.   The use of glycerin as an additive is 
therefore recommended for continued use at Mesa Verde.   
The vulnerabilities of gelatin adhesives are linked to the surrounding 
environment.  Gelatin, like a microorganism, has environmental limiting factors which 
curtail its use.   Excessive heat (over 120°F) will begin to destroy the cross links that hold 
the material together.  The addition of liquid water is extremely detrimental to the 
adhesive bond as shown through wet-dry testing in which all of the adhesives failed after 
12 cycles.  In the laboratory, more damage occurred from wetting and drying cycles than 
from freezing and thawing, highlighting drying as the process which causes the most 
damage.  Biological agents, especially hyphae producing fungi, will colonize the material 
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and deteriorate it though enzyme attack if periods of favorable temperature and relative 
humidity are sustained.  The sustained conditions needed to catalyze deterioration still 
need to be accessed in the field.    
In conclusion, the continued use of food grade gelatin adhesives is recommended 
for earthen finishes at Mesa Verde National Park.  While successful in Southwest 
Colorado, the gelatin is susceptible to many forms of degradation.  The use of gelatin on 
other earthen sites is recommended only after testing has been done to insure the 
compatibility of the adhesive to the adherends and to the surrounding environment.  For 
example, gelatin should not be used when the adherends come in direct contact with 
liquid water such as rain fall.  Also, basic soils could have a negative interaction with a 
gelatin produced through acid decomposition (type A).   
After the climate and the adherends have been evaluated, the use of gelatin is 
recommended as an adhesive for earthen materials.  During these experiments, both 
gelatin treatments were able a majority of the washes in contact with their substrates, 
despite the fact that the washes had a high percentage of expansive clays in their 
structure.  No finish at Mesa Verde has been found with so much smectite content as the 
washes in this experiment.  The retention of the fabric shows that even under the most 
extreme conditions of expanding and contracting adherends and water saturation in wet-
dry and freeze-thaw cycles, the gelatin adhesives are effective in impeding loss.  It is the 
hope of this research that gelatin treatments will be able to be applied successfully at 
other earthen sites with similar climates to Mesa Verde.  
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TESTING MATRIX 
  
Tested 
Property   test method and standard  Referenced in 
# of 
days 
# of 
samples   Evaluation method  Location  
Soil 
Characterization 
  
Color, before 
and after 
treatment   Munsell, ASTM D1535 
Zinn 2005,  Hartzler 
1997, Dix 1996, 
Ferron 2008  1  9  visual observation  ACL 
pH  test strips 
Zinn 2005,  Hartzler 
1997, Dix 1996  1  1 
test strip readings, 
pH meter readings  ACL 
Mechanical 
Properties  
 
Atterberg 
limits  
liquid and plastic limits and 
plasticity index ASTM D 4318, 
Teutonico 1988 18A, 19 and 
20  
Zinn 2005,  Hartzler 
1997, Dix 1996  3  1  mathematical   ACL 
Assessment Tests 
 
 
 
 
 
Bioreceptivity  
consolidated proxies in situ 
(adapted)  
O. Salvadori and 
M.P. Nugari 1987  35  10 
SEM, visual 
observation  
Mesa Verde, 
Nanotechnology 
Facility, 
Microbiology Lab 
Wet/Dry 
Resistance  RILEM V.3 (adapted)   Ferron 2008  15  45 
visual observation, 
bond strength, 
digital mapping for 
quantification   ACL 
Freeze/Thaw 
Resistance  RILEM V.3 (adapted)   Carr 2002  15  45 
visual observation, 
bond strength, 
digital mapping for 
quantification  ACL 
Bond Strength  force gauge meter   Carr 2002  1  10  digital reading   ACL  
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SOIL CHARACTERISTICS 
  
particle size 
distribution  Origin  Color  Soluble Salts 
Plastic 
Limit 
Liquid 
Limit 
Plasticity 
Index  pH  Clay Mineralogy 
Wash 
16% sand : 84% 
silt and clay 
1 Mesa Verde Soil, 
1 Southwest soil 
5YR 5/6 
yellowish 
red 
Calcium, 
Carbonate, 
Nitrate, Sulfate  NA*  NA*  NA*  NA* 
73% smectite, 
7% kaolinite, 
<5% illite 
Plaster 
54% sand : 46% 
silt and clay 
8 different 
Southwest soils 
7.5 YR 5/4 
brown  NA*  NA*  NA*  NA*  NA*  NA* 
Mixture of both 
wash and plaster   NA  see above  NA  NA  20.8  26.4  6  7.6      NA* 
                          
test conducted 
by 
Amila 
Ferron(2009) 
Amila Ferron 
(2009) 
author 
(2011) 
Amila Ferron 
(2009) 
author 
(2011) 
author 
(2011) 
author 
(2011) 
author 
(2011) 
Amila Ferron 
(2009) 
* not enough material remained to conduct these tests 
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Appendix C2:  Atterberg Limit Data  
17?
 
 
PLASTIC LIMIT  
Sample 
container 
M1 (g) 
container plus soil 
M2 (g)
container plus dry soil 
M3 (g)
water lost 
(g) 
Plastic 
limit  %
1  21.44  36.13 33.61 2.52  20.7
2  21.57  34.19 32.04 2.15  20.5
3  21.17  28.85 27.51 1.34  21.1
Average  20.8
 
LIQUID LIMIT  
sample 
# of 
drops 
container 
M1 (g) 
container 
plus soil 
M2 (g)
container 
plus dry soil 
M3 (g)
water 
lost 
(g)
Water 
Content of the 
Soil % 
Liquid 
Limit 
1  23 21.36  35.37 32.57 2.80 25 26.4
2  10 21.32  32.46 29.93 2.53 29
3  14 21.28  31.82 29.48 2.34 29
4  34 21.34  38.42 34.98 3.44 25
5  52 21.44  39.64 36.18 3.46 23
 
 
 
PLASTICITY INDEX 
Liquid Limit   Plastic Limit Plasticity Index
26.4  20.8 6
 
Appendix D:  Sample Schedules 
Sample Coupon 
Treatments
Gelatin, Water
Gelatin, Glycerin, 
Water
 
Water 
Wet-Dry Testing Coupons 
17?
Appendix D:  Sample Schedules 
Sample Coupon 
Treatments
Gelatin, Water
Gelatin, Glycerin, 
Water
 
Water 
Freeze-Thaw Testing Coupons 
1??
Appendix D:  Sample Schedules 
Sample Coupon 
Treatments
Gelatin, Water
Gelatin, Glycerin, 
Water
 
Water 
Unweathered Coupons tested for bond strength and 
Humidity Cycling Coupons  
1??
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Wet‐Dry Climate Conditions  
Cycle   Date  Time   Room Conditions   Rack Conditions 
Temp °C  RH%  Temp  RH% 
1  3/22/2011  midnight  21 29 15  37
Cycle   Date  Time   Room Conditions   Rack Conditions 
Temp°C  RH%  Temp  RH% 
2  3/23/2011  noon  20 28 15  40
Cycle   Date  Time   Room Conditions   Rack Conditions 
Temp°C  RH%  Temp  RH% 
3  3/23/2011  midnight  20 32 15  38
Cycle   Date  Time   Room Conditions   Rack Conditions 
Temp°C  RH%  Temp  RH% 
4  3/24/2011  noon  20 28 15  39
Cycle   Date  Time   Room Conditions   Rack Conditions 
Temp°C  RH%  Temp  RH% 
5  3/24/2011  midnight  20 25 15  37
Cycle   Date  Time   Room Conditions   Rack Conditions 
Temp°C  RH%  Temp  RH% 
6  3/25/2011  noon  20 24 15  34
Cycle   Date  Time   Room Conditions   Rack Conditions 
Temp°C  RH%  Temp  RH% 
7  3/25/2011  midnight  20 23 15  32
Cycle   Date  Time   Room Conditions   Rack Conditions 
Temp°C  RH%  Temp  RH% 
8  3/26/2011  noon  20 23 15  32
Cycle   Date  Time   Room Conditions   Rack Conditions 
Temp°C  RH%  Temp  RH% 
9  3/26/2011  midnight  20 22 15  14.5
Cycle   Date  Time   Room Conditions   Rack Conditions 
Temp°C  RH%  Temp  RH% 
10  3/27/2011  noon  20 22 20  29
Cycle   Date  Time   Room Conditions   Rack Conditions 
Temp°C  RH%  Temp  RH% 
11  3/27/2011  midnight  20 22 14  29
Cycle   Date  Time   Room Conditions   Rack Conditions 
Temp°C  RH%  Temp  RH% 
12  3/28/2011  noon  21 22 15  30
Cycle   Date  Time   Room Conditions   Rack Conditions 
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Temp°C  RH%  Temp  RH% 
13  3/29/2011  midnight  21 21 15  29
Cycle   Date  Time   Room Conditions   Rack Conditions 
Temp°C  RH%  Temp  RH% 
14  3/29/2011  noon  20 22 14  29
Cycle   Date  Time   Room Conditions   Rack Conditions 
Temp°C  RH%  Temp  RH% 
15  3/30/2011  midnight  22 22 15  29
 
 
Freeze‐Thaw Climate Conditions 
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer C 
Temp°C  RH% 
1  3/22/2011  4:00pm  22 29% ‐15
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
1  3/22/2011  midnight 21 28% NA 
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
2  3/23/2011  8:00am  20 29% ‐15
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
2  3/23/2011  4:00pm  21 32% NA 
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
3  3/23/2011  midnight 20 31% ‐15
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
3  3/24/2011  8:00am  20 28% NA 
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
4  3/24/2011  4:00pm  20 27% ‐14
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
4  3/24/2011  midnight 20 25% NA 
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
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5  3/25/2011  8:00am  20 24% ‐15
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
5  3/25/2011  4:00pm  21 24% NA 
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
6  3/25/2011  midnight 20 23% ‐15
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
6  3/26/2011  8:00am  20 23% NA 
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
7  3/26/2011  4:00pm  21 22% ‐15
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
7  3/26/2011  midnight 20 22% NA 
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
8  3/27/2011  8:00am  20 22% ‐15
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
8  3/27/2011  4:00pm  20 22% NA 
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
9  3/27/2011  midnight 20 22% ‐15
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
9  3/28/2011  8:00am  19 22% NA 
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
10  3/28/2011  4:00pm  21 22% ‐16
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
10  3/28/2011  midnight 21 21% NA 
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
11  3/29/2011  8:00am  20 22% ‐16
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
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Temp°C  RH% 
11  3/29/2011  4:00pm  21 22% NA 
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
12  3/29/2011  midnight 22 22% ‐14
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Room  Temp°C in Freezer 
Temp°C  RH% 
12  3/30/2011  8:00am  21 22% NA 
 
 
 
Relative Humidity Climate Conditions  
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
1  4/3/2011 8:00am  18  71%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
1  4/3/2011 4:00pm  15  32%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
2  4/3/2011 midnight  19  48%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
2  4/4/2011 8:00am  16  39%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
3  4/4/2011 4:00pm  19  65%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
3  4/4/2011 midnight  18  44%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
4  4/5/2011 8:00am  19  90%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
4  4/5/2011 4:00pm  18  45%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
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Temp°C  RH% 
5  4/5/2011 midnight  19  96%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
5  4/6/2011 8:00am  15  35%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
6  4/6/2011 4:00pm  18  68%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
6  4/7/2011 8:00am  15  36%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
7  4/7/2011 4:00pm  19  80%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
7  4/7/2011 midnight  18  39
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
8  4/8/2011 4:00pm  18  62
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
8  4/8/2011 midnight  17  39
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
9  4/9/2011 4:00pm  19  88
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
9  4/9/2011 midnight  16  38%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
10  4/10/2011 8:00am  17  74%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
10  4/10/2011 4:00pm  17  45%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
11  4/10/2011 midnight  19  82%
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Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
11  4/11/2011 8:00am  17  60%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
12  4/11/2011 4:00pm  20  76%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
12  4/11/2011 midnight  19  65%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
13  4/12/2011 noon  20  98%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
13  4/12/2011 midnight  18  52%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
14  4/13/2011 noon  18  94%
Cycle  Date  Time  Conditions in Rack 
Temp°C  RH% 
14  4/13/2011 midnight  17  52%
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Freeze-Thaw
Row: A
Treatment: 5% gelatin
       water
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Freeze-Thaw
Row: B
Treatment: 5% gelatin
       water
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Freeze-Thaw
Row: C
Treatment: 5% gelatin
       water
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Freeze-Thaw
Row: D
Treatment:Water
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Freeze-Thaw
Row: E
Treatment:Water
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Freeze-Thaw
Row: F
Treatment:Water
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Freeze-Thaw
Row: G
Treatment:5% gelatin
      10% glycerin
      water 
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Freeze-Thaw
Row: H
Treatment:5% gelatin
      10% glycerin
                 Water
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Freeze-Thaw
Row: I
Treatment:5% gelatin
      10% glycerin
      water 
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Wet-Dry
Row: A
Treatment: 5%gelatin
       water
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Wet-Dry
Row: B
Treatment: 5% gelatin
        water
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Wet-Dry
Row: C
Treatment: 5% gelatin
        water
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Wet-Dry
Row: D
Treatment: 5%gelatin
       10% glycerin
        water 
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Wet-Dry
Row: E
Treatment: 5%gelatin
       10% glycerin
        water 
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Wet-Dry
Row: F
Treatment: 5%gelatin
       10% glycerin
        water 
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Wet-Dry
Row: G
Treatment: Water
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Wet-Dry
Row: H
Treatment: Water
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Test: Wet-Dry
Row: I
Treatment: Water
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Before 
Treatment 
After
Treatment 
After
Testing
  0                             5cm
Test: Relative Humidity Cycles
Treatment: %5 gelatin, water
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Before 
Treatment 
After
Treatment 
After
Testing
  0                             5cm
Test: Relative Humidity Cycles
Treatment: 5% gelatin, 10% glycerin, water
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APPENDIX F:  DURABILITY TEST COUPON PHOTOGRAPHS
Before 
Treatment 
After
Treatment 
After
Testing
  0                             5cm
Test: Relative Humidity Cycles
Treatment: Water
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Appendix G1: Condition Survey—all Freeze-Thaw Deterioration 
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Appendix G2: Condition Survey- freeze-Thaw Blisters 
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Appendix G3: Condition Survey- freeze-Thaw Curling 
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Appendix G4: Condition Survey- freeze-Thaw Total Detachment 
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Appendix G5: Condition Survey-Wet-Dry Total Detachment 
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 0                5             10cm 
5% gelatin 
5% gelatin 10% glycerin 
Water 
Appendix H- Bond Strength Data 
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Bond Strength after Wet‐Dry 
Water  5% gelatin  5% gelatin 10% glycerin 
41.5  12.7  43.2
41.5  48.9  73.8
14.4  45.5  22.2
9.5  2.3  2.3
5.0       
2.0       
19.0  27.3  35.4 average 
53.0  90.0  94.7 bond strength before weathering 
34.0  62.6  59.3 difference 
 
Bond Strength after Freeze‐Thaw  
Water  5% gelatin  5% gelatin 10% glycerin 
21.2  31.7  65.2
11.5  56.4  80.2
36.1  38.6  46.4
34.1  44.5  83.6
47.0     28.8
5.1       
25.8  42.8  60.8 average 
53.0  90.0  94.7 bond strength before weathering 
27.2  47.2  33.9 difference 
 
Bond Strength after RH cycles 
Water  5% gelatin  5% gelatin 10% glycerin
39.3  83.3  59.6  
15.3  57.9  58.4
38.0  60.9  46.2
24.1     92.0
29.1  67.3  64.0 average 
53.0  90.0  94.7 bond strength before weathering 
23.9  22.6  30.7 difference 
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HOBO® Pro v2 User’s Manual 
(Part # U23-00x) 
© 2010 Onset Computer Corporation. All rights reserved. Patent #: 6,826,664. 
Onset, HOBO, and HOBOware are registered trademarks of Onset Computer Corporation. Other products and brand names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their 
respective owners. 
Inside this package: 
 HOBO® Pro v2 logger 
 Clamp and mounting screws 
 
  
Doc #10694-H, MAN-U23 
Onset Computer Corporation 
Thank you for purchasing a HOBO data logger. With proper 
care, it will give you years of accurate, reliable measurements.  
The HOBO Pro v2 logger’s environmentally rugged case is 
designed for years of reliable use in outdoor applications. It has 
enough memory to record over 42,000 12-bit measurements. 
The U23-001 and U23-002 models also feature user-replaceable 
RH sensors. 
The logger uses an optical USB communications interface (via a 
compatible shuttle or base station) for launching and reading out 
the logger. The optical interface allows the logger to be 
offloaded without compromising the electronics. The USB 
compatibility allows for easy setup and fast downloads. 
HOBOware® software version 2.2.1 or higher is required for 
logger operation. Visit www.onsetcomp.com for compatible 
software. 
 
 
Specifications
Temperature Sensor 
Operation range Internal sensors: -40° to 70°C (-40° to 158°F)  
U23-002 external temperature sensor: -40° to 70°C (-40° to 158°F)  
U23-003 and U23-004 external sensors: -40° to 100°C 
(-40° to 212°F), with tip and cable immersion in fresh water 
up to 50°C (122°F) for one year 
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Accuracy
Resolution
Plot A 
Accuracy 0.2°C over 0° to 50°C (0.36°F over 32° to 122°F); see Plot A 
Resolution 0.02°C at 25°C (0.04°F at 77°F); see Plot A 
Response time  
(typical to 90%) 
U23-001 Internal sensor: 40 minutes in air moving 1 m/sec  
U23-002 external temperature sensor: 5 minutes in air moving  
1 m/sec 
U23-003 and U23-004 external sensors: 3 minutes in air moving  
1 m/sec; 30 seconds in stirred water 
Stability (drift) < 0.1°C (0.18°F) per year 
Relative Humidity Sensor (U23-001, U23-002 only) 
Operation range 0-100% RH, -40° to 70°C (-40° to 158°F) 
Exposure to conditions below -20°C (-4°F) or above 95% RH may 
temporarily increase the maximum RH sensor error by an 
additional 1% 
 
Plot B 
Accuracy ±2.5% from 10% to 90% RH (typical), to a maximum of ±3.5%. See Plot B for full range. 
Resolution 0.03% 
Response time 
(typical to 90%) 
U23-001: 40 minute in air moving 1 m/sec with protective cap 
U23-002: 5 minutes in air moving 1 m/sec with protective cap 
Stability (drift) < 1% per year typical; hysteresis 1% 
Logger 
Operation range -40° to 70°C (-40° to 158°F) 
Real-time clock ± 1 minute per month 0° to 50°C (32° to 122°F) 
Battery 1/2 AA, 3.6 Volt lithium, user-replaceable (part # HP-B) 
Battery life (typical use) 3 years with 1 minute or greater logging interval 
Memory (non-volatile) 64K bytes memory (approx. 21,000 temperature and RH measurements) 
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Materials All models: ASA styrene polymer housing and mounting clamp; polypropylene protective cap; Buna-N o-ring(s); 
U23-001, U23-002 only: ASA styrene polymer RH sensor cap; modified hydrophobic polyethersulfone membrane  
Cables U23-001: No cables 
U23-002: One 184 cm (6 ft.) PVC cable; sensor diameter 1 cm (0.38 in.) 
U23-003: Two 184 cm (6 ft.) PVC cables; sensor diameter 0.5 cm (0.20 in.) 
U23-004: One 184 cm (6 ft.) PVC cable; sensor diameter 0.5 cm (0.20 in.) 
Environmental rating Electronics housing is NEMA 6P equivalent (tolerant of brief submergence);  Units with RH sensors are NEMA 4 equivalent (splash-resistant) 
Launch modes Immediate start; delayed start 
Logging interval Fixed-rate or multiple logging intervals, with up to 8 user-defined logging intervals and durations; logging intervals from 1 second to 18 hours (refer to HOBOware software manual) 
Offload modes Offload while logging; stop and offload 
Battery indication Battery voltage can be viewed in status screen and optionally logged in datafile. Low battery indication in datafile. 
Weight U23-001: 57 g (1.5 oz); U23-002: 118 g (3.1 oz); U23-003: 138 g (3.7 oz); U23-004: 102 g (2.7 oz) 
Dimensions Housing measures 10.2 × 3.8 cm (4.0 × 1.5 in.) 
NIST certificate Temperature certificate available for additional charge 
 The CE Marking identifies this product as complying with the relevant directives in the European Union (EU). 
 
 
Accessories available 
 RH sensor replacement kit for U23-001  
(Part # HUM-RHPCB-1) 
 RH sensor replacement kit for U23-002  
(Part # HUM-RHPCB-2) 
Connecting the logger 
The HOBO Pro v2 requires a coupler (Part # COUPLER2-E) 
and USB-Optic Base Station (Part # BASE-U-4) or HOBO 
Waterproof Shuttle (Part # U-DTW-1) to connect to the 
computer. 
1. Install the logger software on your computer before 
proceeding. 
2. Follow the instructions that came with your base station or 
shuttle to attach the base station or shuttle to a USB port on 
the computer. 
3. Make sure the logger’s communications window is clean and 
dry. (Use a clean, nonabrasive cloth, if necessary.) If the 
logger is damp, wipe off excess moisture. 
4. Attach the coupler to the base station or shuttle, then insert 
the logger into the coupler with the ridge on the logger 
aligned with the ridge on the coupler. 
5. If you are using the HOBO Waterproof Shuttle, briefly press 
the coupler lever to put the shuttle into base station mode.  
6. If the logger has never been connected to the computer 
before, it may take a few seconds for the new hardware to be 
detected by the computer. 
7. Use the logger software to launch the logger, check the 
logger’s status, read it out, stop it manually with the software, 
or let it continue to record data until the memory is full. Or, 
use the HOBO Waterproof Shuttle to read out and relaunch 
the logger in the field. 
Refer to the software user’s guide for complete details on 
launching, reading out, and viewing data from the logger. 
Important: USB communications may not function properly 
at temperatures below 0°C (32°F) or above 50°C (122°F). 
Note: The first time you launch the logger, the deployment 
number will be greater than zero. Onset launches the loggers to 
test them prior to shipping. 
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Operation 
A light (LED) in the communications window of the logger 
confirms logger operation. (In brightly lit areas, it may be 
necessary to shade the logger to see the LED blink.) The 
following table explains when the light blinks during logger 
operation: 
When: The “OK” light: 
The logger is logging Blinks once every one to four 
seconds (the shorter the logging 
interval, the faster the light blinks); 
blinks when logging a sample 
The logger is awaiting a 
start because it was 
launched in Start At 
Interval or Delayed Start 
mode 
Blinks once every eight seconds 
until logging begins 
Sample and event logging 
The logger can record two types of data: samples and events. 
Samples are the sensor measurements recorded at each logging 
interval (for example, temperature every minute). Events are 
independent occurrences triggered by a logger activity, such as 
Bad Battery or Host Connected. Events help you determine what 
was happening while the logger was logging. 
The logger stores 64K of data, and can record over 42,000 12-bit 
measurements. 
Deploying and protecting the logger 
 To clean the logger’s case, use a sponge with warm, soapy 
water. 
 Use the included clamp to mount the 
logger to a surface. The clamp has two 
holes for the screws, 44 mm (1.7 inches) 
apart. 
The clamp is slightly tapered to 
accommodate the logger. Install the 
clamp so the logger fits better with its 
communication window facing up. This 
will prevent condensation from pooling 
around the sensor and/or grommet. 
 A solar shield is recommended if the 
logger will be exposed to sunshine. 
 Periodically inspect the three desiccant packs located in the 
logger cap. If they are not bright blue, dry them following the 
instructions below. 
To dry a desiccant pack, remove it from the logger cap and 
leave in a warm (70oC (158oF), dry location until the bright 
blue color is restored. (Refer to the “Battery” section for 
instructions on removing and replacing the logger cap.). 
If a desiccant pack remains pink and will not turn blue, replace 
it with a new desiccant pack (Onset Part #: DESICCANT1)
Replacing the RH sensor 
The RH sensor (on models U23-001 and U23-002) is protected 
by an ASA styrene polymer cap and a modified hydrophobic 
polyethersulfone fluid barrier membrane that allows vapor to 
penetrate while protecting the sensor from condensation. 
RH sensor performance may degrade over time. To replace the 
RH sensor in your logger, refer to the diagram and instructions 
for your logger: 
U23-001 
1. Turn the RH sensor cap counter-clockwise slightly and pull 
to remove it. Discard the sensor cap, membrane, and o-ring. 
Clean the sensor end of the logger. 
 
2. There may be a spacer installed on the RH Sensor Board. 
Remove and discard the spacer. 
3. Note the orientation of the small circuit board containing the 
RH sensor. With a pair of needle-nose pliers, grip the sensor 
board pins. Pull out and discard the board. 
4. Use needle-nose pliers to hold the pins on the new sensor 
board, push the board gently but firmly and install it in the 
same orientation as the old board. Make sure it engages with 
the pins inside the logger housing. Do not touch the sensor 
itself; only touch the sides of the board. 
5. Install the new spacer on the sensor board by placing the 
spacer onto the third pin from the left (use the topmost hole 
on the spacer instead of the center hole). 
6. Make sure the o-ring is clean and seated properly, and set the 
protective membrane on top (either side can face up). 
7. Put the sensor cap back on. Push down and turn it slightly 
clockwise to close it securely. Do not force it. If the cap does 
not go on easily, the sensor may be installed incorrectly. 
Check the sensor orientation and try again. 
8. Check logger status in HOBOware to verify the RH reading. 
Logger 
RH Sensor Board 
Spacer 
O-ring 
Protective Membrane 
RH Sensor Cap WARNING: Do not touch the actual sensor (black 
chip). Doing so may 
compromise accuracy. 
Face-on view with spacer installed 
RH Sensor 
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U23-002 
1. Grasp the cap and membrane and pull firmly. Discard them. 
2. Note the orientation of the small circuit board containing the 
RH sensor. Pull it out and discard it.  
 
 Cable from logger 
Receptacle 
RH sensor 
RH sensor cap 
& protective membrane 
 
3. Holding the sides of the board only, push gently but firmly to 
install the new sensor (Onset part # HUM-RHPCB-2) in the 
same orientation. WARNING: Do not touch the actual 
sensor (black chip) itself; doing so may compromise 
accuracy. 
4. Put the new sensor cap and membrane on. Do not force the 
cap. If it does not go on easily, the sensor may be installed 
backwards. Reverse the sensor and try again. 
Battery
Typical battery life is about three years. Actual battery life is a 
function of the number of deployments, logging interval, and 
operation/storage temperature of the logger. To obtain a three-
year battery life, use a logging interval of one minute or greater, 
and operate and store the logger at temperatures between 0° and 
40°C (32° and 104°F).  
Frequent deployments with logging intervals of less than one 
minute, and continuous storage/operation at temperatures above 
40°C, will result in significantly lower battery life. For example, 
continuous logging at a one-second logging interval will result in 
a battery life of approximately one month. 
The logger can report and log its own battery voltage. If the 
battery falls below 3.1 V, the logger will record a “bad battery” 
event in the datafile. If the datafile contains “bad battery” events, 
or if logged battery voltage repeatedly falls below 3.3 V, the 
battery is failing and should be replaced before the next 
deployment. To change the battery: 
1. Turn slightly counter-clockwise and pull to remove the 
protective cap. Loosen the cable grommet on the opposite 
end, if the logger has an external sensor.  
2. Carefully pull out the circuit board containing the battery. (If 
the logger has an external sensor, you will probably find it 
easier to push the cable(s) into the case to push the circuit 
board out.) 
3. Examine the desiccant packs that were packed into the case. 
If the desiccant is not bright blue, put the desiccant packs in a 
warm, dry place until the blue color is restored.  
 
 
Circuit board 
Protective cap 
Battery
Desiccant packs 
Cable from sensor 
(if applicable) 
Grommet for cable
(if applicable)
 
4. Install a new 1/2 AA, 3.6 Volt lithium battery (part # HP-B). 
The positive end of the battery should face towards the 
communication LEDs. 
5. Use a clean, dry cloth to wipe away any moisture inside the 
case. 
6. Push the board and the desiccant packs back into the case, 
taking care not to bend the communication LEDs. Align the 
board with the grooves inside the case. (If you try to put the 
board in upside-down, the battery will get in the way.)  
7. Make sure o-ring on the protective cap is still in place. It 
should not be pinched, twisted, or trapping dirt or lint, which 
could interfere with the protective cap. 
8. Line up the bumps on the protective cap with the notches in 
the logger’s case. Push and turn the cap slightly clockwise. 
Pull the slack in the sensor cable(s) and tighten the grommet, 
if applicable. 
 WARNING: Do not cut open, incinerate, heat above 
100°C (212°F), or recharge the lithium battery. The battery 
may explode if the logger is exposed to extreme heat or 
conditions that could damage or destroy the battery case. Do 
not dispose of the logger or battery in fire. Do not expose the 
contents of the battery to water. Dispose of the battery 
according to local regulations for lithium batteries. 
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 Adherend:  an adherence is a body that is held to another body by and adhesive  
Adhesion:  the state in which two surfaces are held together by interfacial forces 
Adhesive:  an adhesive is a substance that holds two surfaces together by interfacial 
forces.   
Adhesive failure:  adhesive failure:  adhesive failure is the rupture of the adhesive bond, 
such that the separation appears to occur at the adhesive/adhered interface.   
Agar plate: is a Petri dish that contains a growth medium used to culture microorganisms 
Bioclimate: climactic conditions in relation to the development of biological organisms  
Biodeteriotation: any undesirable change in the properties of a material caused by the 
vital activities of organisms  
Biodeteriogen: microorganisms or organisms that cause damage to materials  
Biodegradation: the biological process through which organic macromolecules are 
decomposed, with particular reference to the transformation—by means of 
microorganisms—of toxic compounds into other less toxic or harmless compounds.   
Bioreceptivity:  the aptitude of a material to being colonized by one or more groups of 
organism, without this colonization necessarily resulting in biodeterioration   
 Bioremediation is the term used to define a technology to treat contaminated soils, water 
or sediments based on the enzymatic activity of microorganisms, usually bacteria or 
fungi. 
 
Bond strength:  the force needed to break an adhesive assembly with failure occurring 
near the plane of the bond line 
Delamination:  the separation of layers in a laminate because of the failure of the 
adhesive, either in the adhesive itself or at the interface of the adhesive and adhered.   
Degredation:  occurs when a large molecule is broken into smaller molecules by chemical 
reactions.  For example, collagen is degraded in the process of forming gelatin 
Failure:  occurs when the adherends separate totally or in part.  It can occur in the 
adherend, in the adhesive or at the interface 
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Gelatin:  a protein adhesive made from collagen broken down and extracted from parts of 
animals.  Glue is an unrefined form of gelatin. 
Gelatinase: a proteolytic enzyme that allows a living organism to hydrolyse gelatin into 
its sub-compounds (polypeptides, peptides, and amino acids) that can cross the cell 
membrane and be used by an organism. 
Glass transition temperature:  the approximate midpoint of the temperature range over 
which there is a reversible change in an amorphous polymer between a viscous rubbery 
condition and a hard brittle condition  
Glue:  glue is a protein adhesive made from collagen broken down and extracted from 
parts of animals.   
Hydrolysis:  a degradation reaction resulting  from reaction with water 
Hygroscopic:  a material capable of absorbing from and releasing water to the 
environment 
Hyphae (sigular: hypha) are long, branching filamentous structures that make up the 
vegetative part of a fungus.  Collectively they make up a mycelium  
Innoculation: the implanting of microorganisms into a culture medium such as a petri 
dish 
Isinglass: a gelatin made from the swim bladders of fishes, traditionally made from 
sturgeon 
Molecular weight:  the weight of one mole of the molecules 
Open time:  the period between applying the liquid to the adherends and the assembly of 
the joint 
Petri Dish: is a shallow glass or plastic cylindrical lidded dish that biologists use to 
culture microorganisms  
Plasticity:  the property that enables a material to retain its shape under force not 
exceeding its yield value and flow above this value 
Plasticizer: a nonreactive additive to the liquid treatment which makes the resulting solid 
material more flexible 
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Setting time:  the time needed for a liquid to form a solid 
Shear:  the force applied to a joint that acts in the plane of the bond line 
Size:  a gelatin that has been applied to reduce penetration of a liquid or to increase 
adhesion 
Surface tension:  the energy needed to increase the surface area of a liquid by a defined 
value  
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